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Lexical vagueness is a ubiquitous phenomenon in natural language. Most of previous 

works in natural language processing (NLP) consider lexical ambiguity as the main 

problem in natural language understanding rather than lexical vagueness. Lexical 

vagueness is usually considered as a solution rather than a problem in natural 

language understanding since precise information is usually failed to be provided in 

conversations. However, lexical vagueness is obviously an obstacle in human robot 

interaction (HRI) since the robots are expected to precisely understand their users' 

utterances in order to provide reliable services to their users. This research aims to 

develop novel lexical vagueness handling techniques to enable service robots to 

precisely understand their users' utterance so that they can provide the reliable 

services to their users. 

A novel integrated system to handle lexical vagueness is proposed in this research 

based on an in-depth understanding of lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness 

including why they exist, how they are presented, what differences are in between 

them, and the mainstream techniques to handle lexical ambiguity and lexical 

vagueness. The integrated system consists of two blocks: the block of lexical 

ambiguity handling and the block of lexical vagueness handling. The block of lexical 

ambiguity handling first removes syntactic ambiguity and lexical ambiguity. The 

block of lexical vagueness handling is then used to model and remove lexical 

vagueness. Experimental results show that the robots endowed with the developed 

integrated system are able to understand their users' utterances. The reliable services 

to their users, therefore, can be provided by the robots. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivations 

Service robots assist human beings in their daily lives. Service robots have been 

gradually pervaded both professional use, for example, defence robots, medical robots 

and milking robots, and personal use such as domestic robots, vacuum cleaning robots 

and leisure robots. It is estimated that by the end of 2007, 49,000 service robots have 

been deployed as professional life assistants and 5.4 million as assistants to personal 

life. 

In the past few years, robots have been gradually endowed with cognitive capabilities 

such as social learning, intention recognition, consciousness and emotion etc. Such as 

one of the key cognitive capabilities, natural language understanding plays a crucial 

role in human-robot interactions (HRI). In fact, natural HRI require a natural language 

interface (NU). 

NU is closely related to natural language processing (NLP) which concerns enabling 

a computer to understand human beings' natural language. Research in NLP has been 

carried out to solve problems such as speech segmentation, speech synthesis, text 

segmentation, automatic text generation, word sense disambiguation (WSD), syntactic 

ambiguity, and imperfect and irregular input handling. The achievements in NLP 

research have been applied to NLI on restricted domains such as homecare robots for 

elderly and disabled people, vacuum cleaning robots and mobile robots (Bennewitz et 

al., 2008; and Kim et al., 2009). Such studies have contributed to the development of 

service robots' abilities to use natural language. 

Lexical uncertainty handling plays a significant role in NLI. Lexical uncertainty can 

be classified into lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness. Lexical ambiguity refers to 

a word that has multiple unrelated meanings. Lexical disambiguation is usually 
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carried out using statistical methods, as they are able to estimate the most appropriate 

sense to a target word based on statistic data. 

Lexical vagueness indicates that a word has multiple related meanings and that there 

are no clear borderlines to distinguish between those meanings. In comparison with 

lexical ambiguity handling, there are few studies involving lexical vagueness handling 

in the area of NLP because lexical vagueness are usually not considered as a problem 

in natural language understanding for human beings' daily communication since a 

speaker and a hearer can use their real world knowledge to remove lexical vagueness 

of a word so that the agreement on a word's meaning can be reached between the 

speaker and the hearer. However, lexical vagueness is obviously a problem in HRI 

because the robots usually do not have adequate real world knowledge to extract the 

exact meaning or exact meanings of a word that has lexical vagueness. Therefore, 

robots need to be endowed with lexical vagueness handling order to enable the robots 

precisely understand the human users' instructions. 

Almost all previous studies on lexical vagueness handling come from cybernetics 

where fuzzy logic is the mainstream technique that has been widely applied to handle 

lexical vagueness mainly arising on adjectives and adverbs (Zadeh, 1972; Ayhan et al., 

2007). However, lexical vagueness is widespread in other word categories such as 

nouns and verbs in HRI. This research expands lexical vagueness handling from 

adjectives into nouns, because nouns that represent the objects in the real world are an 

important word category in HRI. 

Traditionally, lexical vagueness handling utilises defuzzification to derive a precise 

meaning from the fuzzy set of the meanings of a word. The obtained meaning of the 

word can be "over" precise for the robots in HRI. For example, a user expects a robot 

to bring him an apple, but he also accepts a pear, a peach or an orange. The user 

therefore sends a robot an instruction "Can you give me some fruit?" The robot 

predicts that the meaning of the word "fruit" is "apple" via a traditional lexical 

vagueness handling approach. However, apples are not available to the robot at that 

time, while pears, peaches or oranges are available. The service will fail because the 

robot is not aware that pears, peaches and oranges are acceptable to the user. A robust 
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lexical vagueness handling approach that is able to provide alternative services is 

developed in this research. This approach is based on a novel fuzzy minimisation 

method, called signalling game based fuzzy minimisation. The fuzzy minimisation 

method produces a fuzzy set of the most appropriate meanings for a target word. The 

membership degrees of the meanings of this fuzzy set represent the user's preference. 

The fuzzy set enables the robot to be aware of a couple of options that the user 

accepts. When one of the options is not available, the robot can choose another. 

Prior to handling lexical vagueness, modelling lexical vagueness is needed. In the 

previous studies, lexical vagueness is usually modelled by fuzzy sets. There are two 

categories of lexical vagueness modelling approaches. In the first category, a fuzzy set 

of meanings for a word is generated based on users' intuition and defined manually 

under a given context (Zadeh, 1971; and Yang and Bose, 2006). This category is, 

therefore, not suitable for HRI since service robots are expected to work in 

unstructured and dynamic environments where fuzzy sets of words' meanings cannot 

be pre-defined under all contexts. The second category deploys statistical learning 

techniques to model lexical vagueness according to the statistics of co-occurrences of 

words and meanings that are contained in a user's utterances. This category facilitates 

automatic lexical vagueness modelling. On the other hand, most of the statistical 

learning approaches have been developed for modelling lexical vagueness of a 

particular set of words that occur in a particular set of utterances. For example, the 

fuzzy set of "hot" is just for the "hot" included in the utterances "the water is hot". 

The statistical learning approaches rarely take into account of the effect of context on 

a word's meaning. Thus the statistical learning approaches are possibly not 

appropriate for HRI because a word that is included in different contexts is inevitable 

in HRI while the meaning of a word will be changed in different contexts. Therefore, 

an automatic approach of constructing fuzzy sets for modelling lexical vagueness of 

words in different context is also worth of investigation. This research tackles the 

problem by developing a self-adaptive self-organizing map (SOM) which is able to 

automatically construct and update fuzzy sets that represent the meanings of words. 

Lexical ambiguity handling as the pre-processing of lexical vagueness modelling is 

needed to "narrow" the extent of precise meanings of a target word in a particular 
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context. In the previous studies, the process of lexical ambiguity handling is organised 

in a two steps hierarchical framework. First, syntactic ambiguity of a target word is 

removed through parts-of-speech (PoS) tagging techniques. Second, the most 

appropriate imprecise meaning is selected and assigned to the target word according 

to the context. However, the currently used PoS tagging techniques do not take into 

account of the effect of semantic context when deciding a PoS tag to a target word, 

while the recent researches on psychology of language show that the semantic context 

also effects on predicting the PoS tag to the target word. The ignorant of the effect of 

the semantic context on PoS tagging leads to not only the demanding of collecting 

more contextual information of a target word so that the computational time cost is 

relatively high, but also the incorrect predictions of PoS tags to target words. This 

research tackles the problem by developing a reinforcement learning based PoS 

tagging technique which combines the semantic context with the context of word to 

predict the most appropriate PoS tags to target words. 

1.2 Hypothesis of the Research 

1.2.1 Hypothesis 

Introducing a method for handling lexical vagueness improves the performance with 

which a homecare robot can satisfy a user's requests. The method for handling lexical 

vagueness consists of a self-adaptive fuzzy set generation mechanism and a fuzzy 

minimisation technique. The self-adaptive fuzzy set generation mechanism can 

automatically generate the fuzzy sets of words' meanings from the statistics of users' 

commands, and can adapt the fuzzy sets of words' meanings for an individual user. 

The fuzzy minimisation technique predicts the most appropriate set of a word's 

meanings according to a user's command. A robot endowed with the fuzzy 

minimisation technique, therefore, can provide reliable services to the user. 

In order to handle lexical vagueness, the syntactic ambiguity and lexical ambiguity 

need to be removed. Thus, the performance of lexical vagueness depends on the 

accuracy of syntactic ambiguity handling and the accuracy of lexical ambiguity 

handling. The accuracy of lexical ambiguity handling relies on the syntactic 
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ambiguity handling. Introducing a PoS tagger that is integrated with syntactic 

information and semantic information will benefit improving the accuracy of syntactic 

ambiguity handling and the accuracy of lexical ambiguity handling. 

1.2.2 Proposed Experiments for Hypothesis Testing 

In order to test the hypothesis, a series of experiments are designed in this research. 

The appropriate corpora are selected as the data resources in the experiments. Both of 

the corpora are annotated with PoS tags and word meanings. One of them is used to 

train the PoS tagger, the lexical ambiguity handling mechanism and the lexical 

vagueness handling mechanism. The other one is used to test the PoS tagger, the 

lexical ambiguity handling and the lexical vagueness handling mechanism. 

The PoS tagger, the lexical ambiguity handling mechanism and the lexical vagueness 

handling mechanism are evaluated separately. Because the accuracy of the PoS tagger 

determines the accuracy of the lexical ambiguity handling mechanism and the lexical 

vagueness handling mechanism, the accuracy of the PoS tagger is tested first. The 

PoS taggers with the best accuracy on the state-of-the-arts are selected as the 

referential systems to the PoS tagger developed in this research. The accuracy of the 

PoS tagger developed in this research is expected to outperform the best PoS taggers 

on the state-of-the-arts. 

The lexical ambiguity handling mechanism is also trained and tested on the selected 

corpora. Two lexical ambiguity handling systems with the best performance are used 

as the referential systems to the proposed lexical ambiguity handling mechanism. The 

accuracy of the proposed lexical ambiguity handling mechanism is expected to exceed 

the accuracies of the referential systems. 

The experiment on lexical vagueness handling consists of three steps. At the first step, 

the self-adaptive fuzzy set generation mechanism is first used to generate the fuzzy 

sets of word meanings from a corpus. At the second step, the self-adaptive fuzzy set 

generation mechanism is then tested on a set of an individual user's commands in 

order to evaluate whether the self-adaptive fuzzy set generation mechanism can adapt 
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the fuzzy sets of words' meanings for an individual user. At the third step, the fuzzy 

minimisation technique is tested on a user's commands in different scenarios, in order 

to evaluate whether the fuzzy minimisation technique is able to predict the most 

appropriate set of a word's meanings according to a user's command in different 

scenarios. At this step, the mainstream defuzzification methods are selected to 

compare with the proposed fuzzy minimisation technique. The fuzzy minimisation 

technique is expected to outperform than the selected defuzzification methods. 

1.3 Aim and Objectives 

This research aims at the investigation and the implementation of lexical vagueness 

handling techniques to enable service robots to understand their users' instructions in 

the form of natural language. 

The objectives of this research are: 

1. To investigate and implement a new PoS tagger that takes into account of both 

syntactical and semantic effects when assigning a PoS tag to a target word. This is 

important as the use of both syntactical and semantic context will ensure the 

accuracy and efficiency in lexical ambiguity removal and, therefore, guarantee the 

quality of lexical vagueness handling. 

2. To investigate and implement an automatic and self-adaptive fuzzy set generation 

mechanism for lexical vagueness modelling. The feature of auto-generating will 

enable service robots to model lexical vagueness of words in the form of fuzzy 

sets when working in unstructured environments. Since individual users may have 

different preferences and knowledge about words' meanings, a self-adaptive 

mechanism is necessary. 

3. To investigate and implement a fuzzy minimisation technique to replace 

defuzzification in lexical vagueness handling. With the technique, service robots 

are able to provide alternative services if the most preferable service cannot be 

made available. 

4. To integrate the new PoS tagger, the fuzzy set generation mechanism and the 

fuzzy minimisation technique into a system. 
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1.4 Scope of the Research 

Lexical vagueness is classified into two categories: intensional vagueness and 

extensional vagueness (Johnson-Laird, 1986). Intensional vagueness implies that there 

are no actual borderline cases in word meanings, while it is possible that the word 

meanings exist. In usual, intensional vagueness is derived from the definition of a 

word in a sense inventory. Extensional vagueness is defined as there have actual 

borderline cases in those meanings of a word and all those words which are 

extensional vague should be intensional vague. Compared to intensional vagueness, 

extensional vagueness is derived from context of a word. 

This research considers extensional vagueness as a major problem in natural language 

understanding for service robots since the meaning of a word in a sentence depends 

on its context rather than the definition of a word on sense inventory. 

This research first focuses on extensional vagueness handling and then proceeds to 

sentence level. The difference between handling vagueness at word level and handling 

vagueness at sentence level is that the contextual information of a word is not taken 

into account in the former cases, whilst the contextual information of a word is 

considered in the latter cases. This plan follows the principle of compositionality that 

reveals that the meaning of a sentence depends on the meanings of words which 

appear in the sentence. 

This research focuses on handling lexical vagueness that arises on the adjectives and 

nouns related to the area of homecare. This is not only because the collection of the 

vocabulary is more straightforward than that in other areas, but also because 

homecare is a very promising application area for service robots. However, 

methodology and techniques developed in this study are transferable. Furthermore, 

this study only considers that the user's instructions are all in English. 
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1.5 Research Methodology 

In order to understand the state of the arts of lexical vagueness handling, a literatures 

review is conducted. Research papers were selected from the following areas: 

Computational Linguistics, Fuzzy Logic, Statistical Leaming and Psychology of 

Language. 

This research also carries out comparative studies to find out the difference between 

lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness in theory and in practice. The performance of 

different approaches for PoS tagging, lexical ambiguity handling, lexical vagueness 

representation and lexical vagueness handling are also involved in comparative 

studies in order to find out the best solution for each problem. 

The multilevel self organising map is used to build up a lexical vagueness handling 

system. The multilevel model of the lexical vagueness handling system is derived 

from the psychological theory of language processing (e.g. Harley, 2008). The 

experiments of each module in the lexical vagueness handling system are also divided 

according to the multilevel model. 

In order to create fuzzy sets of words' meanings, a corpus integrated with a children 

language development corpus and the utterances collected from adults is used. This 

corpus contains the essential words that are usually used in human beings' daily life. 

The vocabulary of the corpus is therefore able to cover the almost words used in 

homecare. 

Case studies are used to train and to test the lexical vagueness handling system to be 

adaptive to different users and different scenarios. Virtual users and virtual scenarios 

are designed and applied to those case studies to enable the system to understand 

different users' utterances in different scenarios. Those virtual users and virtual 

scenarios are implemented through randomly partitioning the integrated corpus. Since 

the meanings of a word conveyed by different users in different scenarios are 

probabilistic, using randomly partitioned corpus is considered as a feasible way to 

construct the virtual users and virtual scenarios. 
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1.6 Thesis Organisation 

The rest of this thesis is organised into 6 chapters. Chapter 2 gives a literature review 

on state of the art of lexical uncertainty handling, which includes PoS tagging for 

syntactic ambiguity handling, statistical methods for lexical ambiguity handling and 

fuzzy approaches for lexical vagueness handling. 

Chapter 3 describes a novel mutual information based lexical ambiguity handling 

technique as the pre-processing of lexical vagueness handling. The chapter starts with 

presenting the traditional framework of lexical ambiguity handling, and then revises 

the traditional framework according to the related psychological studies on lexical 

ambiguity handling. As a pre-process of lexical ambiguity handling, the chapter also 

introduces a PoS tagging technique in order to remove the syntactic ambiguity. 

Chapter 4 presents lexical vagueness representation using fuzzy sets. The chapter 

discusses the disadvantage of using traditional semantic representation methods to 

model lexical vagueness. The reason of using fuzzy sets to represent lexical 

vagueness is given in the chapter. The chapter then presents "why" and "how" to use 

the self-organizing maps to construct the fuzzy sets in order to model lexical 

vagueness. At the end of this chapter, a truncated gradient algorithm is introduced in 

order to enable the fuzzy sets to be adaptive to individual users. 

Chapter 5 presents a signalling game based fuzzy minimisation for lexical vagueness 

handling. The chapter starts with the discussion on the disadvantages of traditional 

defuzzification approaches. The framework of the signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation is then introduced following the analysis of the communication model 

between the user and the robot. As a pre-processing step, the corpus creation and 

partition for fuzzy minimisation is then presented. The signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation is subsequently introduced with two examples. 

Chapter 6 presents the experimental results and related analysis. The experiments of 

the study divided into four sets. Section 6.1 introduces the experimental results of PoS 
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tagging, and Section 6.2 introduces the experimental results of lexical ambiguity 

handling. Section 6.3 first reports the experimental results of fuzzy sets generation of 

words' meanings, then the perfonnance of the adaptive mechanism for fuzzy sets. In 

order to measure the perfom1ance of the adaptive mechanism, a novel measurement is 

also introduced in this section. Section 6.4 reports the experimental results of fuzzy 

minimisation. The traditional defuzzification methods are used as referential 

approaches for comparison with the signalling game based approach. Two 

measurements of performance, namely average coverage and inverse additional cost 

are introduced in this section in order to measure the performance of those lexical 

vagueness handling approaches. 

Chapter 7 gives a conclusion of the thesis. Contributions and limitations of the thesis 

are listed in the chapter. Further work is also proposed in this chapter, with respect to 

discussions on the limitations. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview 

Lexical uncertainty can be classified into lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness. 

Lexical ambiguity refers to a word that has more than one meaning (sense) and the 

most appropriate meaning should be found based on context. Lexical vagueness, on 

the other hand, regards the unclearness of the precise meaning of a word while the 

imprecise meanings of the word are known. This is because that natural language is 

basically a system representing human beings' perceptions and cognition which are 

intrinsically imprecise due to the bounded ability of sensory organs and brain. 

Lexical disambiguation is usually performed using statistical methods which are able 

to estimate the most appropriate sense to a target word based on statistical data 

(Navigli, 2009; Yarovsky, 2011 ). On the hand, lexical vagueness is often handled 

using fuzzy logic based methods (Zadeh, 1971 ). Lexical vagueness handling is still a 

growing area of NLP. Only a few studies have been reported. In fact, debate on 

whether lexical vagueness is a problem in natural language and whether fuzzy logic is 

a solution of lexical vagueness still goes on (Zadeh, 2006 ). 

2.2 PoS Tagging 

It is important to remove syntactic ambiguity before lexical uncertainty handling since 

syntactic analysis has to be done prior to semantic analysis (Dale, 2011 ). Syntactic 

analysis is about determining the word category, such as noun, verb, etc, of a word 

given a sentence. Semantic analysis is about to determine the meaning of a word 
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given a sentence. Syntactic ambiguity refers to a word which can belong to multiple 

word categories. Without knowing the word category of a given word, its meaning 

cannot be determined. 

Parts-of-Speech (PoS), also known as word class, is a linguistic category of words. 

PoS of a word in a given sentence indicates the relationship between the word and its 

neighbouring words in the sentence, called syntactic property. PoS tagging, a process 

of assigning the most appropriate word class label, called PoS tag, to a target word, 

takes place in a PoS tagger. Syntactic ambiguity is removed when the most 

appropriate PoS tags are assigned to target words. 

PoS taggers can be classified into rule based taggers, stochastic taggers and combined 

taggers. The first category of taggers regards those that apply a set of predefined 

syntactic rules to PoS tagging. The predefined syntactic rules can be updated through 

training the taggers on corpus. The second category refers to a set of Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) taggers that integrated with a few handcraft rules to predict the 

appropriate PoS tags to target words. In general, HMM taggers only need a set of PoS 

tags and prior probabilities of co-occurrence between target words and their possible 

PoS tags. The syntactic relationship between each pair of PoS tags is obtained during 

HMM training using corpus. The third category refers the taggers which combine 

syntactic rules with HMM techniques. 

2.2.1 Rule-Based Taggers 

The earliest taggers assign the most appropriate PoS tag to a word by using a set of 

handcrafted syntactic rules (Klein et al., 1963). Those PoS taggers are also known as 

rule-based taggers. 

Traditional Rule-based taggers (Church 1988) usually involve two stages, namely, 
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initialisation and refinement. During the initialisation, the rule-based taggers assign all 

possible PoS tags to a target word. At the refinement stage, the taggers apply a set of 

handcrafted syntactic rules to the assigned PoS tags to remove inappropriate ones. 

The most possible PoS tag is retained and assigned to the target word. 

The traditional rule-based taggers face two challenges. One challenge is that the 

syntactic rules are usually handcrafted so that the construction of the syntactic rules 

requires intensive manual work. The other challenge is that those handcrafted 

syntactic rules usually do not consider all possible PoS tags to a word, though there 

can be more than one PoS tags for the word according to dictionary. On the other 

hand, the word category of a word can change according to the context (Brill, 1992). 

This means that the rule-based taggers probably are not robust. 

In order to tackle those two challenges and develop a robust tagger, Brill (1992) 

developed Transformation-based Error Driven tagger (also known as Brill's tagger). 

Brill's tagger consists of three components. These components include: a set of 

syntactic rules, a set of PoS tags and a set of mappings between PoS tags and words. 

Brill's tagger applies a three-stage process to select and assign PoS tag to a target 

word. Brill's tagger first assigns the most frequent PoS tag to the target word on the 

initial stage. On the second stage, the tagger then selects the syntactic rule from the 

set of syntactic rules and assigns that rule to the context of the target word. Each 

possible PoS tag of the target word is then respectively assigned to the target word in 

terms of the selected syntactic rule. On the final stage, the PoS tag with least errors 

will be selected as the most appropriate PoS tag of the target word. The tagger then 

re-assigns the PoS tag to the target word. Experimental results reported that the 

accuracy of Brill 's tagger is 96.4% for all words task, that is, all content words 

contained in the corpus that is used in the experiment. 
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2.2.2 Stochastic Taggers 

As shown in Section 2.2.3, the Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging 

System (CLAWS) developed by Leech et al. (1983) did not consider the impact of 

context, the syntactic relationship between two neighbouring words on the prediction 

of the PoS tag to a word. Church (1988) introduced the first stochastic tagger, namely 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) taggers, to tackle the defect of CLAWS. 

Given a sentence and a target word in the sentence, to assign a PoS tag to the word, an 

HMM tagger requires a set of possible PoS tags of the target word, PoS tags of the 

words that are prior to the target word in the sentence, the probability of 

co-occurrence of the target word and each its possible PoS tag, and the conditional 

probability of each possible PoS tag of the target word with respect of the PoS tags of 

those words ahead of the target word. Those two probabilities are also called emission 

probability and transition probability, respectively (Abney, 1996). HMM taggers can 

be described in the following: 

t* =arg max rageTAG Pr(word Itag) • Pr(tag Iprevious- n - tags) (2.1) 

where t * stands for the most appropriate PoS tag of a target word, tag represents a 

possible tag of the target word which belongs to a set of the possible PoS tags of the 

target word, tag , and previous - n- tags are a sequence of PoS tags of the words 

that are ahead of the target word. The most appropriate PoS tag t * can be predicted 

through estimate the argument of maximum of the product of emission probability 

and transition probability. Some well-known approaches to estimate the argument of 

maximum include Maximum Likelihood Estimation (Fisher, 1942), Viterbi algorithm 

(Viterbi, 1967; Schmid and Laws 2008) and Expectation Maximization (also known 

as EM, Dempster et al., 1977). 

HMM taggers can be trained with unannotated text and the accuracy of 95% to 99% 
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for individual word was reported (Abney, 1996; Kupiec et al., 1996; Manning and 

Schvtz, 1999). However, HMM taggers have two significant disadvantages. First, in 

all words task, that is, annotate PoS tags to all words in text, the accuracy of HMM 

taggers declined down to about 53.83% (Brill, 1992; Abney, 1996). The second 

disadvantage is the sparse data problem. The sparse data problem in PoS tagging 

indicates that the size of the set of co-occurrence of a word and its possible PoS tags 

is very small comparatively with a large size corpus so that the probability 

distribution of co-occurrence of a word and its possible PoS tags cannot be explored. 

The strategy for solving the first problem is to integrate richer contextual information 

into HMM. In order to explore richer contextual information to a word, Toutanova et 

al. (2003) developed a Cyclic Dependency Network (CON) tagger. Unlike traditional 

HMM taggers which only considers the impact of the (n-l/1 word ahead the target 

word and its PoS tag on the PoS tag to the nth word (target word), CDN also takes 

into account of the PoS of the (n+ llh word. The reported accuracy of CON tagger 

reaches 96.97% on target words task and 55.31 % on all words task. Based on CON, 

Banko and Moore (2004) developed Contextualized HMM tagger (CHMM). CHMM 

considers the PoS tag of the nth word not only depends on the (n-ll word and the 

(n+ 1 )1h word and their PoS tags, but also on a sequence of words that around the nth 

word and their PoS tags. CHMM integrated much richer contextual information than 

CDN tagger. The reported experimental results show that the accuracy of CHMM 

achieves 77 .2% for all words PoS tagging. 

The solution to the sparse data problem is the use of global context. Localisation of 

global context refers to the identification of relative local context from corpus as the 

global context of a target word. The frequencies of co-occurrence of a target word and 

its possible PoS tags can be obtained from the localised context. Smith and Eisner 

(2005) employs contrastive estimation (CE) to localise such context. CE localises the 

global context by focusing on a set of sentences. Each sentence in the set contains 
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either a fixed sequence of words including the target word or a subsequence of the 

fixed sequence. 

CE first assigns all possible sequences of PoS tags to the fixed sequence of words and 

all its sub-sequences in terms of a pre-defined dictionary of words and their possible 

PoS tags ( e.g. Penn Tree Bank). Second, CE applies a set of pre-defined grammar rules 

to remove those that are not grammartical sequences of PoS tags. CE then selects and 

assigns the most appropriate PoS tag to the target word through maximising argument 

of the probability of the global context by given the PoS tags of the target word as 

shown in Equation (2.2). 

t* =arg max Pr(GC It) (2.2) 
teT 

where t* stands for the most appropriate PoS tag to the target word, GC represents the 

global context, t represents one of the possible PoS tags to the target word. 

For example, consider the word "blue" in the sequence of words "red leaves don't 

hide blue jays", CE will consider only those sentences that contained "red leaves 

don't hide blue jays" and the sub-sequences of "red leaves don't hide blue jays" ( e.g. 

"red leaves don't hide blue", "leaves don't hide blue" and "hide blue jays" as the 

global context of "blue" in a corpus ( e.g. Brown corpus). In order to select and assign 

the most appropriate PoS tag to "blue", CE first assigns all possible PoS tags to each 

word in "red leaves don't hide blue jays". CE then applies a set of grammar rules (e.g. 

generative grammar) to remove the sequences of PoS tags that do not obey the 

grammar rules. Henceforth, the sequences of PoS tags that are kept by the set of 

grammar rules and the set of sequences of words are applied to be global context of 

the word "blue". CE then applies Equation (2.2) to select and assign the most 

appropriate PoS tag to "blue". The argument maximisation can be implemented 

through counting the numbers of co-occurrence of "blue" and its possible PoS tags 

given global context. The experimental results reported the accuracy of CE is 73.6% 

for all words task. 
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Based on CE, Haghighi and Klein (2006) developed Prototype-Driven Learning (PDL) 

to predict PoS tags to target words. POL does not need to assign a set of possible PoS 

tags to each word contained in the set of sentences. The set of possible PoS tags is 

generated using a prototype list and a semantic network of words. The prototype list 

includes a small set of "seed" words as well as their possible PoS tags and contextual 

information. The semantic network is derived from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and 

groups those "seed" words into different semantic categories. Semantic similarity 

between each pair of "seed" words has also been given. 

In order to select and assign the most appropriate PoS tag to a target word, PDL first 

searches a set of possible prototype words to the target word on semantic networks. 

POL then select the most similar "seed" word to the target word on semantic networks. 

Finally, PDL selects and assigns the most appropriate PoS tag to the target word 

through comparing the contextual information of the selected "seed" word and the 

target word by using a similarity metric (e.g. Euclidean distance, Cosine similarity 

etc.). The experimental results reported that the accuracy of PDL achieves 80.5% for 

all words task. 

Toutanova and Johnson (2007) developed a Bayesian Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(BLOA) model to predict the PoS tags to target words. BLOA integrates a prototype 

list and a semantic network with a bidirectional HMM (BHMM) model and BHMM 

first is applied to predict the probabilities of co-occurrences of PoS tags of each word 

and their context. The probabilities of co-occurrences are predicted by using Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LOA) (Blei et al., 2003) and are then recorded on the prototype 

list. BLOA then applied POL to predict the appropriate PoS tag to the target word. 

Experimental results show that the accuracy of BLDA achieves 93.4% for all words 

task. 
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The PoS taggers mentioned above in this section are supervised or semi-supervised 

PoS taggers, in which a set or a small set of training examples consisting of pairs of 

words and their PoS tags is given to feed the PoS taggers. However, neither 

supervised PoS taggers nor semi-supervised PoS taggers are completely supported by 

the psychology of syntactic acquisition. As Clark (2002) pointing out, children's 

acquiring syntax is in an unsupervised manner since there are no explicit examples 

consisting of words and their syntactic categories, that is, PoS tags. In the recent, 

unsupervised PoS taggers become the fashion in the researches of PoS taggers. 

Unsupervised PoS taggers assign numbers to words within a corpus according to the 

context of words (Teichert and Daume, 2007). Each number is then mapped to a PoS 

tag within the bank of PoS tags. The PoS tags of words, therefore, can be predicted. 

All the state of the arts unsupervised PoS taggers are derived from the HMM PoS 

tagger. In traditional HMM PoS taggers, the parameters of are all estimated by EM. 

However, Johnson (2007) claimed that EM will lead to the poor results of 

unsupervised PoS taggers since each hidden state will be assigned almost the same 

number of words by EM. 

In order to tackle the problem of EM in unsupervised PoS tagging, Goldwater and 

Griffiths (2007) employed a Bayesian HMM with symmetric Dirichlet prior 

(Rodriguez et al., 2008) to predict the PoS tags to words. Van Gael et al. (2009) 

introduced an infinite states HMM model with Dirichlet mixture (Papaspiliopoulos 

and Roberts, 2008) to select and assign the PoS tags to words. Lee et al. (2010) 

combined standard HMM with DP to annotate word with the PoS tags, and a uniform 

prior over the pairs of PoS tags is also assumed in such model. Moon et al. (2010) 

developed a crouching Dirichlet HMM to predict the PoS tags to words. In the model, 

the Markov Chain Monte Carlo is used to infer the parameters. According to the 

reported experimental results, the accuracies of such PoS taggers are improved, 

compared to the unsupervised PoS taggers that used EM. 
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2.2.3 Combined Taggers 

The earliest rule-based PoS tagger developed by Klein et al. (1963) cannot really 

disambiguate the PoS tag of a word since they assumed that a word in a given 

sentence has one and only one possible PoS tag (Abney, 1996). In order to tackle this 

problem, Leech et al.(1983) introduced a probabilistic PoS tagger called CLAWS. In 

addition to syntactic rules, CLAWS also employs probabilities of a word co-occurring 

with its possible PoS tags. However, CLAWS did not consider the impact of context, 

the syntactic relationship between two neighbouring words, when deciding the 

appropriate PoS tag to a target word, which led to the situation where incorrect PoS 

tags were assigned to some words or sequences of words. 

Brill (1993) integrated HMM into Brill's tagger (also known a stochastic Brill's tagger, 

SBT). HMM is applied to replace the set of predefined syntactic rules since HMM is 

more robust than a fixed of predefined syntactic rules and the syntactic rules can be 

also learned by HMM (Brill, 1993). SBT also do not required to specify the 

relationships between PoS tags and words since those relationships can be learned by 

HMM during predicting the syntactic rules. (Daelemans et al., 1996; Daelemans et al., 

2007). SBT first assign each word in the sequence of words that includes the target 

word an initial PoS tag. Those words with their PoS tags are then repeatedly 

compared to an annotate corpus. PoS tags are changed during the comparison if the 

number of errors can be reduced. Finally, the PoS tag of the target word is obtained 

with the least errors. The experimental results reported that the SBT achieves 97.2% 

on accuracy for all words task. However, SBT needs large corpus to ensure its 

accuracy. The accuracy of SBT increases with the size of training data set. 

In order to tackle this problem, Daelemans et al. (1996) introduced a Memory-based 

tagger (MBT) which is a supervised PoS tagger based on similarity-based reasoning. 
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On the training stage, MBT first collects some sentences as examples. Those 

examples are then represented as feature vectors and stored in memory. Features can 

be extracted through either automatic or manual ways. For example, features can be 

selected via estimate information gain between the target word and its context, or via 

manually specify the features are the words around the target word. On the testing 

stage, a similarity metric is applied to measure the similarity between the sentence 

contained the target word and the examplar sentences. The sequence of PoS tags of 

the exemplar sentence that is most similar with the sentence contained the target word 

is then selected. Finally, the most appropriate PoS tag is assigned to the target word in 

accordance with context of the target word. The experimental results reported that the 

accuracy of MBT achieves 96.4% for all words task. This accuracy is lower than the 

accuracy of SBT because the words around the target word are manually specified as 

features of the sentence contained in the target word and the similarity between two 

sentences are simply measured by the overlap metric (Halteren et al., 2001). However, 

Daelemans and Zavrel (1996) also reported that the computational efficiency of MBT 

is better than Brill 's tagger and the perfonnance of MBT depends on the selection of 

similarity metric rather than the size of corpus. For the purpose of improving the 

performance, Halteren et al. (2001) applied Information Gain in Decision Tree 

(Equation (2.3), also known as Information Gain or IG) to extract features. The 

overlap metric has been still used to measure the similarity between two sentences. In 

the recent study by Daelemans and colleagues (Daelemans et al., 2007), the 

experimental results reported that the accuracy of MBT achieves 98.01 % for all words 

task. 

\x E Ex Ivalue(ex,a) =v\ 
JG(Ex,a)=H(Ex)- L \ \ •H({xEEx!value(ex,a)=v}) (2.3) 

1•eval1'e(a) Ex 

where JG and H denotes the information gain and entropy respectively, x E Ex 

denotes that an example x is in the set of examples Ex in memory and 

jxEExlvalue(ex,a)=vl and jExj denote the number of x given value(ex,a)=v and 

the number of all examples, where value(ex, a) is the value or label of x under one of 
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its features a. 

2.3 Statistical Methods for Word Sense Disambiguation 

Statistical methods (also known as probabilistic or stochastic methods) have been 

pervaded in word sense disambiguation (WSD) during past few decades. Those 

methods disambiguate word sense based on annotated corpus and sense inventory. 

According to the way they operate, these methods can be classified into supervised 

and unsupervised methods. Supervised methods required a sense tagged corpus and a 

similarity metric. Supervised methods have been highly competitive on the 

performance of WSD in the past two decades. However, those methods require a large 

number of sense tagged words for the purpose of training. This requirement makes the 

training cost expensive. In addition, the number of sense tagged words may not 

always be available. When this is the case, the performance of WSD is greatly 

affected. 

To tackle these two limitations of supervised methods, unsupervised methods are 

introduced to WSD. Fully unsupervised methods do not need any sense tagged words 

as training data. Those methods discriminate word sense by using contextual 

information only. Manning and Schvtzs (1999) point out that those fully unsupervised 

methods cannot really explore the sense of a word. Therefore, all state-of-the-art 

unsupervised methods are semi-supervised methods in nature. They require a few 

knowledge resources as training seeds. 

In general, the supervised methods outperfom1 over the semi-supervised methods for 

WSD. On the other hand, the semi-supervised are more suitable for all-words WSD 

task than supervised methods (Milchea, 2002). 
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2.3.1 Supervised Statistical Methods 

2.3.1.1 Naive Bayesian Classifiers 

Naive Bayesian classifiers (NB) for WSD are able to search for the most appropriate 

sense of a target word by using Bayes' rule: 

Pr(s If)= Pr(f Is) Pr(s) (2.4)
Pr(f) 

where s and f represent possible senses and contextual features of the target word, 

respectively. 

It can be seen that contextual features are assumed conditionally independent given 

possible senses of a word. Those features usually are words surrounding the target 

word. In Equation (2.4), since contextual features are invariant for all possible senses 

of the target word, the denominator Pr(/) can be neglected in the process of 

inference. 

For the purpose of simplifying the computation, Equation (2.4) is usually replaced by 

a logistic linear form. The most possible sense of the target word can be acquired by 

the following rule: 

smax =arg max[log Pr(s) + l)og Pr(f Is)] (2.5) 
I 

where s111ax is the most possible sense of the target word, log P(s) and log P(f Is) 

can be computed by counting the frequency of co-occurrence of each feature and 

sense of target word in context. 

At training stage, NB classifiers first compute the probabilities of occurrences of all 

senses given a target word by using the following equation: 
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. ) count(s/, w;)
Pr (s1 Iw = ---'---,---'--,- (2.6)1, L count (sf, w;) 

J 

where count (s/, w;) represents the number of co-occurrence of the jth sense s( of 

NB classifiers then compute the conditional probability of all senses of a target words 

given all possible sets of contextual features of the target word by using the following 

equation, 

. ) count(s/,ck)
Pr (s1 IC =--------,----'-...,... (2.7)' L count (sf ,w; ) 

j 

where count(sf, Ck) is the number of co-occurrence of a sense s/ and a context 

At disambiguation stage, NB classifiers first capture the contextual features of the 

target word by using a fixed or feasible size window. NB classifiers then apply 

Equation (2.5) to predict the most appropriate sense to the target word given the 

contextual features. 

The reported accuracy of WSD by using NB classifiers has been achieved 90% (Gale, 

1992) on disambiguating six words in Hansard Corpus (Roukos,1995). Those reports 

demonstrated that NB classifiers have been successful on tackling WSD problems. 

However, one of major defects of NB is the assumption of conditional independence 

which is often not true. Therefore, NB classifiers are not appropriate to disambiguate 

words with ordered contextual features. 

To tackle the defect of NB classifiers, Le et al. (2005) integrated topic of context and 

syntactical relations with NB classifiers to disambiguate words. Topic of context 
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indicates key words in a discourse. Usually, key words are nouns, verbs, adjectives 

and adverbs. Syntactical relations used in this approach are mappings from a set of 

collocations of target words to a set of collocations of Part-of-Speech tags of those 

words. In order to model topic of context and syntactical relations, Le et al. employed 

the following five features: 

D Topic of context contains all key words in the discourse. 

D Positions of words give the positions of the neighbouring words around a 

target word. The position of the target word is assigned zero. The position 

of the left nth nearest word of the target word is denoted as -n , and the 

position of the right nth nearest word of the target is +n . In addition, the 

target word itself is not included in the set of positions of words. The set of 

positions of words is ordered. 

D Positions of part-of-speech tags give positions of PoS tags of neighbouring 

words around target words in the discourse. The method of value 

assignments of positions of PoS tags is the same as the method of value 

assignments of positions of words. The PoS tag of the target word is also 

excluded from this set of positions of PoS tags and the set of positions of 

PoS tags is also ordered. 

D Collocations of words show the co-occurrence of the target word and 

sequences of surrounding words of the target word co-occur in a discourse. 

For example, in a discourse is a sequence of words w_2w_1w0w1w2 , where 

w0 is the target word. We set that the length of the window of the 

collocation of words is 2. The length of window of the collocation of words 

is defined as the number of words in a sequence minus one. The set of 

collocations of words can be expressed as {w_2w_1w0 , w_1w0 , w0w1, w0w1w2}. 

D Collocations of PoS tags are defined as the target word and sequences of 

the PoS tags of surrounding words of the target word. For the example we 

have seen above, suppose the sequence of PoS tags of w_2w_1Wow1w2 is 
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p_2p_1P0P1Pi and the length of window of the collocation of words is 2. The 

set of collocations of words can be expressed as 

In Le et al. (2005), topic of context is directly captured by using 50 windows. Other 

features and their best lengths of windows are acquired by using a NB classifier at the 

initialisation stage. At the following stage, forward sequential selection (FSS) 

algorithm (Doak, 1992) is applied to select the best subset of those features. A subset 

of features will be selected if the subset of those features makes the classfier to 

achieve the minimum errors. FSS initialise the subset of those features is empty set. 

Through the first pass of FSS, one of those features is selected as the best subset of 

those features by evaluating the performance of the WSD system. At each subsequent 

passes, combinations with one more feature (e.g. tow feature combinations are used at 

the second pass) are applied to the selection of the best subset of features until that the 

performance of the WSD system stop to be improved. 

The reported accuracy of this NB WSD system reached 70.4% on Defence of Science 

Organization in Singapore (DSO) corpus by using topic of context, positions of words 

and collocations of words as features, which outperforms previous NB classifiers on 

the same testing corpus. 

NB classifiers are one of successful WSD methods in past few years. A drawback of 

NB WSD systems is, however, the accuracy of WSD increases with the size of 

training data. On one hand, large size of training data is not easily acquired at most of 

the time. On the other hand, a large training corpus would cause the computational 

cost ofNB become undesirable expensive. 
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2.3.1.2 Memory-based Learning 

Memory-based learning (MBL) deals with a WSD problem as a classification task 

(Daelemans, 1999; Veenstra et al., 2000). It disambiguates word sense based on 

annotated corpus only. In MBL, contextual information such as surrounding words of 

a word in a discourse and other relevant information of the word are encoded into 

feature vectors to characterise all words. The sense of a target word is estimated 

through searching the feature vector with the most similar value in memory. The basic 

similarity metric used in MBL is an overlap metric which is defined as (Daelemans, 

1999): 

A(W,W') =io(w;, w; ') (2.8) 
i=I 

I w1 - w; ' I if w; and w; ' are numeric value, 
max;-min; 

O(W;, W; ') = 

0 

otherwise (2.9) 

where ti.(W,W') is the similarity of words W and W'. 5(wi, w, ') which 1s 

calculated by Equation (2.8) is used to measure the similarity of the ith feature of 

Wand W'. 

Because features those are not equally relevant for a word in usual, domain 

knowledge bias should be added in order to select features. On this case, information 

gain (also know as Kullback-Leibler divergence) (Ciaramita and Attardi, 2007) and 

information ratio (Goldwater and Griffith, 2007) are used to weight the similarity of 

features (Daelemans, 1999). For symbolic and nominal features which values are 

unordered, Modified Value Difference Metric (MVDM) (Cost and Salzberg, 1993; 

Nivre et al., 2007) is applied to assign the distance between each pair of values of the 

same feature. 
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In Veenstra et al. (2000), three kinds of features are used to a memory-based WSD 

system: 

D Context features are surrounding n nearest words on the left side and right 

side of the target word. 

D Keyword features. A keyword satisfies three properties: i) the word high 

frequently co-occurs with a sense, ii) the word high frequently occur in a 

corpus, iii) the word is the most frequent keyword of a sense. 

0 Definition features are part-of-speech labels in a sense inventory such as 

nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 

The accuracy of this memory-based WSD system achieves 79. 7% in average which 

outperforms NB WSD system in the same testing environment. In addition, MBL can 

process both numeric features and symbolic features so that all contextual information 

which has been observed can be applied to memory-based WSD systems. A drawback 

of MBL is, however, to store entire training set in order to disambiguate word sense at 

one pole. On the other hand, as some scholars' argument (e.g. Gliozzo et al., 2005; 

Navigli, 2009), a large set of sense tagged examples is not feasible for all-words WSD 

(i.e. disambiguate all words in a text) tasks. 

2.3.2 Semi-Supervised Methods 

The semi-supervised methods can be classified into two categories: 

0 Dictionary-based methods use electronic dictionaries in the learning 

process to disambiguate word sense 

Bootstrapping methods generate sense tags of words from a small amount 

of sense tagged words 

0 
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2.3.2.1 Dictionary-based Methods 

The first dictionary-based method is Lesk Algorithm (LA; Lesk, 1986). LA 

disambiguates a target word based on possible senses of the target word which are 

listed on dictionary and those possible senses of contextual words (i.e. words in the 

context of the target word) which listed on dictionary. In particular, given a target 

word w that has a set of senses in dictionary Sw ={sk : k EN}, and contextual words of 

w , and senses of those contextual words (i.e. context of the target word 

C ={c;: i EN}), LA can be described as the following process: 

1. for all sense sk E Swdo 

2. overlap(sk,C) =the number of co-occurrences of sk and C 

3. Score(sk) =overlap(sk,C) 

4. end 

5. the most possible sense s(w) =argmaxsk Score(sk) 

At step 2 of LA, overlap can be simply computed with counting the number of 

co-occurrences of a sense Sk of the target word and C which is the set of senses of 

contextual words of the target word. At step 5 of LA, the most possible sense is 

assigned to the target word through looking for the sense with the maximum overlap. 

LA disambiguates words purely based on a dictionary. It devised as a WSD method 

that can disambiguate all words in a corpus (i.e. all-words task). However, the 

definition of a sense of a word (i.e. the gloss of a word) in a dictionary will be 

ambiguous again so that disambiguation of a target word would be unreliable, on one 

aspect. On the other aspect, LA assumes that contextual words of the target word are 

organized as an unordered set so that all contextual words are equally related to the 

target word. Nevertheless that assumption is unfeasible in reality since that some 
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contextual words frequently co-occur with the target word while others are not. For 

those reasons, LA does not achieve a satisfied accuracy on WSD tasks. The best 

reported accuracy ofWSD by using LA is 70%. 

Wilks et al. (1990) developed a context vector in order to tackle the unreliable 

disambiguation of words based on glosses. That context vector encode more related 

words with glosses of the target word so that LA can more precisely infer the most 

appropriate sense of the target word rather than simply based on glosses. 

Pedersen et al. (2005) introduced semantic relatedness into LA in order to repair the 

defect of the assumption of LA. This approach defined semantic relatedness as the 

number of co-occurrence of a sense of the target word with the sense of each 

contextual word to replace the overlap in LA. The most appropriate sense of the target 

word w, is explored by using the relation that is defined in Equation (2.10), where sa is 

the ith sense ofw, and s1k denotes the kth sense of the jth word in the context of the 

target word. The best performance of LA with semantic relatedness is 29.5% under FI 

score measure. 

s(wJ = arg max;::1 L
n 

max;~1 relatedness(sli,sJk) (2.10) 
J~l,j~t 

A major problem of the dictionary-based methods as shown in above is the bottleneck 

of knowledge acquisition since the words' meanings included in a dictionary are not 

complete. For example, some variants of words' meanings are always neglected by 

dictionaries. However, these variants of words' meanings are also important for WSD 

since the words' meanings rely on context. In order to tackle the bottleneck of 

knowledge acquisition, Mihalcea (2007) introduced a WikiPedia-based method for 

WSD. WikiPedia, as a source of words' meanings, provides relatively complete words' 

meanings compared to traditional dictionaries. As a result, the error rate of the 

WikiPedia-based method is reduced 33% - 40% from the traditional dictionary-based 
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methods. Cucerzan (2007) uses WikiPedia as a dictionary to disambiguate the name 

entities. The reported accuracy of the method on disambiguating name entities was 

88%. Fogarolli (2009) developed a semi-supervised WSD method based on the links 

in WikiPedia. The links in WikiPedia are viewed as the semantic relations between 

words so that rich semantic information can be obtained. The reported accuracy of the 

method achieves 91 % on Senseval corpus (Mihalcea, 2007). 

2.3.2.2 Bootstrapping 

Bootstrapping uses a small number of examples (i.e. also known as seeds) as an initial 

training dataset to predict labels of unlabeled examples. Bootstrapping is a recursively 

process. Once an unlabeled example has been labelled, the unlabeled example can be 

added into training dataset to be applied to predict other unlabeled examples. In 

previous, Yarowsky (1992) used bootstrapping to disambiguate 12 words, and the 

precision achieves 96.5%. Pham et al. (2005) classified bootstrapping methods into 

two categories: co-training and spectral graph transduction (SOT). 

A. Co-training methods 

Co-training (Abney, 2002) estimates the most appropriate sense to a target word 

through training a labelled dataset in different domains, i.e. the most appropriate sense 

of a target word will be the most appropriate sense in the most appropriate domain. 

For example, given a target word "virus" in a sentence "a true virus cannot spread to 

another computer without human assistance", co-training estimates the most 

appropriate sense to "virus" through training a labelled dataset in both the domain of 

"computer science" and the domain of "medicine". After the process of co-training, 

the most appropriate sense "a software program capable of reproducing itself and 

usually capable of causing great harm to files or other programs on the same computer" 

in the most appropriate domain "computer science" is assigned to "virus" by 
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co-training classifier. An assumption of co-training is that those domains should be 

conditionally independent (Pham et al., 2005). 

Smoothed co-training (Mihalcea, 2004) is the combination of co-training with 

majority voting. The majority voting measures how frequently a target word related to 

a domain. In usual, the presence of a target word to a domain is computed with the 

similarity between the context of the target word and labelled examples in a domain. 

Smoothed co-training is exploited to optimize co-training since the performance of 

co-training increases with the size of training data in the uppermost iterations and then 

declines with the size of training data. 

B. Spectral Graph Transducer 

In SGT, labelled examples and unlabeled examples are represented as vertices of a 

graph G . Edges of G are weighted. Each of those weighted edges is used to measure 

the similarity between two examples. SGT (Joachims, 2003) firstly splits G into two 

sub-graphs a+ and a-, and then SGT initially tags all examples (labelled examples 

and unlabeled examples) either+lor-1. Examples those are tagged+Ibelong toG+, 

and examples those are tagged- I belong to a-. The final weights of edges which 

connect to unlabeled examples are computed with Equation (2.11). In Equation 2.10, 

➔ 

ye {-1, lY represents the prediction vector, and cut(G+,G-) is the sum of the 

weights of all edges which one endpoint is in a+ and the other is in a- .In addition, 

SGT assumes that all labelled examples are correctly classified to a+ orG-. The most 

appropriate label (sense) of unlabeled example (word) is selected with the largest 

weight. 

(2.11) 

In SGT Co-training (SGTC) (Pham et al., 2005), each domain of examples is 
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represented as a graph. The entire graph of examples is constructed from those graphs 

for domains. A weight is assigned to each edge in a graph for a domain by using the 

approach we have seen in SGT. Weights of edges in the entire graph are assigned by 

using following strategies. 

If an edge e does not belong to the set nED,, , then directly copy the weight ofe to 
neN 

the entire graph, where D" represents the nth domain and En. represents the set of 

edges of the nth domain. 

If an edge e belongs to the set nE0 ,, , then the weight ofe in the entire graph is the 
neM 

sum of the weights ofe in graphs for domains. 

Pham et al. (2005) compared those four bootstrapping methods for WSD. The 

reported experimental results show that the accuracy of SGTC, SOT, smoothed 

co-training and co-training achieves 65%, 64.3%, 64.2% and 62.6% respectively on 

29 nouns WSD task, and the accuracy of SGTC, SGT, smoothed co-training and 

co-training achieves 56.5%, 55.7%, 54.2% and 54.3% respectively on 402 words 

WSD task. Those results also show that those four bootstrapping methods outperform 

NB Baseline WSD systems. However, the bootstrapping 

2.4 Semantic Representations ofAmbiguity 

Semantic representation refers to a class of approaches used to describe relations 

among words, relations among meanings, and relations between words and meanings 

(Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). Approaches to represent word meaning can be 

classified into three categories: semantic network (Roggers and McClelland, 2004; 

Havasi et al., 2007; Speer et al., 2008), topic model (Blei and Lafferty, 2007; Steyvers 
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and Griffiths, 2007,) and semantic space (Pado and Lapata, 2006; Mitchell and Lapata, 

2007, Sahlgren et al., 2008; Agirre et al., 2009; Turney and Pantel, 2010). 

Semantic network (Rogers and McClelland, 2004; Havasi et al., 2007; Speer et al., 

2008) usually uses an undirected or directed graph to characterize the relations among 

words, the relations among concepts and the relations between words and concepts. In 

particular, the nodes of a graph are used to represent words and concepts, the edges in 

the graph are used to represent the relations between words and concepts, and the 

relations among concepts. Figure 2.1 illustrates a simple semantic network of the 

concept "pear.n.01", in which "pear.n.01", "bosc.n.01", "seckel.n.01", "anjou.n.01" 

and "bartlett.n.01" represent related concepts of the words "pear", "base", "seckel'', 

"anjou" and "bartlett", respectively. The directed edges from "pear.n.0 l" to other 

nodes indicate that other concepts are a kind of the concept "pear.n.01". 

sec ,01 

Figure 2.1 Example of semantic network 

Semantic network is advantageous on qualitatively describing the relations among 

words and the relations among concepts. On the other hand, almost previous studies 

are rarely concentrated on describing the semantic similarity between concepts and 
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semantic preference between words and concepts. For example, the semantic network 

in Figure 2.1 assumes that the concepts "bosc.n.01", "seckel.n.01", "anjou.n.01" and 

"bartlett.n.O l" belong to the concept "pear.n.O 1" with the same weight. This 

assumption implies that human beings will consider "bosc.n.01 ", "seckel.n.01 ", 

"anjou.n.O l" and "bartlett.n.01" at the same time, when human beings heard the word 

"pear". However, the implication may not be true in most real cases. For example, 

there are around 30 concepts belong to the concept "fruit.n.O l" of the word "fruit". 

These 30 concepts impossibly are activated at the same time when the word "fruit" 

was given in a simple utterance. The concepts "peach", "pear", "apple" and "banana" 

are usually activated ahead of other concepts (Rosch, 1999). Therefore, the 

assumption that each concept has equal weight on belonging to a higher level concept 

does not correspond to the cases in real world. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Figure 2.2 Example of topic model 
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In topic model (Blei and Lafferty, 2007; Styverys and Griffiths, 2007), a word is 

represented as a distribution over a set of topics. A topic is usually represented as 

either a word or a number. The number represents a document in corpus. Figure 2.2 

illustrates a topic model. The topic model is represented as a word-document matrix. 

Each row of the matrix represents a word contained in the corpus, and each column of 

the matrix represents a document contained in the corpus. Each gray scale indicates 

the frequency of a word occurring in a document. An entry of the word-document 

matrix with black gray scale indicates a word with highest frequency in a document, 

while an entry of the word-document matrix with white gray scale indicates a word 

with lowest frequency in a document. 

Topic model takes advantage on encoding macro semantic features such as gist of a 

document to represent a word's meaning. These macro semantic features would 

benefit some latent meanings of words and latent semantic associations among words' 

meanings to be captured. On the other hand, topic model provides rare information 

about the taxonomical relations and grammatical relations among words and words' 

meanings. The ordered relations among words are also neglected in topic model. 

Therefore, topic model probably fails to correctly describe the words' meanings since 

a word's meaning not only relies on its co-occurred semantic features, but also relies 

on taxonomical relations and grammatical relations between the word and other 

words. 

A semantic space (Pado and Lapata, 2007; Mitchell and Lapata, 2007, Sahlgren et al., 

2008; Agirre et al., 2009; Turney and Pante!, 2010) as shown in Figure 2.3 consists of 

four components: a set of words, a set of semantic features, a semantic similarity 

measure and a transformation function. The set of words contains content words that 

are usually collected from corpus. The semantic features of a word usually include the 

words that co-occur with the target word in a document, the PoS tag of the target word 
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and the gist of a document that contains the target word. Each semantic feature is 

represented as an axis. The frequency of co-occurrence of a word and a semantic 

feature is represented as a coordinate on the axis that stands for the semantic feature. 

A semantic space then can be generated from a set of semantic features. Each point in 

the semantic space represents a word. The similarity between each pair of words can 

be obtained through computing the distance between each pair of points in the 

semantic space. 

furniture 
des~hair 

fruit 
Peach apple

·pear 
banana 

fridge 
vegeta~mnato heater 

camera 
celery 

knife 

Figure 2.3 Example of semantic space 

A semantic space would be a high dimensional space since each word in a corpus 

possibly has various semantic features. However, some semantic features would not 

affect the meaning of the target word. Therefore, those semantic features that not 

affect the meaning of the target word should be removed in order to reduce the 

computational costs. The reduction of the dimensions of semantic features is carried 

out by the transformation function. Transformation function is usually a function that 

constructs a one-to-one mapping of objects from high dimensional space onto the low 

dimensional space. 
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Semantic space takes the advantage on visualizing semantic similarities among words. 

On the other hand, semantic space is not able to explicitly describe the taxonomical 

relations and grammatical relations among words and concepts. For example, the 

semantic space shown in Figure 2.3 using spatial distance describes the semantic 

similarities among "furniture", "chair" and "desk". However, the semantic space does 

not provide any taxonomical information about "furniture", "chair" and "desk", that is, 

it is impossible to be aware that "chair" and "desk" are kinds of "furniture" from the 

semantic space. Another example is "eat" and "fruit". The grammatical relation 

between "eat" and "fruit" is also not able to be aware from semantic space model 

since semantic space model can be only used to capture the semantic similarity 

between "eat" and "fruit". 

2.5 Fuzzy Logic based Methods for Handling Lexical Vagueness 

Vagueness is a ubiquitous phenomenon in natural language (Allen, 2005). At lexical 

level, vagueness indicates that the symbol of a word is mapped to a set of meanings, 

and there are not clear borderlines to distinguish those meanings. A word which is 

vague can be always replaced by another word with more precise meaning. For 

example, the word 'drink' is vague since it can be precisely interpreted as two related 

meanings 'consume alcohol regularly' and ' consume alcohol till drunk' and those two 

meanings can not be clearly distinguished on concept. In order to have a precise 

interpretation, 'drink' can be replaced by 'imbibe' or 'booze' in a specific context. 

Lexical vagueness reflects that natural language is basically a system representing 

human beings' perceptions and cognition which are intrinsically imprecise due to the 

bounded ability of sensory organs and brain. 

Some linguists such as Van Deemter (2009) and Van Rooij (2010) argued that 
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vagueness is a solution rather than a problem in natural language. Reasons of this 

claim involved two aspects. First, a linguistic phenomenon which is so called poverty 

of stimuli has been observed by Chomsky (1980). Poverty of stimuli indicates that 

children can obtain complete linguistic competence from an imprecise linguistic 

endowment. In other words, children can always extend their linguistic competence 

from linguistic vagueness. Second, deliberate imprecision is usually applied to human 

beings' utterances since precise information is usually failed to be provided in 

communication. Nonetheless lexical vagueness obviously is an obstacle for precise 

comprehension of natural language. Especially, in human machine interactions, 

precise comprehension of natural language is indispensable for natural language 

interfaces of intelligent systems since that intelligent systems need to rigorously carry 

out human beings' instructions, while imprecise comprehension of natural language 

may not affect human beings' daily conversations. Consequently, handling lexical 

vagueness is inevitable on natural language interfaces of intelligent systems. 

Standing on different points of view, there are four interpretations of lexical 

vagueness in natural language. 

□ Supervaluationism (Keefe and Smith, 1997; Keefe, 2008): a linguistic term 

(word or sentence) is vague if some references of the linguistic term are true 

while others are false. For example, consider the sentence "X is tall", where 

X denotes the height of human beings. Supervaluationism will consider 

that "tall" is true if all height values are true for "tall", and "tall" is false if 

all height values are false for "tall", otherwise the "tall" is neither true nor 

false (i.e. the truth assignment function of "tall" is undefined). 

0 Objectivism (Evan, 1978): objectivism considers that lexical vagueness is 

derived from the object in the real world while the identity of natural 

language is precise. For example, consider the word "heap", objectivism 

deems that "heap" as a word is crisp, however the object which is referred 

by "heap" is vague. 
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0 Epistemic theory (Williamson and Simon, 1992; Sauerland and Penka, 

2007; Sauerland, 2011 ): epistemic theory considers that all the objects in the 

real world are precise. Lexical vagueness is derived from human beings' 

ignorant of some properties of the object in the real world. For example, 

consider the word "horse" which is vague since human beings' ignorant of 

biological features of the object which is referred by "horse". Moreover, we 

may replace "horse" by more precise words such as "colt", "mare" etc. if 

the biological features is known. 

D Fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1971; Lukasiewicz and Straccia, 2009; Hajek, 2010): 

as well as epistemic theory, fuzzy logic considers that objects in the real 

world are precise. The lexical vagueness is derived from the vagueness of 

human beings' cognitive system. For example, the word "hot" is vague 

since that human beings' perception can not precisely perceive how hot the 

''hot" is . 

2.5.1 Linguistic Variables and Linguistic Hedges 

A linguistic variable (Zadeh, 1971) is a linguistic term ( e.g. a word, a clause etc.), the 

meanings of which can be expressed as a fuzzy set of numerical values. For example, 

consider the word "tall", if "tall" is used to describe humans' height, it can be 

expressed as a fuzzy set below: 

!I { 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.1} (2.13)ta = --+--+--+--
1.85 1.80 1.75 1.70 

where "tall'' is the linguistic variable, the precise meanings of "tall" in this example 

include "1.85", "l.80", "1.75" and "1.70" and the membership degrees are "1.0", 

"0.8", "0.5'' and ''0.1" respectively to those meanings. 

Membership function of linguistic variables can be generated through various ways: 
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□ Intuitive/heuristic methods (Zadeh, 1971): Membership functions generated 

by intuitive methods are based on individual experience of fuzzy objects. 

Therefore, divergences would arise on membership functions of a fuzzy 

object which are developed by different individuals. Triangular function, 

Gaussian function, trapezoidal function, bell-shape function and S-function 

are in common used in intuitive methods. 

D Clustering methods (Xu et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2009): Clustering methods 

create membership functions based similarities between memberships of a 

fuzzy set. Membership values are generated in the process of clustering. An 

ideal clustering method which is usually applied to generate membership 

functions of linguistic variables is fuzzy c-mean algorithm (FCM) (Zhang et 

al., 2007; Cai et al., 2007; Tari et al., 2009). 

D Histogram methods (Ayhan et al., 2007): Frequencies of meanings of a 

linguistic variable are illustrated on a histogram, and then a parameter 

estimation algorithm is used to find the fittest polynomial function of that 

histogram. The most fitting polynomial function is the membership function 

of the linguistic variable. 

D Neural networks: Meanings are decomposed into feature vectors. Features in 

feature vectors are usually encoded cognitive information. Linguistic 

variables as class labels and membership values are assigned to meanings via 

training those features on a neural network. Consequently, membership 

functions of linguistic variables are obtained. In tradition, Feed-forward 

neural networks (Singh, 2011) and back-propagation neural networks (Liu et 

al., 2011) are usually applied to the generation of membership functions. 

D Genetic algorithms (GAs) (Nuovo et al., 2007; Alcala-Fdez et al., 2008; 

Mukhopadhyay et al., 2009; Cazarez-Castro et al., 2010): GAs randomly 

initialise a set of possible membership functions to a linguistic variable. 

Those membership functions are represented as binary string. Subsequently, 
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GAs apply a fitness evaluation function to find the fittest membership 

function of a linguistic variable. 

In the recent years, studies on membership functions generation tends to concentrate 

on neural networks approaches and type-2 fuzzy sets (Zadeh, 1975, Coupland and 

John, 2007; Choi et al., 2009). 

Self-organizing map (SOM) (Yang and Bose, 2006), an unsupervised neural network 

has been applied to generate membership functions of linguistic variables in the recent. 

The inputs of SOM include numerical values which are used to interpret linguistic 

variables and linguistic variables. Each of those numerical values is assigned an 

associated weight after training. The associated weight of a numerical value is the 

membership value of the numerical value of a linguistic variable. Consequently, the 

membership function of a linguistic variable can be generated. Compared to other 

supervised neural networks such as feed forward neural networks and back 

propagation neural networks, SOM is demonstrated well performance on robustness 

(i.e. the shape of membership function is not impacted by the frequency of occurrence 

of a meaning.), while outputs of SOM would be not continuous in some cases. 

A linguistic hedge (also known as linguistic modifier) (Zadeh, 1972) usually is an 

adjective or adverb (e.g. minus, very, slightly etc.) to be applied to increase or reduce 

the impact of linguistic variables, while the linguistic variables do not need to modify 

the membership functions when they meet the linguistic hedges. For example, 

consider the phrase "very tall", in this phrase, "tall" is the linguistic variable and 

"very" is the linguistic hedge to increase the impact of "tall". By Zadeh's definition 

(Zadeh, 1972) "verya" = a.2 (where (I. is a linguistic variable), henceforth the 

fuzzy set of "very tall" can be derived from "tall" (Equation 2.14) 

{ 1.0 0.64 0.25 0.01}
ta = --+--+-+-- (2.14)

1.85 1.80 1.75 1.70 
ll 
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Linguistic hedges, standing on their impact on fuzzy sets, have been sorted into three 

classes: 

0 Concentration linguistic hedges which are concentration indicate that 

linguistic hedges will reduce degree of membership of all elements (except 

the elements with full membership) in fuzzy sets. For example, very, plus, 

quite, etc. 

0 Dilation contrast to concentration, linguistic hedges which are dilation 

indicate that linguistic hedges will increase degree of membership of all 

elements (except the elements which degree of membership is equal to 1) in 

fuzzy sets. For example, slight, minus, little, etc. 

□ Intensification linguistic hedges which are intensification indicate that 

linguistic hedges will reduce degree of membership of the elements in fuzzy 

sets which degree of membership is less than 0.5, while it increase degree of 

membership of the elements which degree of membership which degree of 

membership is greater than 0.5. In addition, elements which degree of 

membership is equal to 0.5 will not impact by intensification. 

Proposed by Zadeh ( 1972), concentration, dilation and intensification can be fonnally 

expressed as: 

Concentration: fJ o a = µ' (x) , where i > 1 (2.15) 

Dilation: J3 o a=µ' (x), where is 1 (2.16) 

2µ 2 (x) for O s µ(x)<0.5 

Intensification: /J O a= { µ(x) for µ(x) == 0.5 (2.17) 

1-2[1-µ(x)]2 for 0.5<µ(x) s 1 

In Equations (2.15) to (2.17), f3, a, x denote linguistic hedge, linguistic variables 

and elements in the fuzzy set respectively. p(x) denotes the membership function of 
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the fuzzy set. 

Linguistic variables and linguistic hedges as techniques for precise meanings of 

adjectives/adverbs in natural language have been diffusely applied to fuzzy rule-based 

systems, controlling systems and pattern recognition (e.g. De Carvalho, 2007; 

Bailador and Trivino, 201 O; Kim et al., 2011 ;) during the past few decades. However, 

in the community of NLP, applications of linguistic variables and linguistic hedges are 

still limited since that there are few studies on handling lexical vagueness in NLP. 

2.5.2 Nouns Clustering 

As well as adjectives, vagueness also pervasively exists on nouns. For example, 

consider the word "horse", it is vague since "horse" can mean "colt", "mare", "zebra", 

"wooden horse" etc. if precise information about those meanings of "horse" is hard to 

be provided. In other words, "horse" is a representative of a set of horse likewise 

objects. By Harnad's knowledge representation theory (Hamad, 1990), words such as 

"horse" can be considered as categorical representations, while words such as "colt", 

"mare" and "zebra" can be considered as iconic representations. Nevertheless, human 

beings usually use categorical representations to describe objects by using natural 

language since human beings' cognitive system is imprecise. Vagueness on nouns 

would enrich rhetoric of utterances. On the other hand, vagueness on nouns would 

impact on human beings' precise comprehension of utterances. 

In order to handle vagueness on nouns, Velldall (2005) introduced a corpus-based 

fuzzy approach to automatically construct fuzzy sets of nouns. In this approach, nouns 

are represented as features vectors. Each features vector is encoded contextual 

information of a word. The selection of features is based on frequency of occurrence 

of contextual information. In Velldall (2005), author selected five the most frequent 

contextual information in the corpus as features of nouns. 
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The first stage of Velldal 's approach is to apply agglomerative clustering on the entire 

set of nouns to generate crisp classes of nouns. Average similarity is adopted to 

measure the similarity between clusters, as shown in Equation. (2.18). 

Similarity(C;,CJ) = l _ L,e,, Lc•ec1 s(c,c') (2.18)
1C, +Ci 11 (C; +CJ) 11 

In Equation (2.18), C, and C.
] 

denote two different clusters, c and c' are feature 

vectors of nouns in C; and C1 respectively. s(c, c ') is the cosine similarity 

measurement which is applied to measure the similarity between individual nouns. 

s(c, c ') is defined as follows: 

C·C' 
S(C, C ') =-==-e== (2.19)

✓c2" ✓cc') 2 

On the second stage, the prototype of each cluster is computed by using Expected 

Maximization (EM). In nature, a prototype of a cluster is the mean of the cluster. 

Additionally, a prototype of a cluster is considered as the member with full 

membership in a fuzzy set. 

On the third stage, membership values are assigned other members in the same cluster 

by using follow membership function: 

similarity2 ( noun, prototype)]( )µ noun =exp [ ---------- (2.20)
W eight(prototye) 

In Equation (2.20), the association weighted function Weight (prototype) is defined as 

log odds ratio (Lowe and McDonald, 2000). The distance between noun and prototype 

is the Euclidean distance. 
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Velldal 's approach performs well on clustering nouns with high frequency of 

occurrence, but the performance on clustering nouns with low frequency is not 

satisfied. The reason is due to the strategy of feature selection which has been applied 

to this model. Frequency of occurrence of contextual information is related to the 

frequency of occurrence of nouns, and Velldal's approach selects five features with 

the most frequency of occurrence in corpus. Hence contextual information of nouns 

with low frequency may be ignored in the process of feature selection so that 

sufficient information for clustering low frequency nouns are absent in the clustering 

processing. A potential solution of this limitation is collaborative contextual 

information with taxonomy information of words on an electronic dictionary (e.g. 

WordNet). 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter summarized WSD techniques and lexical vagueness handling in the 

state-of-the-arts. Overviews of related areas such as linguistic studies on lexical 

ambiguity and lexical vagueness, knowledge sources which are applied to handle 

lexical uncertainties, and those measures applied to evaluations of the perfonnance of 

lexical uncertainties handling have also been given. PoS tagging techniques as a 

pre-process step to handling lexical uncertainty in NLP have been introduced as well 

in this survey. 
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CHAPTER3 

LEXICAL AMBIGUITY HANDLING 

Lexical ambiguity refers to a word that has multiple meanings. In terms of psychology 

of language, lexical ambiguity can be classified into three categories: homophones, 

homographs and hetero-graphic homophones. Homophones indicate words with 

different meanings that sound and written the same. For example, "bank" would refer 

to either "a financial institution" or "a place beside a river". Homographs are words 

with different meanings that have the same written form but different pronunciations. 

For example, "desert" would refer to either ''run away" when it is pronounced as 

/d1'z3:U, or "an area covered with sands" when it is pronounced as /d1'z3U. 

Hetero-graphic homophones are words with different meanings that have the same 

pronunciation. For example, "knight" and "night" are written in different form but 

sound the same (i.e. /nalt/). Homophones and homographs are also known as 

polysemous words, i.e. a word has multiple meanings in dictionary. All these three 

sorts of lexical ambiguity should be considered in realistic HRI. However, this 

research assumes that the speech of users have been transformed to the text corpus of 

users' utterances. Thus the hetero-graphic homophones can be disambiguated directly 

when written forms of words were recognised by machine. Therefore, this study 

focuses on handling the lexical ambiguity that arises on polysemous words. 

3.1 Frameworks of Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

In the area of NLP, traditional framework used in lexical ambiguity handling is serial 

and consists of two separately autonomous modules, as shown in Figure 3 .1, namely, 

syntactic processing and semantic processing. Syntactic processing is used to remove 

syntactic ambiguity of words. Semantic processing (also known as word sense 
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disambiguation) is then applied to select and assign the most appropriate meanings to 

target words. 

Input Utterance 

Syntactic Processing 

Semantic Processing 

Disambiguated Words and Their Meanings 

Figure 3.1 Traditional framework of lexical ambiguity handling 

Syntactic processing in the traditional framework is designed to not interact with 

semantic processing. In other words, semantic context is not taken into account in 

syntactic processing. Evidences in psychological experiments to support the syntactic 

processing in traditional framework were introduced in many studies such as Harley 

(2008). However, recent research has found that syntactic processing does interact 

with semantic processing (Friederici and Weissenborn, 2007; Kuperberg et al., 2007; 

Krehor et al., 2009; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky, 2009; Newman et al., 

2010). Based on the resent discovery, an interactive framework is designed to the 

lexical ambiguity handling in this research. 

The interactive framework for lexical ambiguity handling also consists of a syntactic 

processing module and a semantic processing module. However, the syntactic 

processing module works with the semantic processing module in a partially parallel 

manner as shown in Figure 3.4. In addition, the proposed semantic processing consists 
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of two sub-modules. One is semantic context memory, and the other 1s a 

disambiguation module. 

In the proposed framework, an utterance is the input to the semantic context memory 

of the semantic processing module and to the syntactic processing module 

simultaneously. The semantic context memory first estimates the most appropriate 

semantic context for each word in utterance. The most appropriate semantic context is 

then added to the syntactic processing module and the disambiguation sub-module 

respectively. The syntactic processing module combines a PoS tagger with the 

semantic context to predict the most appropriate sequence of PoS tags to the input 

utterance. The disambiguation sub-module is subsequently used to the sequence of 

PoS tags and the semantic context to select and assign the most appropriate meanings 

to words in the utterance. 

For example, given an utterance "can you water the flower?", the PoS tag for the 

word "water" needs to be decided. Suppose PoS tags of other words in the utterance 

have been given. The utterance can be therefore represented as a PoS tagged utterance 

except "water", that is, [('can', 'MD'), ('you', 'PPSS'), ('water',?), ('the', 'AT'), ('flower', 

'NN')]. The word "water" can have two PoS tags. They are 'NN' (because water is "a 

clear colourless odourless tasteless liquid") and 'VB' (because one can "supply with 

water"). The syntactic context of "water" includes the PoS tags of the words 

surrounding "water", namely 'MD', 'PPSS', 'AT' and 'NN', and the possible PoS tags 

of "water", namely 'NN' and 'VB'. The syntactic process of the proposed framework 

will suggest "NN" to "water", as shown in Figure 3 .2, because the probability of 

co-occurrence of 'MD', 'PPSS', 'NN','AT','NN' is greater than the probability of 

co-occurrence of 'MD', 'PPSS', 'VB','AT','NN' and the probability of 

co-occurrence of "water" and "NN" is greater than the probability of co-occurrence of 

"water" and "VB". On the other hand, the semantic memory which stores the 

semantic context of "supply with water" and flower as "a plant cultivated for its 
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blooms or blossoms" will reject the tag "NN" but predict "VB" for the word water 

based on the semantic context, as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 3 .2 The PoS tag of "water" predicted by the PoS tagging techniques under the 

traditional framework of lexical ambiguity handling 

Figure 3.3 The PoS tag of "water" predicted by the PoS tagger under the interactive 

framework of lexical ambiguity handling 

Input Utterance 

I , 

Syntactic Processing Semantic Context Memory 

Disambiguation 

I 
I 

Semantic 
Processing 

L-----------------
Disambiguated Words and Their Meanings 

Figure 3.4 Proposed framework oflexical ambiguity handling 
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3.2 Semantic Context Memory 

When children are learning a language, their parents usually teach them content words 

and the meanings of words before syntax (Harley, 2006). For example, parents usually 

point to a table and talk to their children "this is a table". They may point to a table 

later on and ask the children a question "what is this?" in order to check whether the 

children understand the word "table" and its meaning. 

In a more complicated scenario, parents may take up a cup and talk to their children 

''take up a cup" simultaneously. In this example, children may acquire both semantic 

information and syntactic information when their parents complete the demonstration. 

Semantic information is used to identify meanings of words. Syntactic information is 

used to compose those words in an appropriate way in order to convey more 

complicate meanings. Hence there are at least two kinds of semantic information are 

acquired prior to syntactic rules: the relations between words and meanings and the 

relations among meanings. 

This procedure of language learning reveals that some semantic information is 

acquired prior to syntactic information. The proposed semantic context memory seeks 

to collect the semantic information that is acquired before syntactic information. 

In order to construct semantic context memory, the question "what kind of semantic 

information should be acquired prior to syntactic rules?" should be answered. In his 

works, Chomsky (1967) argued that "Meanings are finite, and language is infinite". A 

word can be arbitrarily mapped to either physical events or psychological states. The 

meaning of a word can be also changed in a special use of language. For example, 

when Juliet tells Romeo "I love you." The word "love" probably refers to "like" 

(Pinker, 2003). Therefore, it seems that the relations between words and meanings are 

unstable in human beings' language. However, changes of words' use will not change 
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the identities of physical events or psychological states, that is, meanings and their 

semantic relatedness are invariant. Therefore, the proposed semantic context memory 

aims to not only collect the relations between words and meanings but also collect 

meanings and predict their semantic relatedness. 

The relations between words and meanings are characterised by the conditional 

probability of the occurrences of a meaning given a word in a meaning annotated 

N(m;,w1) 
corpus. The conditional probability can be computed with --~- , where 

N(w;) 

N(m;, w) is the frequency of co-occurrence of the meaning m; and the word w1 

in a meaning annotated corpus, and N(w) is the frequency of occurrence of the 

word w1 in the meaning annotated corpus. 

Semantic relatedness stored in semantic context memory will be used as additional 

information to PoS tagging. There are several semantic relatedness metrics defined in 

previous studies (e.g. Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Gracia and Mena, 2008; and 

Milne and Witten, 2008) Those metrics perform well on different specific domains. 

However, most of those metrics estimate semantic relatedness without considering 

order relationships of words, except the metric so called selectional association score 

(Resnik, 1993, Rohrbach et al., 2009; Zapirain et al., 2010). 

Selectional association score is defined in Equation (3 .1) and measures the semantic 

influence of m; on m1 . In Equation (3.1), (m;,m1 ) is an ordered pair of meanings 

occurred in a sequence of meanings, i and j are positions of meanings in the 

°""" ( ) Pr ( m1 Im1)sequence, in addition j =i +1 . S11 (mi) =L,Pr mJ Imi log ( ) is defined as 
1 Pr m1 

selectional preference strength of m1 • Selectional preference strength calculates total 
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semantic influence of mi on differentmj, where mi is fixed. 

(3.1) 

3.3 Reinforcement Learning Based Syntactic Processing 

Syntactic processing aims to classify words in utterances into appropriate categories. 

In NLP, PoS taggers are usually employed to fulfil the task of syntactic processing. 

This research concentrates on using sequential PoS tagging techniques for the 

following reasons. First, HRI is often related to spoken language processing. Words in 

spoken language are organised as sequential inputs to a NLP system. Second, the most 

successful sequential PoS tagger on state of the arts, namely Contrastive Estimation 

(CE) Tagger, are not delivery the expected performance on all words PoS tagging. The 

highest accuracy of CE tagger for all words task is 73 .6%. The performance of CE 

tagger depends on the selected feature sets (Goldwater and Griffiths, 2007). Therefore, 

an appropriate approach for the selection of feature sets is needed. Third, the previous 

studies on PoS tagging were more concentrated on computational issues, while 

psychological theories of syntactic processing are often neglected. Hence semantic 

context has been rarely taken into account in syntactic processing before. For example, 

the three kinds of neighbours defined in CE are all impossible cases in natural 

language as given in Section 2.2.1. 

In this research, a reinforcement learning based PoS tagger (Figure 3.5) is proposed to 

process syntax for each word. Particularly, the PoS tagger is constructed as an agent, 

while the input utterances and semantic context memory are composed of the 

environment in reinforcement learning. 
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3.3.1 Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement learning (Busonniu et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2008; Law and Gold., 2009) 

which is derived from classic conditioning, trains an agent without explicit teacher, to 

take actions in an environment through maximising reward. A reinforcement learning 

model usually consists of a set of environmental states, a set of actions, a set of 

stochastic rules of transitioning between states, a set of stochastic rules that determine 

the scalar immediate reward of a transition and rules that describe what the agent 

observes. The observation typically involves the scalar immediate reward associated 

to the last transition. 

Word 
PoS Tagger 

Cost 

Utterance + SCM 
PoS Tag 

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of the PoS tagger interacting with its environment (i.e. 

utterance and semantic context memory) 

An agent in reinforcement learning is trained to take actions by interacting with its 

environment step by step. At each step, the agent first receives a stimulus, which also 

brings the reward to the agent from the environment. The agent then chooses an 

available action from the set of actions and the action is sent to the environment. The 

environment moves to a new state and the reward associated with the transition is 

determined. The goal of an agent in reinforcement learning is to maximise the rewards 

of a sequence of actions. Once the agent's rewards is maximised, compared to that of 

an agent's rewards at the beginning of the reinforcement learning, the difference in 

rewards gives rise to the notion of regret. 
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Q-learning is a kind of reinforcement learning (Watkins, 1989; Bertsekas and Yu, 

2010). Q-leaming works with learning an action-value function, that is, Q-factor. 

Q-factor gives the expected payoff (also known as expected utility) of an agent by 

taking an action in a given state and conforming to a rule between an action and a 

state. The rule of an action and a state is usually called policy in Q-leaming. 

Q-learning does not require explicit knowledge about transition probabilities between 

states, while the probabilities between PoS tags are usually not known for human 

beings. Therefore, this research employs Q-learning to build up the PoS tagger. 

3.3.2 PoS Tagger using Q-learning 

The basic idea of the proposed PoS tagger is to view the PoS tagger as an agent in an 

environment. The environment consists of two observable components: utterances and 

co-occurrences of meanings (i.e. semantic context memory). A word in an input 

utterance is represented as a state observed by PoS tagger. Semantic context memory 

generates cost to respond each PoS tag that is selected by the PoS tagger. Actions of 

the PoS tagger are those possible PoS tags of words. The PoS tagger observes a word, 

and then selects a PoS tag to the word. A cost is subsequently incurred by the PoS tag 

that has been selected to the word. 

In order to construct the PoS tagger, Q-factor as shown in Equation (3.2) is employed. 

c(w;,t) in Q-factor, as shown in Equation (3.3), is the cost function that measures 

the cost if a word w, is tagged by a PoS tag t. In the cost function c ( W;, t), the so 

called observed function is defined as 

N(m. w) N(m. w
1 
) ( )J

( 1- '· ' • '· •AR m;, m1 • The conditional probability of occurrence of 
N(w;) N(w,) 
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N(m;,m;) .( )mi given m; m An m;, m1 is computed with · , where N(m;, m ) 1s the 
N(m;) .1 

number of co-occurrences of m; and m., and N(m;) is the number of occurrences 
.I 

of m, 

r is the discount factor used to reflects the influence of previous tags on the PoS tag 

assigned to the current word. In this study, y is defined as £ , where I!. is the 

number of words in an input utterance. p!i (t) =Pr(w; Iw;,t) is the probability of 

occurrence of w1 given a word w1 and its PoS tag t. 

In Equation (3 .4), J"" (wJ is the cost-to-go function that is used to compute the 

total cost of the sequence of selected PoS tags, where un (i.e. policy) is a stochastic 

function that maps a word to its possible PoS tags, and can be obtained from a bank of 

N(w,t) h ) . h c. f fPoS tags by using ' ' w ere N(w;,f; 1s t e 1requency o co-occurrence o a 
N(w;) ' 

word w; and a PoS tag t; in the PoS tags bank, and N(w;) is the frequency of 

occurrence of w; in the PoS tags bank. Pi; (un (w;)) is the conditional probability of 

occurrence of w1 given a word w; and its related possible policies un(w;) 

(Bertsekas, 2010) 

n 

Qu,, (w;,t)=c(w;,t)+YLP;1 (t)J"" (w1) (3.2) 
J=I 

N 

c(w;,t) =LPu (t)g(wi,t, w;) (3.3) 
J=l 
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n 

Ju• (w;) =c(w,,un (w; ))+ r LPiJ (un(w;))P• (wJ (3.4) 
J=I 

The PoS tagger is implemented by using a policy iteration algorithm (Figure 3.6). 

Generally, the policy algorithm consists of two steps which are policy evaluation step 

and policy improvement step. At policy evaluation step, the cost-to-go function and 

Q-factor are computed for all input words and their possible PoS tags in order to 

construct initial policies (mappings) between words and their possible PoS tags. At 

policy improvement step, current policies between words and their possible PoS tags 

are updated until a set of stationary policies has been found. The training data set used 

for the PoS tagger consists of two subsets. One is a sense tagged corpus, and the other 

one is a PoS tag bank. The sense tagged corpus is used to exploit statistical 

relationships of meanings. The PoS tag bank is used as the action bank in the 

reinforcement learning. 

i11p11t: :\ S('t nf ·wurds n· = {w,,[11 E {O, .....V}} 

inpnt: a :,;c•t uf nieH.niugs M = {mklk E {D, ..... K}} 
input: n sc•t uf PoS tag::; T = {tj IJ E {O..... J}} 
for n = O... N do 

com1mte ,ru,, (wn I 

for j = O... .J do 
fork= u...K do 

i=k+l 

eornpnte Au (mk. rni) 

end for 

eo111putv Qt'n (w11 , fj) 

end for 
end for 

for u = 0...N do 

compntt· 11,i+1{w1!) = ar11mi111ET(!"" (11•11,fj) 

end for 
repetlt all ahuve ~tep8 until 11 11 +1(11·11 ) is nut tm improv,·uwnt on u11 (w11 ) 

output a sequem·1~ of P,>S tn)!;S nf word/'\ in an input uttcrnucc• 

Figure 3 .6 Policy Iteration Algorithm for PoS tagging (Bertsekas, 2010) 
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3.4 Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

A word has multiple unrelated meanings, and each meaning of a word represents an 

entity in the real world. Lexical ambiguity handling aims at predicting the most 

appropriate meaning to a word according to the utterance that contains the word. An 

utterance can be viewed as the linguistic representation of a meaning of a target word, 

because the words surrounding the target word in the utterance provide the constraints 

to specify the meaning of the target word. In this sense, lexical ambiguity handling is 

a process to find out the most similar meaning to a target word according to the 

similarity of the context of the meaning stored in the semantic memory and the 

context of the target word in an utterance. Therefore, in order to handle lexical 

ambiguity, there are three factors that need to be taken into account, namely the 

representation of meanings, the representation of context, and the similarity 

measurement. 

The creation of meanings depends on several cognitive sources such as visual, 

perception and audition (Voorspoels et al., 2008; Fountain and Lapata, 2010). 

However, in this research the robots are assumed to be only endowed with the 

cognitive capability of language processing. Therefore, it is difficult to explore 

cognitive features from a corpus whose meanings of words are presented as symbols. 

As an example, Figure 3.7 illustrated the representations of meanings in this research. 

The meaning of "book" in the sentence is represented as <book.n.01>, in which 

"book.n.O I" is the entry of the meaning "a written work or composition that has been 

published" on the W ordNet. 

Figure 3. 7 Example of meaning representation in this research 
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The context of a target word is represented as a contextual feature vector. A 

contextual feature vector encodes the syntactic features and semantic features of a 

target word. Syntactic and semantic features which structure the basic knowledge 

about an entity are used to replace cognitive features, because those syntactic and 

semantic features in a corpus can be viewed as linguistic representations of cognitive 

features. Evidences of the relations between syntactic features/semantics features and 

cognitive features can be found in several neuro-imaging studies on language 

processing such as Kuperberg (2007), Mitchell et al. (2008) and Just et al. (2010). 

The contextual feature vector of a target word is implemented by using a mutual 

information based approach. Once the contextual feature vector of a target word is 

constructed, the cosine similarity measurement combined with the selectional 

association score is used to predict the most appropriate meaning to the target word. 

3.4.1 Mutual Information (MI) 

Mutual information, as shown in Equation (3.5), measures the average reduction in 

uncertainty of a random variable X given a random variable Y, or vice versa 

(Walters-Williams and Li, 2009). 

I(X;Y) =H(X)-H(XI Y) (3.5) 

where H(X) and H(X I Y) are the information entropy ofX and the conditional entropy 

of X given Y respectively. H(X) and H(X\Y) are given in Equation (3.6) and Equation 

(3.7). 

H(X) =-LP(x)logP(x) 
xeX 

(3.6) 

where P(x) is the probability of random variable X given value x. 

H(XIY)=- L P(x,y)IogP(xly) 
xeX,yeY 

(3.7) 

A variant of MI, called point wise mutual information (PMI) (Fa.no, 1961) which is 
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given in Equation (3 .8), has been first applied to measure the semantic association 

between two words by Church and Hanks (1989). PMI compares the joint probability 

of co-occurrence of two words and the product probability of two words that occur 

independently so that PMI can discriminate whether two words occur together more 

than chance ( i.e. exploring collocation of two words) (Church and Hanks, 1989; 

Komachi, 2008). 

l(x· ) - lo P(x, y) (3.8),y - g 2 P(x)P(y) 

3.4.2 Feature based Disambiguation 

Features of a target word specify the meaning of the target word in a specific context. 

Features used in the disambiguation sub-module include the syntactic features of a 

target word and the semantic features of a target word. Syntactic features of a target 

word include the PoS tag of the target word and the PoS tags of the words 

surrounding the target word. Syntactic features classify a target word into a word 

category. Meanings of the target word that are not related to the word category are 

therefore removed by the syntactic features. Semantic features of a target word 

include the form of the target word and the words surrounding the target word. 

Semantic features classify a target word into a semantic class. Meanings of the target 

word that do not belong to the semantic class are therefore removed by the semantic 

features. For example, suppose the word "book" in an utterance "can you give me the 

book with red hardcover?" is the target word that needs to be disambiguated. The PoS 

tagged version of the utterance is [('can', 'MD'), ('you', 'PPSS'), ('give', 'VB'), ('me', 

'PPO'), ('the', 'AT'), ('book', 'NN'), ('with', 'IN'), ('red', 'JJ'), ('hardcover', 'NN')]. 

Syntactic features of "book" include the PoS tag of the target word "book": 'NN', and 

the PoS tags of the words surrounding the target word: 'MD', 'PPSS', 'VB', 'PPO', 'AT', 

'NN', 'IN', 'JJ' and 'NN'. Semantic features of "book" are those words surrounding 

"book": "can", "you", "give", "1ne", "the", "with", "red" and ''hardcover", and the 
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fonn of the target word: "book". The contextual feature vector of the target word 

"book" therefore can be the form ('can', 'MD', 'you', 'PPSS', 'give', 'VB', 'me', 'PPO', 

'the', 'AT', 'book', 'NN', 'with', 'IN', 'red', 'JJ', 'hardcover', 'NN'). 

In order to construct contextual feature vector, a window is first applied to collect 

syntactic features and semantic features of a target word. The length of the window 

depends on the experimental results (see Section 6). In this study, the best length of 

the window is 10. 

Figure 3.8 PoS tagged utterance "can you give me the book with red hardcover?" 

The procedure of lexical ambiguity handling is shown in Figure 3.9. The PoS tagger is 

first applied to select and assign PoS tags to the words in input utterances. PoS tagged 

utterances as the inputs to the disambiguation sub-module are then used to construct 

contextual feature vectors for words in utterances. Some features in the window do 

not affect the meaning of the target word. Therefore, important features are 

necessarily selected. Features of a word are selected by PMI, that is, PlvfI(w, J;), 

where w is the target word and J; is the ith feature of the target word. Features that 

are ranked in the top n will be selected and assigned to the contextual feature vector. 

The selection of number n also depends on the experimental results. A relatively very 

small n ( e.g. n= I) or a relatively very large ( e.g. n = length of window) would bring 

unexpected decrease of perfonnance. 

The contextual feature vector of a word is then used as an input to the meaning 

selection module. The meaning selection module predicts the most appropriate 

meaning by using Equation (3.9). Once the most appropriate meaning is selected and 

assigned to a word, the meaning tagged word is the output of the disambiguation 
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sub-module. 

(3.9) 

where Sim (Ins, w) is the cosine similarity which measures the similarity between the 

contextual feature vector of the target word and the contextual vector of an example 

word recorded in the semantic context memory, mw is a possible meaning of the 

target word, mnelghbor is the meaning of a neighbouring word of the target word. 

L AR (m"', m,,eighbor) implies that the meaning of a word depends on meanings of its 
meM 

neighbouring words. The meaning m: is selected and assigned to the target word, if 

it maximises the cosine similarity Sim(lns, w) and the sum of semantic association 

score L AR (mW' m.,;ghha,) • 
meM 

Input Utterance 

PoS Tagger Semantic Context Memory 

PoS Tagged Utterance 

Select Features by PMI 

Contextual Feature Vector Sense Selection 

Sense Tagged 

Figure 3.9 Procedure of lexical ambiguity handling 
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3.5 Summary 

The traditional framework of lexical ambiguity handling consists of two sequential 

modules, that is, PoS tagging is ahead of word sense disambiguation and is without 

interacts with word sense disambiguation. However, this framework is not consistent 

with the psychology of language acquisition and language processing. The studies on 

psychology of language acquisition show that the words and the words' meanings are 

acquired before the syntactic knowledge, and the studies on psychology of language 

processing show that the process of PoS tagging interacts with the semantic context 

memory. Therefore, a new framework of lexical ambiguity handling has been 

proposed in this study. 

The proposed framework of lexical ambiguity handling consists of three modules: a 

RL based PoS tagging, a semantic context memory and a disambiguation module. The 

RL PoS tagging and semantic context memory are designed working parallel, because 

PoS tagging needs some semantic context knowledge to aid selecting and assigning 

PoS tags to words according to the psychology of language acquisition and language 

processing. The semantic context memory and the outputs of the PoS tagging are used 

to aid word meaning disambiguation. The performance evaluations of the RL based 

PoS tagger and the lexical ambiguity handling will be investigated in Section 6.1 and 

Section 6.2 respectively. 
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CHAPTER4 

LEXICAL VAGUENESS 

REPRESENTATION USING 

FUZZY SETS 

A meaning is a mental representation of a concept or an action that is observed or is 

perceived by human beings. A word is a symbolic label of a set of meanings. Given a 

word, a particular meaning of the word can be inferred by using the contextual 

information of a word. The contextual information of a word is a set of words which 

specify cognitive features of a concept or an action that a particular meaning is related 

to. A meaning of a word can be discerned from other meanings of the word if enough 

contextual information is provided. In human beings' daily conversation, some 

contextual information of a word usually is neglected. The neglected contextual 

information of a word leads to the word becoming lexically vague. Human beings' 

usually can understand those lexically vague words well, because their real world 

knowledge can be used to recover the neglected contextual information 

(Johnson-Laird, 1986). 

In HRI, however, robots do not have enough real world knowledge to handle lexical 

vagueness since they usually are not endowed with the same cognitive abilities as 

human beings. Robots need a mechanism to infer the words' meanings based on an 

appropriate semantic representation of words and meanings. A semantic 

representation that is appropriate indicates that the semantic representation can aid the 

inference mechanism working well and is adaptive to individual users. In order to 

handle lexical vagueness in an appropriate way, the semantic representation method 

for lexical vagueness needs to be studied. An appropriate semantic representation 

method of lexical vagueness needs to satisfy two conditions. Firstly, the semantic 
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representation method needs to explicitly describe the set of all the meanings 

accommodated by a word. Secondly, lexical vagueness arises because of the 

borderline cases in the set of meanings accommodated by a word. Therefore, the 

semantic representation method also needs to explicitly characterise the borderline 

cases. The traditional semantic representation methods introduced in Section 2.4 do 

not fully satisfy these two conditions, especially the second condition. Thus fuzzy sets 

as a semantic representation method for lexical vagueness are introduced in this 

research. In order to automatically generate the fuzzy sets of meanings, a SOM based 

algorithm is also developed for fuzzy sets construction. A truncated gradient algorithm 

is then employed to enable the fuzzy sets of meanings to be adaptive to individual 

users. 

4.1 Lexical Vagueness Representation using Fuzzy Sets 

Instances of lexical vagueness are frequent and are naturally embedded in human 

speech. They are seen where there is a linguistic and cultural understanding about the 

meaning and implications of a word or concept. Some concepts do not need to be 

precisely described because either human beings can understand them well enough 

within a particular context and using real world knowledge or human beings usually 

are not interested in precisely describing those concepts. 

As an example for the former case, "tall" in the sentence "This is a tall building" may 

refer to the height of a building which is higher than 50 meters, and the same word in 

the sentence "He is tall" may refer to the height of a person who is above 1.80 meters 

but does not exceed 2.50 meters. These different meanings of "tall" within the 

different contexts can be immediately discerned by humans, because they usually 

have the contextual knowledge to interpret relative size. Lexically vague terms are 

used where concepts are commonly understood and do not need to be explained, 
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where context provides information or where exact knowledge is unavailable. 

As an example for the latter case, consider the word "fruit" in the utterance "Can you 

give me a fruit?" "fruit" has several precise meanings such as "apple", "pear" and 

"peach" (Figure 4.1 ). "pear" also has four meanings: "base", "seckel'', "anjou" and 

"barnett" (Figure 4.1 ). However, under this scenario, almost persons usually concern 

whether a "fruit" is a "pear", but not interested in whether the "pear" is "bosc" or 

"seckel". These precise concepts of "pear" are neglected by human beings, because 

human beings' cognitive capability is not able to discriminate the distinctions in 

precise concepts, or those precise concepts are all acceptable choices for human 

beings' expectation. 

In order to demonstrate the two examples mentioned above, an experiment was 

designed. The experiment was designed as a questionnaire that lists 5 questions. Each 

question contains an utterance that includes a target word. Associated with each 

question, were 15 optional answers that corresponded with possible meanings of the 

target word. These meanings are from three groups. One group of meanings are used 

with high frequency to interpret the target words. This group of meanings are also 

from the hyponym net of the target words, such as "apple" for fruit, "bed" for 

furniture and "fork" for cutlery. Another group of meanings includes borderline cases 

for interpreting the target words, that is, some people might consider using those 

meanings to interpret the target words, but another people might not. This group of 

meanings is also co-occurring with the target words with high frequency. For example, 

some people might use "knife" to interpret the word "furniture", but another people 

might not use "knife" to interpret the word "furniture". The other group of meanings 

are more precise meanings of the target words such as "bosc", "baldwin" and 

"barong". 

In total, 53 volunteers in these experiments are first asked to read the utterances, and 
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then they are required to immediately (i.e. 20 seconds per question) select the most 

appropriate meanings to the target word. This experiment allowed them to select 

multiple meanings for the target word. The experimental results show that almost 

volunteers select the concepts in the hyponyms net of the target word as the most 

appropriate meanings to the target word, and these selected concepts also frequently 

co-occur with the target word in corpus. There are 49 subjects whose choices of the 

appropriate meanings for the target words in all questions are the concepts related to 

the hyponyms of the target words. There are only four subjects whose choices of the 

appropriate meanings involving the more precise concepts rather than the concepts 

related to the hyponyms of the target words. 

fruit 

apple pear peach 

bosc seckel anjou bamett 

Figure 4.1 Hyponyms net of fruit 

According to the experimental results, subjects usually used the first group of the 

meanings to interpret the target words. For example, subjects usually used "pear", 

"apple" and "peach" to interpret the meaning of "fruit". The second group of 

meanings are sometimes used to interpret the target words. For example, subjects 

sometimes use "tomato" to interpret the word "fruit" and use "fridge" to interpret the 

word "furniture". The third group of meanings are rarely used to interpret the target 

words. 

This finding implies that there are two factors need to be taken in to account in order 

to represent meanings of a word. First, the semantic relations between meanings and 

words need to be considered, because those meanings on the hyponym net of a word 
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will co-occur with the word with high frequency. Second, the borderline cases among 

meanings of a word need to be considered, even if those meanings do not have 

explicit semantic relations with the word. 

The borderline cases of meanings reflect the bias of persons' preference on using a 

meaning to interpret a word (Nosofsky, 1991 ). The borderline cases of meanings are 

derived human beings' uncertainty on choosing the meanings of a target word. For 

example, there is an utterance "Can you help me to move some furniture to my house?" 

The selected concepts related to the hyponyms of furniture are "bed", "desk", "chair", 

"table", "fridge" and "knife". There are seven volunteers who selected all those 

concepts, l O volunteers selected "bed", "desk", "chair", "table" and "fridge" as the 

meanings of "furniture", four volunteers selected "bed", "desk", "chair", "table" and 

"knife" as the meanings of "furniture", 31 volunteers selected "bed", "desk", "chair" 

and "table" as the meanings of "furniture", and one volunteers selected all the 7 

meanings as the meanings of "furniture". The experimental results reveal that human 

beings sometimes involve uncertainty on classifying some concepts into a category. 

For example, there are 17 volunteers confusing about whether "fridge" belongs to 

"furniture" and 11 volunteers confusing about whether "knife" belongs to "furniture". 

The uncertainty on classification of meanings is derived from that a person acquired 

words and words' meanings from multiple teachers. Each teacher possibly has 

different interpretation on semantic relations such as the relations between words and 

meanings, the relations among words, and the relations among meanings (Kirby, 

2007). For example, some teachers would prefer to interpret the "knife" is a kind of 

"furniture" for a person, while other teachers would not. Consequently, "knife" as one 

of borderline cases of "furniture" is arising in the person's linguistic knowledge. 

Those borderline cases of "furniture" then lead "furniture" to be lexically vague for 

the person. 
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According to the experimental results as demonstrated in Kirby's work, lexical 

vagueness contains two kinds of semantic information: the relations between a word 

and its meanings, and the uncertainty on classification of meanings. Therefore, a 

model that can characterize both semantic relations and uncertainty on classification 

of meanings is needed. 

Traditional semantic representation approaches, namely semantic network, topic 

model and semantic space are unable to take both those factors into account, as it 

mentioned in Section 2.4. A natural way to deal with both semantic relations and 

uncertainty on classification of words and meanings is fuzzy set (Singpurwalla and 

Booker, 2004; Meeden, 2008; Bocklisch, 2010) since fuzzy set can characterize the 

relations between words and meanings, the relations among words, the relations 

among meanings and the uncertainty on classification of meanings. For example, 

consider the word "fruit" which has four meanings: "apple", "pear", "peach" and 

"tomato". Figure 4.2 illustrates a weighted semantic network of "fruit". Each edge in 

the semantic network represents the relation between "fruit" and one of its meanings. 

The weight of each edge indicates the uncertainty that a meaning belongs to "fruit". A 

meaning fully belongs to "fruit" if the edge between the meaning and "fruit" is 

weighted as 1, while a meaning does not belong to "fruit" if the edge between the 

meaning and "fruit" is weighted as 0. This semantic network can be represented as a 

fuzzy set, that is, fruit ={J..:Q_ + J.:2_ + _!_:2_ + O.S }
apple pear peach tomato 

There are three kinds of semantic information can be encoded in the fuzzy set of 

"fruit": the semantic relations between the word "fruit" and its meanings "apple", 

"pear", "peach" and "tomato", the membership degree of meanings in "fruit", and the 

semantic similarities among the meanings of "fruit". Compared to the first two kinds 

of semantic information, the semantic similarities among the meanings of "fruit" are 

implicit. The semantic similarities among meanings can be inferred by the semantic 
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relations between the word and its meanings and the membership degree of meanings. 

In this simple example, the semantic relations between "fruit" and its meanings and 

the membership degree of meanings imply the meanings "apple", "pear" and "peach" 

are more similar than "tomato". Therefore, this study considers that fuzzy set is most 

appropriate approach to represent lexical vagueness. 

fruit 

is- 1.0 IS-a 1.0 

apple pear 

Figure 4.2 Weighted semantic network of "fruit" 

4.2 Self-Organized Fuzzy Representation 

On the perspective of psychology, self-organization refers to the process of human 

beings' brain automatically organizing concepts into structural groups (Kohonen, 

1990). Self-organization usually makes concepts to be ordered and elaborately 

structured in human beings' semantic memory. However, semantic features of a 

concept are usually propagated from perceptions to semantic memory via a 

multi-layers neural network. Some semantic features such as contextual information 

would be missed or become weaker during the propagation. Those missing or weaker 

semantic features will not take effect on the organization of concepts in semantic 

memory such that some concepts would not be able to be distinguished in semantic 

memory (Rolls, 2008). Consequently, vagueness is arising among those 

undistinguished concepts. On the perspective of language processing, human beings 

discern the meaning of a word by using contextual information. Contextual 

information of a word locates meanings of the word in a relative high dimensional 

semantic space and provides the information about semantic similarities among 

meanings. Different combinations of contextual information of a word would also 
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indicate different meanings of the word. Human beings probably fail to discern a 

meaning from a set of meanings of a word if there is not enough contextual 

information about the word or if two different meanings of a word are encoded into 

the same contextual information. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates a simple example in order to show that contextual information 

affects human beings' discrimination of meanings of a word. In this example, a word 

different meanings: m31 and m32 , and has the same PoS tag PoS in the different 

utterances. There are two semantic spaces have been constructed to represent these 

two meanings of w3 • One of the semantic spaces has seven dimensions, that is, w1 , 

w2 , w~ , w3 , w4 , w5 and PoS . Another semantic space is generated by two 

dimensions, namely, w3 and PoS . Hereinto, w1 , 

contextual information of w3 , PoS and w3 are so called symbolic information of 

w3 • The semantic space with seven dimensions shows that these two meanings m31 

and m32 are dissimilar since m31 and m32 have different context (i.e. w2 and 

w~ ), while the semantic space with two dimensions (i.e. symbolic information) shows 

that these two meanings are almost the same. The meanings that are almost the same 

lead the word to be lexically vague since there are uncertainty arising on labelling 

meanings to the word. 

The difference between two semantic spaces indicates that human beings can discern 

a meaning of a word from a set of meanings of the word by using different contextual 

information. Another implication of the example is that relatively more contextual 

information would benefit human beings to discern the meaning of a word since more 

contextual infonnation would bring more different indications on the meaning of a 
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word. The other implication of the example is that lexical vagueness is derived from 

that the symbolic information of a word is provided, while the contextual information 

of the word is missing. 

Contextual information usually is not activated or is weak in human beings' brain if 

the context of a word is not observed or is not specific, but symbolic information of a 

word is always active in human beings' brain (Kohonen, 1990). Human beings usually 

acquire a meaning of a word along with very specific contextual information of the 

word. The meanings of a word are organized in human beings' brain according to the 

contextual information of the word and the symbolic information of the word. In 

particular, human beings' brain first encodes the contextual information and the 

symbolic information of a word into a semantic feature vector. A similarity metric is 

then applied to computing the similarities among meanings of according to the 

semantic feature vectors of meanings. The meanings of the word are subsequently 

organized into groups in terms of the similarities among the meanings of the word. 

However, contextual information in human beings' brain would be immediately 

missed or become weaker after the meanings of a word are grouped. Therefore, the 

number of dimensions of the semantic feature vector will be reduced. The new 

semantic feature vectors of meanings are composed of symbolic information of the 

word only. The symbolic information of a word possibly is the same to several 

meanings of the word. Henceforth, the lexical vagueness arises in the vocabulary of 

human beings' brain. 

4.3 Fuzzy Set Generation using Self-Organizing Maps 

According to the discussions in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, this research applies fuzzy set to 

model lexical vagueness and self-organizing maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1990; Yang and 

Bose, 2006) is employed to construct the fuzzy sets. Previous studies on modelling 
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lexical vagueness by using SOM implicitly assumed that the process of clustering 

meanings and the process of identifying the label of cluster of meanings are executed 

simultaneously. However, Hurford (2007) observed that human beings usually acquire 

concepts prior to acquiring symbols through the studies on the language learning 

process of children and the studies on the language learning process of animals. 

Therefore, meanings are considered to be acquired and clustered prior to assigning a 

word and membership degrees to a group of meanings, in this study. 

PoS 

Figure 4.3 Example of the effects of contextual information and symbolic information 

on human beings' recognition of meanings of words 

The other defect of previous studies is that Euclidean distance is usually used to 

measure the semantic relatedness between words and meanings. Euclidean distance as 
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a metric is symmetric. The symmetry of Euclidean distance implies that the semantic 

relatedness from a word to a meaning is equal to the semantic relatedness from a 

meaning to a word. However, the semantic relatedness from a word to a meaning is 

not necessarily equal the semantic relatedness from a meaning to a word. For example, 

when a person said a word "fruit", it is not necessarily that "fruit" means "pear". On 

the other hand, the meaning "pear" definitely belongs to the word "fruit". Therefore, 

an asymmetric measure is proposed to be used to calculate the membership degree of 

meanmgs. 

Input Layer 
Semaotlc Memb,ersh1p 
Features Degree 
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Figure 4.4 Architecture of the Self-organizing map for membership function 

generation 

The proposed SOM, as shown in Figure 4.4, consists of an input layer and an 

associated weight layer. The input layer consists of four components: neurons for 

meanings, neurons for semantic features, neurons for words and neurons for 

membership degree. The inputs to the neurons for meanings are symbolic labels of 

meanings, for example, the symbolic labels "apple", "pear" and "peach" are used to 

represent the concepts: apple, pear and peach. This study assumes that one meaning 

occupy one neuron. Therefore, the number of neurons for meanings is equal to the 

number of meanings annotated on the corpus. 
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The inputs to the neurons for semantic features are contextual information of a 

meaning. In this study, the contextual information of a meaning include the words and 

their PoS tags surrounding a meaning and the PoS tag related to the meaning. The 

contextual information is captured by a window with invariant size n . The 

experimental results for Section 3.4.2 show that the best size of the window is 

n=lO. 

The inputs to the neurons for words are word forms such as "fruit", "vegetable" and 

"yellow". The input to the neurons for membership degree is a nonnalized value that 

characterizes the membership degree of a fuzzy variable. The vector of each node on 

the associated weight layer consists of six components: the weights corresponding to 

meanings, the weights corresponding to semantic features, the weights corresponding 

to probability distributions' parameters such as mean and variance, the weights 

corresponding to words and the weights corresponding to membership degrees. The 

number of nodes on the associated weight layer depends on the number of inputs to 

the node for meanings. 

The training step of SOM consists of two stages. The first stage is to cluster the 

meanings into appropriate groups by using semantic features. At the first stage, the 

neurons for meanings and the neurons for semantic features are activated, and the 

neurons for membership degrees are not activated. The second stage is to assign an 

appropriate word to each cluster of meanings and to assign a membership degree to 

each word inside the cluster. At the second stage, the components of the associated 

weight vectors for meanings are not activated, while the neurons for semantic features 

and the neuron for words are activated first. At this stage, the weight vectors will be 

updated by stochastic gradient. A winning rule derived from the stochastic gradient is 

also used to find the best match weight vector to a vector that is composed of the 

semantic features, a word and the membership degree. Once the maps between words 
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and the associated vectors are constructed, the membership degree of a meaning that 

belongs to a word is computed with a Kullback-Leibler divergence based measure, 

and assigned to the associated weight vector that corresponding to the meaning. The 

Kullback-Leibler divergence, also known as relative entropy, is an asymmetric 

measure and can be interpreted as the expected additional information required coding 

the meaning m; from Pr(m;,J1) when using a code based on Pr(vk,f). The 

Kullback-Leibler divergence is able to reveal the semantic relatedness between 

meanings and words and the taxonomical relations between meanings and words 

(Resnik, 1993). Therefore, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is considered as the most 

appropriate way to obtain the membership degree of meanings belonging to words. 

At first stage of the training step, the nth input to this SOM is a two dimension feature 

vector xm, .t; = [xm; xJj t , where m; encodes ith meaning; f 1 encodes the jth 

semantic feature set of the ith meaning that is collected from a corpus. In accordance, 

the weight vector is also a two dimension vector wm 1 . = [wm w1.t, where wm is 
I, J I J ! 

related to the meaning x 1111 m xm,Jj , and w11 is related to the semantic feature x1j 

At this stage, Equation 4.1 is applied to find the best matching neuron at first, where 

q(xm, Ji) is the index label of the wining neuron, and w;; Ji is the associated weight 

vector which is used to describe the nth meaning and its semantic features. Euclidean 

distance llx .. - wn 1 II is used to measure the distances between a meaning and its m, ,/1 m, • i 2 

associated weight vector since the distance between a meaning and its associated 

weight vector is symmetric so far. The weight vectors w;1,1j associated with the 

index label q(x 1. ) is then update by using Equation 4.2 and 4.3. In Equation 4.3, 
m,' J 

µ(t) is the learning rate, and O< µ(t) < 1 at epoch index t. In this research, µ(t) is 
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initially set as 0.01 by experiments (see. Section 6.2 ). Nq is the chosen 

neighbourhood of winning neuron q(xm ) for input meaning m,..
I 

q(xrn ) = minjlxm -w; II (4.1) 
, Vn ' , 2 

(4.2) 

µ(t) if n E Nq 
TJ n(t) ={ . (4.3) 

q O otherwise 

At the second stage of the training step, the inputs to the SOM are two dimensional 

feature vectors xv1 ,11 = [x11 xvk t , where ~· encodes the semantic features, xvk 

encodes a word. At the first stage of training, the associated weight vectors have been 

occupied by meanings already. The associated weight vectors can be considered as the 

neural representations of meanings. Those neural representations of meanings are 

activated by their symbolic forms, namely words, with an appropriate set of semantic 

features, in human beings' daily conversation. Hence there must be a set of 

components of the associated weight vectors, corresponding to input vk with the 

input set of semantic features f1. Therefore, the associated vectors W0, = [ wµ, w<T, r 
are used for the second training stage, where wµ, records the mean of the joint 

probability distribution Pr(m;, J1) of the co-occurrence of the set of semantic 

features f 1 and the meaning m;, and w(T1 records the variance of Pr(m;,~). 

Because a large corpus is used to train the proposed SOM in this study, Pr(m;,/1) is 

assumed as normal distribution according to the central limit theorem. Therefore, the 

winning rule of the associated weight vectors used for the first stage is instead by 

Equation 4.4, and the update rules of the associated weight vectors used for the first 

stage is instead by Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6 respectively. All these Equations are 
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derived from the gradient of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Yin, 2003; Hammer 

and Hasenfuss, 20 I 0), because Kullback-Leibler divergence is considered as the most 

appropriate way to characterise the semantic relations between meanings and words, 

as it mentioned before. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

w (t + 1) =w (t) + n (t) I I 
<r, er, ·tqn "'P ( 10'.) 2,....2

L..,; r x"k J,- k; v 
I 

(4.6) 

Once Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6 are converged, the winning neurons are mapped 

to their corresponding input neurons. The membership degree of each meaning 

belonging to a word is then assigned to the map between the meaning and the input 

word. The membership degree is computed with Equation 4.7, where mfm v is the 
" k 

membership degree of the meaning m; that belongs to the word vk, ft represents a 

set of semantic features, Pr(m;,ft)is the probability that a meaning m; co-occurs 

with a set of semantic features ft in a corpus, Pr(vk,ft) is the probability that a 

word vk co-occurs with a set of semantic features f 1 , D(Pr(m;,F;) 11 Pr(vk,F;)) is 

the Kullback-Leibler divergence that is used to measure the difference between two 

probability distributions. The Kullback-Leibler divergence can be computed with 
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Equation 4.8, where nm; ,F; =2>m;,11 is the total number of co-occurrence of the 
j 

meaning m, and the sets of semantic features f 1 , F; is the set contains all the set 

of semantic features f; that co-occurs with m; , nvk,J•~ is the total number of 

co-occurrence of the word vk and the set of semantic features /;, i is the number 

of different meanings contained in the corpus, j is the number of different sets of 

semantic features contained in the corpus, the term i · j represents the number of 

possible combinations of meanings and the sets of semantic features, k is the number 

of different words contained in corpus and k • j represents the number of possible 

combinations of words and the sets of semantic features. 

,+. _ _ D(Pr(m,,F;)IIPr(vk,F;))1 (4.7)11'!.I m -V 
,, , maxD(Pr(m;,F;) II Pr(vk,F;)) 

i 

(4.8) 

On the retrieving step, the xm v = [ xm xv t in the input vector is used. The index 
I, k I k 

label q(xm v ) (i.e. meaning) is retrieved by using Equation (4.9) (Yang and Bose, 
, ' k 

2006), that is, only the information of meanings is used to find the best match neuron 

in the associated weight layer. Once the best match neuron is retrieved, the outputs of 

this SOM are meanings (i.e. xn), words' labels of the meanings (i.e. vn) and their 

corresponding membership degree (i.e. w1x,. ). 

(4.9) 

For each target word that inputs to the SOM, the number of neurons in the associated 
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weight layer depends on the number of possible clear meanings of the target word. 

The number of possible clear meanings of a target word is counting from the 

statistical dataset of the target word. 

the first stage of training step 

input : the meaning xm and a set of semantic features x1
I I 

output: the most associated weight vector w m, 

1. grab an input vector xm = [xm ,x1 t1f I j I . j 

2. for each w;,J, 
3. for each x,,,,,.fi 

4. computeq(xm 1 ) =minllx,,, 1- - w; r II 
I• I \:f_j I,. / I•· / 2 

5. updatew1 by using w;,J1 (t + 1) = w;,J, + 1Jqit)(xm,,11 (t)-w;;,/1 (t)) 

the second stage of training step 

input: the word vn, the semantic features Yn and the membership degree mf,, 

output: the most associated weight vector wn 

6.grab an input vector xvk,fj = [xfj xv, t 
7. for each w;

V 

8. for each xv, .Ji 

X -Wn 
II "• f1 e, 112]2 

Vk' I n 20"
9. computeq(x 1 ) =argmaxexp ( - ' 2 //Equation from(Yin, 2003) 

10. updatew; by using Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6 
V 

11. assign a membership degree to 

an associated weighted vector using Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8 

retrieving stage 

input: the meaning xn 

12. for each wm,,v, 

13 for each xm v 
I, k 

14. computeq(zn) = ~njjxm,,v, -w,,,,,,,, ll 2 

15. retrieve themfm,,v, and assign to xm,,v, 

Figure 4.5 Algorithm for fuzzy set construction by using SOM 

Figure 4.6 illustrates a simple example of the initial results of meaning acquisition and 
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clustering stage of the proposed SOM (i.e. leftmost of Figure 4.6) and an example of 

the outputs of the proposed SOM (i.e. rightmost of Figure 4.6), where "apple", "pear", 

and "peach" are organized together as the meanings of "fruit" since the membership 

degrees of these meanings are 1.0. "celery" are the farthest word from "apple", "pear" 

and "peach", because the membership degree of "celery" in "vegetable" is 1.0, but the 

membership degree of "celery" in "fruit" is 0. The borderline cases include "banana", 

"tomato" and "cucumber". These results seem a little conflict with persons' common 

knowledge on the classification of those meanings. For example, "banana" definitely 

belongs to "fruit", whilst "cucumber" definitely belongs to "vegetable", according to 

the common knowledge. The conflict is derived from a sense tagged corpus that has 

been used to training the SOM. The membership degree of meanings in low frequency 

word-meaning pairs may not be assigned correctly, because the size of the sense 

tagged corpus used in this example is not large enough so that data sparseness would 

occur in the training of the SOM. 

cucumber 

apple pear peach banana tomato celery 

~ 

meaning semannc word membership 

features~lery, cucumbe• 

tomato 

1pple, pear, peacll banana 

Figure 4.6 Example of the output map of the proposed SOM 

4.4 Self-Adaptive Mechanism for Fuzzy Sets 

Users have different preferences on using meanings to interpret words since users 
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iteratively learned linguistic knowledge and real world knowledge about words from 

different corpus. The linguistic knowledge about a word includes contextual 

information and symbolic information of a word. The real world knowledge about a 

word is the cognitive attributes of the concepts related to a word. The differences in 

users' preferences on meanings of words lead to the differences of the fuzzy sets of 

meanings that are accommodated by the words from individual users. Therefore, a 

self-adaptive mechanism for fuzzy sets is needed, in order to enable robots to provide 

flexible and reliable service to a particular user. The self-adaptive mechanism for 

fuzzy sets needs to achieve two goals. First, the mechanism needs to perform an 

acceptable accuracy on predicting the fuzzy sets of words' meanings according to the 

statistics on an individual user's utterances. Second, the time cost of the process for 

achieving the acceptable accuracy should be acceptable. 

For HRI, a robot can be initially endowed with the knowledge about the fuzzy sets of 

words' meanings by using the SOM, and then the robot updates the fuzzy sets of 

words' meanings according to a relatively smaller set of a user's utterances by using 

an online algorithm. For example, the robot records a user's utterances everyday for 

the period of one week, and then the robot updates the fuzzy sets of words' meanings 

in its memory by using an online learning algorithm based the relatively smaller set of 

utterances. 

The self-adaptive mechanism aims at predicting the optimal fuzzy sets of meanings 

according to the user's utterances have sent in a short period, for example, the 

utterances have sent in one week. Therefore, an online algorithm is employed to 

predict the fuzzy sets of meanings in this research. The proposed self-adaptive 

mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The inputs to the self-adaptive mechanism are 

the initial fuzzy sets that are generated by the SOM introduced in Section 4.4 and the 

statistics of a user's utterances in first N days. The initial fuzzy sets are then updated 

with the statistics of a user's utterances by using an online learning algorithm. The 
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outputs of the self-adaptive mechanism are the predicted fuzzy sets according to the 

user's utterances in first N days. 

The proposed self-adaptive mechanism aims to approximate the fuzzy sets of 

meanings based on the utterances that are conveyed by a user in the first N days, for 

example, the first 7 days, and the fuzzy sets of meanings that have been already 

constructed by the SOM introduced in Section 4.3. 

Truncated Gradient 

Algorithm 

I 
I PredictedUser's 

Fuzzy Set Fuzzy Set 

Fuzzy Sets 

I 
I 

I 
I 

► 

Figure 4.7 Structure of the self-adaptive mechanism 

A challenge to implement the self-adaptive mechanism is the data sparseness since the 

number of the utterances used to train the self-adaptive mechanism is small. The data 

sparseness leads to the difficulty of predicting the exact membership degrees of 

meanings. The changes on some meanings' membership degrees will be small or 

some meanings' membership degrees will be to zero since the data sparseness arises. 

The both cases of the changes on meanings' membership degrees might not lead to the 

match between the predicted membership degrees of meanings and the exact 

membership degrees of meanings, because the number of the observed user's 

utterances is small. For the former case, the changes on some meanings' membership 

degrees that are small, the proposed self-adaptive mechanism needs to decide which 

meaning's membership is exactly changed according to a user's utterance. For the 

latter case, the meanings' membership degrees that become zero, the proposed 

self-adaptive mechanism will not change those meanings' membership degrees, 
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because the number of occurrences of those meanings is not able to be observed so 

that the meanings' exact membership degrees are not predictable. 

To implement the self-adaptive mechanism for fuzzy sets, a truncated gradient 

algorithm is employed. The truncated gradient algorithm is originally developed by 

Langford et al. (2009) to achieve the sparsity in an online procedure in order to reduce 

the redundant features in classification. The sparsity refers the small size of feature set 

used to classify inputs into appropriate classes so that the computational process of 

classification can be efficient on time and memory. The challenge that is derived from 

the data sparseness in this study can be tackled through to achieving the sparsity if the 

changes on meanings' membership degrees are viewed as the weights of features in 

the truncated gradient algorithm. The meanings' membership degrees that are not 

exactly changed can be viewed as the redundant features and can reduced, while the 

exact changed meanings' membership degrees can be survived in the truncated 

gradient procedure. 

The self-adaptive mechanism 1s illustrated in Figure 4.8. The inputs to the 

self-adaptive mechanism are words and their meanings. The outputs of the 

self-adaptive mechanism include words, words' meanings and membership degrees of 

meanings with respect to words. 

At the first step of the algorithm, a weight wi<J is initialize to zero. wi<J represents 

the changes on the membership degree of the meaning mj with respect to the word 

i thvk • The truncated gradient algorithm then computes the 11mf~ on the day. 

&n/4 = lr!l':i· - m.t:t represents the changes on the membership degree of the meaning 

m. with respect to the word vk on the i th day. m¼ is the membership degree of 
.I 

m1 with respect to vk. m¼ is obtained from the SOM developed in Section 4.4. 
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mficJ is the initial membership degree of m with respect to vk . m!,,J is obtained1 

from running the SOM on a corpus. 

The average change on the membership degree of the meaning m/ after i days 0; 

is then obtained by using the equation 0; := ~ L L l~fij J . This self-adaptive 
.1 i j 

mechanism considers that 0; is a threshold of wkf, that is, wki can be viewed an 

exact change of the membership degree of m.i with respect to vk if Jw1gJ > 0;, 

otherwise wki needs to be compared with the expected average change on the 

i thmembership degrees of vk 's meanings on the day. The expected average change 

on the membership degrees of vk 's meanings on the i th day is represented by rJ ~; , 
I 

where 'l/ E (0,1) is the learning rate of the self-adaptive mechanism and is set as 
N 

As shown in Step 7 to Step 8, w1c1 will be viewed as the exact change if lwkil > 17 ~; , 
l 

otherwise the membership degree of m1 with respect to vk will be considered no 

changes from the initial membership degree m!,,J. 

Once wkJ is obtained, the estimated wkJ is updated with wkJ + 277 · &1/ , where 

e~1 =~ 'I_!:::,mf~ is the average change on the membership degree of m1 with respect 
l ; 

to vk in the first i days. The item 2ry is not only used to control the update rate of 

wkJ, but also is used to prescribe the limit of the error between the estimated weight 

wk1 and the exact weight ii\ to a relatively small range. The later functionality of 
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217 is not explicit and is derived from the sparse online regret theorem that is proved 

by Langford et al.(2009). Once the weight wkJ updated in the first N days, the 

membership degree of m1 after N days experiments is obtained by using 

mJ; =m/4~ + wkJ. The self-adaptive mechanism then outputs the tuple (vk,m.i,mh.f), 

that is , the self-adaptive mechanism assigns a new membership degree to the 

meaning m.1 with respect to the word vk. 

inputs:(vk,m;) 

outputs: the tuple(vk, m1 , mi;,f) 
1. initialize wlfi := 0 

2. for all days i E {l, ... , N} 

3. computem-¼ by using the SOM 

4. L1mf{ := mJ; - mi;,~ 

5. Bi :=~LLltimJ;I
J i j 

6. for all wif1 

7. if (Q < Wkj :$; 0J 

8. wkJ := max(wkJ - ry ~; ,0) 
9. else if (-8 :$; wk1 < 0) 

10. w1y := min(wkJ + r; ~ ,0) 

. I" .
11. c:~1 :=-:L.,.;~mf~ 

l ; 

12. up date weights for all ( vk, m1) :wif/ := wkJ + 27] · c;1 

13. mi;,f := mi;,~ + wkf 

14. output (vk,mf'm,/2f) 

Figure 4.8 Truncated gradient algorithm for adapting fuzzy set 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter first discussed to the relationships between lexical vagueness and fuzzy 

sets and the relationships between lexical vagueness and self-organizing maps, and 

then introduced a self-adaptive SOM for lexical vagueness modelling accordingly. 

The self-adaptive SOM is expected to model the appropriate fuzzy sets of words' 

meanings for each individual user. Such techniques will be evaluated in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTERS 

SIGNALLING GAME BASED 

FUZZY MINIMISATION 

Given a word vk contained in an utterance u, and the fuzzy set of precise 

meanmgs of the word Mv* , the traditional approaches, namely defuzzification 

approaches such as A - cut, max membership principle and centroid method, select 

and assign a crisp set of meanings or a unique precise meaning to vk. In HRI, a user 

would encode multiple meanings with preference into a word contained in an 

utterance, either because the user is not able to convey a unique precise meaning or 

due to no need for having such a unique precise meaning. For example, a user wants a 

robot to adjust the air conditioner in order to keep the room warm in winter. The user 

therefore uses "warm" to represent the extent of the expected room temperature that is 

ranged from 18 centigrade to 28 centigrade. Any temperature located in the interval 

between 18 centigrade and 28 centigrade is acceptable to the user. Furthermore, the 

user also has bias of preferences on these temperatures located in the interval between 

18 centigrade and 28 centigrade. For example, the user may feel more comfortable 

when the temperature is located in the range from 24 centigrade to 28 centigrade than 

the temperature is located in the range from 18 centigrade to 23 centigrade. Thus the 

different user's preferences on those meanings also need to be taken into account in 

lexical vagueness handling. Traditional defuzzification approaches are not able to 

predict the multiple meanings encoded in the utterances sent by a user, because they 

predict a unique precise meaning or a crisp set of precise meanings to a target word. 

Therefore, a fuzzy minimisation approach is developed instead of the traditional 

defuzzification approaches in this study. 
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Fuzzy minimization refers to the process of predicting the most possible set of precise 

meanings to a target word. The process carried out by a robot maps the user's 

utterances and the set of meanings the robot possesses. As the process can be 

modelled as a signalling game (Hutterger, 2007), a signalling game based approach is 

developed to perfom1 fuzzy minimization. 

5.1 Defuzzification Methods and their Problems 

Traditionally, the most possible precise meaning of the target word is selected by 

using defuzzification methods. Those defuzzification methods can be classified into 

two categories: the methods of defuzzifying a fuzzy set to a single value and the 

methods of defuzzifying a fuzzy set to a crisp set (Sladoje, 2007). 

The methods of defuzzifying a fuzzy set to a single value always predict a single 

meaning to a target word. Those methods can be further classified into two categories: 

max membership principle and centroid methods (Hellendoorn and Thomas, 1993, 

Wang et al., 2009). The max membership principle selects and assigns the meaning 

with the max membership degree to the target word. In cases where there are several 

meanings with the max membership degree, the meaning can be selected randomly 

among those meanings that have the max membership degree, or can be selected 

through computing the mean value of those meanings, the maximum value of those 

meanings, or the minimum value of those meanings. Figure 5.1 illustrates the 

utilization of the max membership principle to defuzzy the fuzzy set below: 

. { 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.2 0.1 }frUlt= --+--+--+---+----+--
apple pear peach tomato cucumber celery 

for the target word "fruit", where the meanings with the max membership degree are 
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"apple", "pear" and "peach", the max membership principle randomly selects "apple" 

as the meaning of the target word "fruit". 

Centroid methods select and assign the meaning located at the centre of a fuzzy set of 

meanings. The centre of the fuzzy set of the meanings of a target word can be the 

geometrical centre or the gravity centre of the fuzzy set. An example of using centroid 

methods to defuzzy the following fuzzy set: 

{1.0 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.1 0}hot= -+-+-+-+-+-
60 50 40 30 20 10 

is given in Figure 5 .2, where the centroid method selects and assigns the meaning 

47.5 centigrade as the most appropriate meaning to the target word "hot". 

A 
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\ 
\_ 

......._____ 

......._____ 

apple pear peach tomato cucumber celery 

Figure 5 .1 Max membership defuzzification for the fuzzy set "fruit" 

The methods of defuzzifying a fuzzy set to a single value are not appropriate for 

natural language understanding, because a word in an utterance possibly 

accommodates a set of appropriate precise meanings. For example, consider the word 

"fruit", when a user sends the utterance "Give me a fruit" to a robot, the user may not 

care about what kind of fruit it is or the user may prefer several kinds of fruit. Hence 

several kinds of fruits such as banana, orange, pear and so on, could be viewed as the 

most possible meaning of "fruit". The robot may need to give more than one of those 

possible fruits to the user for choice. However, a single kind of fruit may be 
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unchangeably selected for the user if those defuzzification methods are applied to 

predict the most possible meaning to "fruit". The unique meaning that is obtained by 

using defuzzification methods therefore would not deliver the expected understanding 

in HRI. 

0.9 
0.8 
0. 7 
0.6 

/ 
r 

I 
_,,,,-+47.5 
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0.5 
0.4 
0. 3 / 

/ 
_/ 

0.2 
0. 1 -----

0 V 
------ V 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Figure 5.2 Centroid method for the fuzzy set "hot" 

Methods of defuzzifying a fuzzy set to a crisp set, also known as ,,l - cut or a- cut 

methods, predict a set of meanings of a target word through setting a threshold ,,i of 

membership degree (Sharma et al., 2008). Figure 5.3 shows that a fuzzy set that 

represents the meanings of the target word "fruit" is defuzzified to a crisp set, where 

the ,,i is set to 1. The meanings with membership degree that is no less than 1 are 

selected as the most appropriate meanings to the target word "fruit". In this example, 

the meanings "apple", "pear" and "peach" are selected and assigned to "fruit", 

because their membership degrees are all equal to 1. Figure 5.4 shows the other 

example where ,,i is set to 0.5. The meanings (temperature) with membership degree 

that is no less that 0.5 are selected as the most appropriate meanings to the target word 

"hot". In this example, all the meanings located in the interval [ 45, 60] are 

considered as the most appropriate meanings to the target word "hot", because the 

meanings are continuously distributed and all the meanings located in the interval 

[45, 60] have membership degrees that are no less than 0.5. 
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Figure 5.3 J-cut for the fuzzy set "fruit", where J =1 
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Figure 5 .4 J - cut for the fuzzy set "hot", where J =0.5 

Methods of defuzzifying a fuzzy set to a crisp set assume that the set of meanings of a 

target word are equally preferred by the user, because the membership degrees of all 

the meanings in a crisp set are always equal to 1. However, the user also has the bias 

of preference on the meanings selected by the robot, i.e. some meanings for the user 

are optimal, while the other meanings are just acceptable to the user. For example, 

"apple", "pear" and "banana" may be the optimal options to the user when the user 

sends the utterance "can you give me a fruit?" On the other hand, "peach", "tomato" 

and "cucumber" possibly the acceptable options to the user. These options are not 
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equally preferred by the user, but all of those options are acceptable to the user. The 

robot need not only to predict the meanings contained in an utterance, but also need to 

predict the user's preference of meanings. Therefore, these methods of defuzzfying a 

fuzzy set to a crisp set are also not appropriate for predicting the set of meanings to 

the target word within a specific utterance. 

5.2 Communication between User and Robot 

Signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is inspired by the procedure of the 

communication between the user and a robot as illustrated in Figure 5.5. The user first 

observes a stimulus from nature, and the observed stimulus is then characterised as a 

set of meanings M1/ .The set of meanings M1/ is a singleton if the user is aware of 

a precise stimulus, otherwise MY contains multiple meanings. If M1/ contains 

multiple meanings, the user is unable to ascertain which stimulus is observed. The 

user then selects the most appropriate word v; that contains the set of meanings as 

the target word. Because the set of meanings that the user intends to convey is usually 

a subset of the set of the target word's meanings, the most appropriate set of semantic 

context features J; is simultaneously selected in order to specify the set of meanings 

MY .The word v; and the set of semantic context features f/ compose of the most 

appropriate utterance u; by a language generation mechanism. 

The robot observes the utterance conveyed by the user. It first uses a language parsing 

mechanism to extract the target word and the semantic context features. A lexical 

ambiguity handling mechanism is then used to predict the meaning of the target word 

contained in the utterance u;, i.e. a set of meanings of vk that maximises the 

probability of occurrence of the utterance u;. 
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Figure 5.5 Procedure of the communication between the user and the robot 

The robot then predicts the M~ by using the fuzzy minimisation mechanism 

according the robot's knowledge about the relations between meanings and the target 

word. Once M~' has been predicted, the set of meanings M1 is then used by the 

robot to guide itself to apply the most appropriate action to response the user's 

instruction. The selected set of meanings MJ1 is not necessarily equal to the set of 

meanings conveyed by the user M~ , because the robot may have different 
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knowledge about the relations between meanings and words from the user. The 

difference between the robot's knowledge about the relations between meanings and 

words and the user's knowledge is due to the fact that the robot can have different 

learning resource of natural language. Therefore, the selection of u; by the user aims 

to enable the robot select the set of meanings MJ as optimal as possible, i.e. the 

selected set of meanings M; possibly is not optimal but is acceptable solution for 

the user. 

The user then uses an evaluation mechanism to evaluate whether the action selected 

by the robot satisfies his intention conveyed by the utterance. The user will end the 

interaction if the robot's action satisfies the intention conveyed by the utterance. 

Otherwise, he will send another utterance to further inform the robot the user's 

intention. 

5.3 Signalling Game and Fuzzy Minimisation 

The communication between the user and the robot is not a one-way communication. 

There are interactions between the user and the robot as the user needs to decide 

whether to send a further utterance to the robot according to his evaluation of the 

meanings selected by the robot and the robot needs to further select the set of 

meanings to respond the user's new instruction. The interactions will be continued 

until the user is satisfied by the robot's response. 

The communication between the user and the robot can be considered as a scenario of 

a game. There are two decision makers in the game and one participant's choices of 

actions will affect the other's decisions, that is, a set of meanings is selected by the 

robot once if the robot observed a utterance sent by the user, and a new utterance will 
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be then sent by the user if the user does not satisfy the robot's response or the 

communication will be ended by the user if the user is satisfied by the robot's 

response. 

The game can be used to perfonn fuzzy minimisation. In fuzzy minimisation, a set of 

meanings is "guessed" by the robot if an utterance sent by the user is observed, and a 

new utterance will be sent by the user to the robot if the set of meanings selected by 

the robot does not satisfy the user. The most possible set of meanings can be obtained 

if there is no further utterance sent by the user, because the communication will be 

ended if the set of meanings selected by the robot satisfies the user. 

Furthermore, the communication 1s a sequential process. Participants in the 

communication select actions in turn at different time points. The user is the initiator 

of the communication. The robot then sends a response back to the user. The user 

evaluates the robot's response and then decides either to send a new utterance or 

finalise the communication. In the communication, the user and the robot are not 

aware of the other's linguistic knowledge level. Most state of the arts service robots 

are not able to communicate using natural language directly. In this sense, the 

communication is therefore a signalling game. 

A signalling game is a kind of sequential game with two players who are not aware of 

the other's private knowledge (De Jaegher, 2008; Jaeger, 2008; Benz, 2010). A player 

in a signalling game needs to "guess" the other player's private knowledge through 

the message sent by the other player. The equilibrium of signalling game is perfect 

Bayesian equilibrium. There are four requirements need to be satisfied in order to find 

out the perfect Bayesian equilibrium. First, message receiver needs to have beliefs on 

the set of meanings given an utterance sent by the message sender. Second, the set of 

meanings selected by the message receiver needs to maximise his expected payoff. 

Third, the utterance selected by the sender also needs to maximise his own payoff. 
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The fourth requirement is that the receiver's beliefs should be updated with Bayes 

theorem. 

The signalling game based method aims to enable the robot to find out the set of 

meanings that is satisfied by the user according to the user's utterance, while the cost 

for the robot choosing the fuzzy set of meanings is minimized at the same time. In this 

method, the user's satisfaction of the robot's choice of meanings is estimated by the 

user's payoff, and the robot's cost is estimated by the robot's expected payoff of fuzzy 

sets of meanings. The user's payoff cannot be observed by the robot and the robot's 

payoff cannot be observed by the user, because the user and the robot are not able to 

access the other's linguistic knowledge (see Assumption 1 below). Therefore, a 

mechanism called "nature" is designed to assign the user's payoff and the robot's 

payoff to the robot and the user, respectively. The nature is analogue with the 

"environment" reinforcement learning that assigns payoffs to the agents. In this 

research, the nature knows the meanings encoded by the user and is able to observe 

the robot's possible choices of fuzzy sets of meanings. The nature is therefore able to 

assign the robot's payoff to the user and the user's payoff to the robot. The user is then 

select the utterance according to the payoff assigned by the nature and the robot can 

then calculate the expected payoff through combining the probability of the fuzzy set 

of meanings with the robot's payoff assigned by the nature. 

Once the user's payoff on using an utterance to convey a set of meanings and the 

robot's expected payoff on choosing a set of meanings to response the user's utterance 

are maximised, a fixed mapping between the utterance and the set of meanings is 

constructed for both the user and the robot. The set of fixed mappings between the 

user's utterances and the robot's fuzzy sets of meanings are called the signalling 

system. The signalling system is then endowed to the robot in order to enable the 

robot to select the most appropriate fuzzy set of meanings to response the user's 

utterance. Note that the user is also endowed with the signalling system, but the 
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endowment of signalling system will be not discussed in this study since the scope of 

this study focuses on the robot understanding the user's utterance. 

5.4 Framework of Signalling Game based Fuzzy Minimisation 

The framework of the signalling game based method is designed as shown in Figure 

5.6. The inputs to the signalling game based method consists of the utterances 

conveyed by the user, the corresponding sets of meanings encoded in the utterances 

and the corresponding sets of meanings used by the robot to responds the user's 

utterances. The outputs of the signalling game based method are fixed mappings 

between utterances and the sets of meanings. 

• • • • ■ ■ • • ■ ■ ■ • • • • • • ■ • • • ■ ■ ■ 

• r---~ ~--~ •. Corpus Signalling Game Corpus .. (User) (Robot) .. .. .. .Utterance
'·• I . 

User ;:bo0. -~- A set of meanings ~ 
[Expected]: l Payoff . Payoff 

.. . . • • • • • • • ] :o• • • • • • ■ • 

■ • • • ■ • • • • • • • ■ • • ■ ■ • • • • ■

: /---~··/'--........,. ... ... ~---- . ;·...............
• '------.,_ --~ ax1rn1.s(;l_d >/> 

■ .........................-/.,,,.. 
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•
•. 

SignalJlng System 
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. . . . . . . 
• 

•
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• 

• . . . . 
•. 

• Nature. . 
························· 

Figure 5.6 Framework of the signalling game 

The signalling game is played as the following steps: 

STEP 1 : The user first draws an utterance from the corpus to describe a set of 
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meanings that the user intends to convey to the robot. The nature observed the 

utterance and the meanings encoded in the utterance. 

STEP 2: The robot observed the utterance conveyed by the user, and received its 

payoffs of choices of fuzzy sets of meanings sent by the nature. The robot then selects 

a set of meanings that maximises the robot's expected payoff to responds the 

utterance drawn by the user. 

STEP 3: Nature observed the set of meanings selected by the robot. The nature then 

evaluates the user's payoff and sends the payoff to the user. If the payoff is maximised, 

a fixed mapping between the utterance and the set of meanings is constructed; 

otherwise the user send another utterance to the robot. 

STEP 4: STEPs 2 and 3 are repeated until both the user's payoff and the robot's 

expected payoff are maximised. 

STEP 5: Once the user's payoff and the robot's expected payoff are maximised, the 

signalling game is finalised and a signalling system is generated. The signalling 

system consists of a set of mappings between utterances and sets of meanings. 

Therefore, the lexical vagueness is handled through fuzzy minimisation, because the 

most possible set of meanings is predicted to the target word contained in the 

utterance conveyed by the user 

5.5 Assumptions of Signalling Game based Fuzzy Minimisation 

In order to construct a signaling system between the user and the robot, there are two 

assumptions have to be made: 
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Assumption 1: Communications between robots and users using natural language 

are assumed mono-directional. In mono-directional communications, robots possibly 

can access users' linguistic knowledge, i.e. lexical knowledge and world knowledge 

(e.g. grammatical knowledge), but they cannot change users' linguistic knowledge, 

whilst users can influence robots' linguistic knowledge (Macorro and Nolfi, 2007). 

This assumption implies robot cannot interact with users by using natural language 

since the interactions will lead to the user's linguistic knowledge is altered by the 

robot by using natural language directly. Under this assumption, the robot also cannot 

access users' linguistic knowledge through natural language. The robot can access 

part of user's linguistic knowledge via observing the user's response to the set of 

meanings selected by the robot, i.e. whether the set of meanings selected by the robot 

satisfies the user. 

Assumption 2: The user is assumed to be with rationality. The rational user is able 

to select the best utterance to describe the set of meanings that is intended to convey, 

i.e. the utterance that maximises the user's payoff. The robot is assumed to be 

bounded rationality in this study. The bounded rationality (Rosenfield and Kraus, 

2009; Cabrales and Serrano, 2011) states that players in the game tend to search the 

approximately optimal solution of a decision problem rather than searching the 

optimal solution since searching optimal solution would lead to the players spend 

more time and energy. The robot is bounded rational, because the robot has limit time 

and limit linguistic knowledge to decide which set of meanings conveyed by the user 

is the optimal set of meanings. Therefore, the robot may not be able to use the optimal 

set of meanings to the user's utterance, but a set of meanings that is acceptable to the 

user is available to the robot. 
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5.6 Corpus Creation and Partition for Fuzzy Minimisation 

The meaning annotated corpora used to training computers in traditional NLP are not 

appropriate for fuzzy minimisation, because those corpora assume that the sets of 

meanings accommodated by words do not have borderline cases and each word in an 

utterance is only mapped to a single meaning. Therefore, a corpus containing words 

and their fuzzy sets of meanings is needed. In this study, the corpus is created via a 

semi-automatic mechanism. The semi-automatic mechanism for creating the corpus, 

as shown in Figure 5.7, consists of three stages. 

Original Corpus 

------------------------------- --------------------------, 
' ' ,----~---. ' ' 

ILexical· ambiguity handling ' 
'--'--'------'i-----'---' Stage 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' 

~-------------------------------------~-------------------· 
Meaning annotated Corpus 

Random draw half 

' ' User's Corpus Robot's Corpus : 
I ~----,--~· '---,--- I 

.. _: •=-·- .:.-., :.·., =:.,:.-.,=.-., :-., : :., =:.,=:-.,=.-., ,.-."-=---"-=---'=-'"·"·"·'=---'=-'"·'=· ,,:-.,=-'"·"-'"·'=··. ::.,=.-' ··1 

Stage 3 

Figure 5.7 Corpus creation and partition, where Pi,- ..,~ are the k clusters of 

utterances in the meaning annotated corpus obtained by standard k-means algorithm, 

UPi, ... ,UP,, are randomly partitioned smaller user's corpora, and RR,, ... ,RPn are 

randomly partitioned smaller robot's corpora. 
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At the first stage, each content word in a corpus is disambiguated with the lexical 

ambiguity handling mechanism introduced in Section 3.4. An imprecise meaning is 

then assigned to each content word in the corpus. The electronic dictionary WordNet 

is then used to assign a crisp set of precise meanings to the word. Those precise 

meanings are the hyponyms of the word in WordNet. For those adjectives they do not 

have hyponyms in WordNet, the precise meanings are manually annotated to those 

adjectives. 

At the second stage, the meaning annotated corpus is partitioned to two smaller 

corpora, because the signaling game requires two players. One of these corpora is 

used to be the user's meaning annotated corpus. In this study, the user's meaning 

annotated corpus is viewed as a linguistic agent. The other corpus is used to be the 

robot's linguistic knowledge. The utterances in the corpus first represented as vectors 

of content words. The standard k-means algorithm is then used to partition those 

utterances based on those vectors of content words. Once the utterances in the corpus 

are clustered into different groups, half of utterances in each group are randomly 

drawn to construct the user's corpus. The remaining utterances are composed of the 

robot's corpus. 

At the third stage, each of the user's corpus and the robot's corpus is randomly 

partitioned again into n smaller corpora. The partitions can be viewed as using the 

same utterance in the different scenarios. The different scenarios would lead to an 

utterance is interpreted as different meanings. For example, the meaning of the 

utterance "can you give me some fruits?" used in summer may be different from the 

meaning of the same utterance used in winter, because some fruits have the seasonal 

characteristic. The user knows the seasonal characteristic, because the real world 

knowledge is aware of by the user. In this study, the robot is not able to perceive such 

real world knowledge outside the texts since there are no cognitive capability are 

endowed to the robot except the capability of natural language understanding. 
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A possible way to enable the robot to be aware of those changes over an utterance's 

possible meanings is to inform the robot all possible meanings of an utterance that is 

conveyed by the user. The robot then predicts a possible set of meanings that is 

acceptable to the user but is not necessarily optimal for the user in almost those 

scenarios. The robot can further modify the set of meanings when the user's response 

to the set of meanings selected by the robot is observed. For example, the user may 

encode the meanings "apple" and "pear" in the utterance "can you give some fruits?" 

The robot then serves a plate of fruits that consists of apple, banana and pear to the 

user. The user then picks up apple and pear from the plate, and the robot will be 

therefore aware of the user's demanding on apple and pear. The robot then modifies 

the response strategy to the same utterance if the utterance is conveyed by the user in 

future. 

The partitions of those corpora ensure that some utterances of the original corpus are 

related to n fuzzy sets of the target word's meanings, because the probability of an 

utterance will be different in different partitions so that the membership functions of 

the fuzzy sets of a target word's meanings in different partitions will be different. The 

membership function developed in Equation (4.7) is then applied to assign 

membership degree to the meaning of each content word in a particular utterance. The 

collection of the sets of semantic features F; in Equation ( 4.7) is replaced by a single 

set of semantic features ~, because each utterance has only one set of semantic 

features. 
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5.7 Implementation of Signalling Game based Fuzzy Minimisation 

5.7.1 User's Payoff, Robot's Beliefs and Robot's Expected Payoff 

In order to satisfy the requirements of signalling games, the user's payoff, the robot's 

belief and the robot's expected payoff need to be defined at first. The user's payoff, 

according to the utility theory (Harrison and Rutstrom, 2007; Tardos and Varzirani, 

2007; Wallenius et al., 2008), is used to measure the degree of relative satisfaction 

about the set of meanings selected by the robot. It seems that the set of meanings 

selected by the robot that is perfectly satisfied by the user has to satisfy two 

conditions. The first condition is that the set of meanings selected by the robot and the 

set of meanings conveyed by the user have the same elements. The second condition 

is that the same meaning has the same membership degree in both the set of meanings 

selected by the robot and the set of meanings conveyed by the user. However, those 

two conditions are not necessarily satisfied in defining the user's payoff due to two 

reasons. First, it is impossible to observe the robot's fuzzy sets of words' meanings, 

because the robot's fuzzy sets of words' meanings are the robot's private information 

and the user can not access the robot's fuzzy sets of words' meanings. Second, the 

user usually is not interested in the robot's fuzzy sets of words' meanings, whilst the 

user usually is interested in whether his demands are covered by the service provided 

by the robot, i.e. whether the set of meanings conveyed by the user is covered by the 

set meanings selected by the robot. Therefore, the user's payoff is defined as Equation 

(5.1) 

(Mu MR)= IC(Mn nC(MJ) I (5.1)
Ku i ,u,, 1 IC(MJ) I 

where Ku(Mf ,uc,MJ1) is the payoff that the user use the utterance u1 to convey 

the set of meanings MJ ,while the robot select the set of meanings Mt to respond 

the utterance u, ; C(M~') and C(MJ1) are the crisp sets of MY and M; 
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respectively, IC(MY) n C(M;) I is the cardinality of C(MY) n C(M;); IC(MY) I 

is the cardinality of Mf and is used to be a normaliser of the distance between those 

IC(Mu)nC(MR)I 
two sets. 1 u 1 measures whether the MR covers MY . The user

IC(Mj) I J 

perfectly satisfies the robot's set of meanings ifKu(M~ ,uf,M;) = 1, the user totally 

dissatisfies the robot's set of meanings if Ku(MY ,ue,Mf) =0 , otherwise 

The robot's belief about Mf is the conditional probability of the set of meanings 

M~ given the utterance u1 • However, the robot is not aware of the user's 

knowledge about the relations between words and meanings. The robot is only able to 

"guess" M~ according to the robot's knowledge about the relations between words 

and meanings. Therefore, the robot's belief about MY is the conditional probability 

of the set of meanings available to the robot M; given the utterance ut, namely 

Pr(M;1 Iu1 ). The robot's belief can be computed with Bayes theorem, i.e. Equation 

(5.2). The Bayes theorem is used to update Pr(M; Iut)because of the requirement of 

signalling game. 

R Pr(u, IMf) Pr(Mf)
Pr(M Iu) =--~--~ (5.2) 

1 e Z:Pr(u,. IMf )Pr(M;) 
j 

where Pr(M;) is the prior probability of the set of meanings M; and Pr(u1. IMf) 

is the conditional probability of the utterance u,. conveyed by the user given the set 

of meanings M J1 • Because M; is a fuzzy set, the probability of a fuzzy set can not 

be computed with classic way to obtain probability. The probability of a fuzzy set can 

be viewed as the expectation of the membership degrees of elements in a fuzzy set 
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(Flaminio, 2007). Therefore, Pr(M;) is defined in Equation (5.3) and Pr(u, IM:) 

is defined in Equation (5.4). 

R ""' MRPr(M/) === ~a,/ (m;)Pr(m;) (5.3) 

where Pr(m;) is the probability of occurrence of the meaning m1 in a meaning 

nm,
annotated corpus. Pr(m;) can be calculated with ----,~-, where nm, is the number 

r:1nm, 

of m; occurring in the meaning annotated corpus, and L;:1nm, is the total number 

of meanings occurring in the meaning annotated corpus. 

R ""' MRPr(ue IM1 ) =~avk 1 (m;)Pr(u1 Im;) (5.4) 

where Pr(u1 Im;) is the conditional probability of the utterance u1 given the 

nm u
meaning m;. Pr(ue Im;) can be calculated as _,._,, where is the number of 

nm, 

co-occurrence of m; and u,. . 

The robot's payoff is defined as Equation (5.5), where KR(MY ,u1,MJ) is the robot's 

IC(MJ) n C(M;1) I 
Payoff, --"-----'-- measures the proportion of the additional meanings

IC(Mj1) I 

selected by the robot and _!_ is the normaliser. The robot perfectly matches the user's 
2 

demand if KR(Mf ,ue,M;1) === 1, the robot does totally not match the user's demanding 

defined, the robot's expected payoff can be computed with Equation (5.6). 

(Mu MR) _ _!__{I C(M1/) n C(M;1
) I IC(MJ) nC(M;) I} (5.5)

KR 1 ,ue, 1 -2 IC(Mnl + IC(M;)I 

(5.6) 
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The user's payoff, the robot's belief and the robot's expected payoff defined above are 

appropriate for dealing with the set of word's meanings that are discrete, but is not 

appropriate for dealing with the set of word's meanings that are continuous, because 

the cardinality of the set of word's meanings conveyed by the user is equal to the 

infinite cardinality and the infinite cardinality cannot be represented as a numerical 

value. Therefore, Equation (5.1) is changed to Equation (5.7), where 

K1~(M~1,ue,M;)represents the user's payoff, IC(M_~1)nC(M_7)1 represents the 

cardinality of the joint set of M~ and M;, and R[C(MY)] is defined as the size of 

C(M.~1 ). The size of C(M~1 ) is defined as Equation (5.8), where the size of C(Mr) 

is equal to the cardinality of C(M~) if C(M~) is discrete, otherwise the size of 

C(MJ) is equal to the length of a close interval [a,b], i.e. (b- a). For the latter case, 

Equation ( 5 .1) is replaced by Equation ( 5. 9), where [a, b] is the set of meanings 

conveyed by the user, {c} is a singleton set of meanings selected by the robot in order 

to response the user's utterance. 

Because the set of meanings selected by the robot is singleton in continuous cases, the 

numerators of the both items on the right hand of Equation (5.5) do not need to be 

changed. The first item on the right hand of Equation (5.5) is then replaced by 

Equation (5.7), because [C(Mn I is uncountable in continuous cases. The 

denominator of second item on the right hand of Equation (5.5) is changed to 

R[C(Mf)]. 

Once R[C(Mu)] is obtained, Equation (5 .I 0) is therefore used to substitute Equation 
.I 

(5.5). For discrete cases, the denominator of the second item on the right hand of 

Equation (5.14) is equal to the cardinality of the set IC(MY)nC(M;)[. For 

continuous cases, the denominator of the second item on the right hand of Equation 
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(5.10) is changed to Ib'-a'I which can be interpreted as the meaning selected by 

robot is located in the interval [a',b']. Once Equation (5.10) is obtained, the robot's 

expected payoff, namely Equation (5.11 ), then is generated by combining Equation 

(5.10) with Equation (5.4). 

Ka (Mu u MR)= IC(M~1 ) n C(MJR) I 
(5.7)u ; , e, ; R[C(Mf)] 

u {' C(Mr) I if C(M~) is a discrete case 
R[C(M. )] = (5.8) 

j Ib - a I if C(Mr) is a continuous case and a $; b 

Kc(Mu u MR)=' {c} n [a,b] I (5.9)
1 1u ' ' ' Ib- a I 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

5.7.2 Algorithm for Signalling Game Based Lexical Vagueness Minimisation 

The aim of the algorithm is to construct a signalling system between the user's 

utterances and the robot's fuzzy sets of meanings in both the discrete and continuous 

cases. The inputs to the signalling gamed based algorithm are the user's meaning 

annotated corpus and the robot's meaning annotated corpus. The outputs of the 

algorithm are the set of the pairs of utterances and the fuzzy sets of meanings that are 

available to the robot (u1.,M;). The most possible fuzzy set of meanings with respect 

to a word vk encoded in an utterance ue is predicted through searching the perfect 

Bayesian equilibrium, because the utterance ue maximises the user's payoff given 

the set of meanings selected by the robot at perfect Bayesian equilibrium andM: 
MR also maximises the robot's payoff at perfect Bayesian equilibrium. The 

algorithm needs first to identify whether the set of meanings of a target word is 

.I 
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discrete or continuous. The labels of discrete and continuous are initially annotated to 

words in pre-processing. 

input: the user's meaning annotated corpus 

the robot's meaning annotated corpus 

output: the utterances u,, the fuzzy set of meanings Mf 
the mappings between u 1 and M; 

1. for each u 1 

2. for each Mf 
3. computeK.in(M_j',u,.,M;'J 

4. end for 

5. select B(MJ') = argmax Kfn(M'.',u1,Mn)
j J J 

6.end for 

7. for each M~ 

8. for each ue 

9. computeK3(M~,u,.,B(Mf )) 

10. end for 

11. end for 

12. select B(u 1) = argmax ,c3(Mru,.,B(M:)) 
e 

13.outputthepair(B(u,),B(M; )) 

14.if I (B(ue),B(Mf )) I~ 2 

15. if M\'- is continuous 

16. for each u, E B(u 1 ) 

17. output(B(ue), (Sm.JM; )-B01i.JM; ))) 

18. end for 

19. else 

20. for each u" E B(u 1 ) 

21. if Mj' e B(M;) 

22. output(B(u,),B(M;)) 

23. end for 

24.else 

25. output(B(u1 ),B(M; )) 

26..end 

Figure 5.8 Algorithm of the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation 

The algorithm of the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is given in Figure 5.8. 

For each utterance, the algorithm first computes the robot's belief about a fuzzy set of 

meanings given an utterance by using Bayes theorem. The robot's expected payoffs of 

M_:,1 are then computed by using Equation (5.6). The fuzzy set of meanings that 

maximises the robot's expected payoff with respect to each utterance, namely 
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B(M;) , is then selected as the best response to the utterance. The algorithm then 

computes the user's payoff given the utterances and their B(M;). The utterance that 

maximises the user's payoff is then selected as the best utterance given B(M;). A 

pair (B(u1 ),B(M_;)) is then recorded in the robot's memory. There are also some 

cases have two or more (B(u1,),B(MJ)). In those cases, the sets of meanings 

contained in (B(ur),B(M))) are all considered as the acceptable response to those 

utterances contained in (B(ue),B(Mj?)), if the set of meanings are discrete; otherwise, 

the meanings locate in the interval [Bmin (M;),B= (M:)] are considered as the 

acceptable response to those utterance contained in (B(ue),B(Mf)) , where 

Bmin (M:<) is the minimum value in the set of B(Mj1) and Bmax (M;) is the 

maximum value in the set of B(MJ). Once the mappings between B(ut) and 

B(M;1) have been constructed, the robot randomly select one of B(Mf) if B(ue) 

is conveyed by the user in further interactions. If there is only one pair of 

(B(ur),B(M;')) is found out, the M) =B(M)) will be selected if B(ue) 1s 

conveyed by the user in further interactions. 

5.7.3 Example of Discrete Case 

As a simple example for discrete case, suppose that the user's meaning annotated 

corpus contains two utterances, namely u1 : "can you bring me a juicy fruit?" and 

zt2 :"can you bring me a sweet fruit?", the user's fuzzy set of the meanings of "fruit" is 

defined in Equation (5.12). The user is supposed to be deciding to which utterance on 

above is used to encode the j th subset of the fuzzy set, namely 
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Mu -{ 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 } . 
I - --l- +--+--h+ b , m order to enable the robot to understand app e pear peac anana 

the user's demand. The robot also has a fuzzy set of meanings of "fruit", which is 

defined in Equation (5.13). 

fr ·, { 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.5 0 1 }
Ul U = --+--+--+---+---+ . (5.12)

apple pear peach banana tomato cucumber 

"t { 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.2 }frUl 11 = --+--+--+---+---+---- (5.13)
apple pear peach banana tomato cucumber 

There are four possible subsets of the fuzzy set of "fruit" are related to the two 

utterances mentioned by the user, the four possible subsets are listed below: 

M 11 ={~+~ + ___Q:2_ + 0. 8 }
1 apple pear peach banana 

M R { 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.4 }= --+--+---+---
2 apple pear banana tomato 

MR { 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.4 } 
3 = apple + pear + peach + tomato 

M l/ { 1.0 0.9 0.4 0.2 }= --+--+---+----
4 apple peach tomato cucumber 

The probabilities of meanings Pr(m;) are supposed to be uniformly distributed. 

Therefore, Pr(m1) is equal to _!_ for each meaning m1 , because there are six 
6 

possible meanings available to the robot. The conditional probabilities of u1 given 

1 
m1 is supposed to be - Therefore, the robot's belief can be calculated with 

2 

Equation (5.2), Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4). The robot's belief is listed in Table 

5. l. 
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Once the robot's beliefs about the subsets of meanings obtained, Equation (5.9) and 

Equation (5.14) can be used to compute the robot's expected payoff for each subsets 

of meanings. The robot's expected payoff is listed in Table 5.2. Therefore, the subsets 

of meanings that maximises the robot's expected payoff are Mt for u1 and Mf 

search the utterance that maximise the user's payoff. 

Table 5 .1 Robot's beliefs ( discrete case) 

Pr(MR Iu)
J f 

MR 
I 0.59 (£ =1) 

MR 
2 0.41 (£=1) 

MR 
3 0.61 (f =2) 

MR 
4 0.39 (£=2) 

Table 5 .2 Robot's expected payoff ( discrete case) 

Kt(MJ ,ur,Mf) 

MR 
I 

0.59 (e=l) 

MR 
2 

0.28 (f = 1) 

MR 
3 

0.41(£=2) 

Mll 
4 

0.33 (£ =2) 

The user's payoffs with respect to u1 and u2 given Mt and Mt respectively 
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as the most appropriate utterance to encode MJ. The pair (u1,Mt) is recorded into 

the signalling system. The robot will uses Mt to respond the user if the user 

conveys u1 to the robot. 

Table 5.3 User's payoff (discrete case) 

o(Mu MR)Ku I ,u1, J 

MR 
I 

I (e =1) 

MR 
3 

0.75 (f =2) 

5.7.4 Example of Continuous Case 

Suppose that the user's meaning annotated corpus contains two utterances, namely u1: 

"can you bring a cup of hot water to me?" and u2 :"can you bring me a cup of water 

to me, a little bit hot?", the user's fuzzy set of the meanings of "hot" is defined in 

Equation (5.14). The user is supposed to be deciding to which utterance on above is 

used to encode the /1 subset of the fuzzy set, namely Mr={~+~+ 0·8}, in
60 50 40 

order to enable the robot to understand the user's demand. The robot also has a fuzzy 

set of meanings of "hot", which is defined in Equation (5.15). 

{ 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.2}hot = -+-+-+-+- (5.14) 
u 60 50 40 30 20 

{ 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.2}h~ = -+-+-+-+- (5.15) 
R 70 60 50 40 30 

There are four subsets of the fuzzy set of "hot" are possibly selected by the robot in 

order to response the two utterances mentioned by the user, the four possible subsets 
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are listed below: 

M1 ={0.8}
R 50 

M 2 ={~}11 60 

M 3 ={Q2}
R 40 

M4 ={0.2}
II 30 

The probabilities of meanings Pr(mi) are supposed to be uniformly distributed. 

1 
Therefore, Pr(m;) is equal to - for each meaning mi , because there are six 

6 

possible meanings available to the robot. The conditional probabilities of Ur given 

1 
mi 1s supposed to be - Therefore, the robot's belief can be calculated with 

2 

Equation (5.2), Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4). The robot's belief is listed in Table 

5.4. Once the robot's beliefs about the subsets of meanings are obtained, the robot's 

expected payoffs of those subsets is computed with Equation (5.10) and Equation 

(5.11). 

Table 5.4 Robot's beliefs (continuous case) 

Pr(M 11 
.I Iue) 

MR 
I 0.3316 (t=l) 

MR 
2 

0.5181 (f =1) 

MR 
3 0.1295 (R =2) 

MR 
4 

0.0207 (f =2) 
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The robot's expected payoff is listed in Table 5.5. The subsets of meanings that 

maximises the robot's expected payoff are Mf for u1 and Mf for u2 since 

G (Mu MR) • a u RK1"'R .,· ,u1, ,_ 1s greater than KER(M_,· ,u1,M1 )and KG (Mu u LfR)1·s greater- ER J' z, 1""3 

Table 5 .5 Robot's expected payoff ( continuous case) 

K~(M1/ ,uc,Mf) 

MR 
1 0.0169 (f =1) 

MR 
2 0.0260 (£ = 1) 

MR 
3 0.0064 (£ =2) 

MR 
4 0.0010 (£=2) 

Table 5.6 User's expected payoff (continuous case) 

MR 
2 

K3(Mf ,u£,Mf) 

0.05 (f =1) 

MR 
3 

0.05(£=2) 

Equation (5.7) is then used to search the utterance that maximise the user's payoff. 

The user's payoffs with respect to u1 and u2 given M: and Mf respectively are 

pair between (ui,M;) and (u2,Mt) . The robot therefore randomly selects a 

meaning between the numerical value contained in Mt and the numerical value 

contained in Mt to response either u1 or u2 if some of them sent by the user in 

future. 
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5.8 Summary 

This chapter first reviewed the traditional defuzzification approaches. The traditional 

defuzzification are not appropriate for natural language processing since they either 

predict a single meaning to a target word or predict a crisp set of meanings to a target 

word. In the communications between a user and a robot, however, a user would not 

only encode the meanings into an utterance, but also would encode the preference of 

meanings into the utterance. In other words, the meanings encoded by a user into an 

utterance can be viewed as a fuzzy set of meanings. Therefore, a signalling game 

based approach is developed in order to predict the most appropriate fuzzy set of 

meanings to a target word contained in an utterance. 

The signalling game based approach aims to find out a set of fixed mappings between 

utterances and the acceptable fuzzy sets of meanings that is available to the robot to 

the user, namely a signalling system. The signalling game based approach considers 

the process of deciding the mappings between utterances and meanings involves two 

decision makers, while there is only on decision maker taken into account in 

traditional approaches. 

In order to develop the signalling game based approach, a corpus is created and 

partitioned as learning resources to the robot. A part of the corpus is used as the user's 

utterances; the other part of the corpus is used to enable the robot to acquire initial 

linguistic knowledge. Those smaller corpora are then used to train the robot through 

the signalling game based approach to build a signalling system for the robot. The 

signalling game based approach is able to predict the fuzzy set of meanings to a target 

word, for which the set of meanings is either continuous cases or discrete cases. As an 

illustration of the approach, examples for continuous cases and discrete cases are also 

given in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER6 

INTEGRATED LEXICAL 

UNCERTAINTY HANDLING SYSTEM 

AND EXPERIMENTS 

6.1 System Integration 

Chapter 3 to Chapter 5 presented techniques developed in this research for lexical 

ambiguity handling and lexical vagueness handling, namely, the feature based lexical 

ambiguity handling, the SOM based lexical vagueness modelling and the signalling 

game based fuzzy minimisation. These techniques are integrated as a lexical 

uncertainty handling system that is able to predict the precise meanings of a target 

word. When being equipped with this system, service robots are expected to 

understand more precisely their users' commands. 

6.1.1 Framework of the Integrated System 

The integrated lexical uncertainty handling system, as shown in Figure 6.1, consists of 

two blocks: the block of lexical ambiguity handling and the block of lexical 

vagueness handling. Lexical ambiguity handling block identifies the imprecise 

meaning of a target word, whilst lexical vagueness handling block predicts the precise 

meanings of the target word. As an imprecise meaning of a target word usually 

implies a set of precise meanings, the imprecise meaning of a target word needs to be 

predicted before the precise meanings of the target word. Therefore, the block of 

lexical vagueness handling, which deals with lexical vagueness, operates after lexical 

ambiguity handling. 
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Figure 6.1 Integrated system for lexical uncertainty handling 

6.1.2 Block of Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

The block of lexical ambiguity handling, as shown in Figure 6.1, consists of four 

components: the semantic context memory, the RL based PoS tagger, the contextual 

feature collector, and the similarity based meaning selection mechanism. The input to 
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the block of lexical ambiguity handling is an utterance from a user. The PoS tags of 

words contained in the input utterance are first predicted by the RL based PoS tagger 

introduced in Section 3.3. During the PoS tagging, the semantic context memory 

developed in Section 3.2 interacts with the RL based PoS tagger in order to correct the 

errors arising the PoS tagging. Once the PoS tagged utterance is obtained, the MI 

based contextual feature collector described in Section 3.4 is used to calculate the 

most related contextual features of the target word. The meaning selection mechanism 

given in Section 3.4 is then uses the cosine similarity combining with selectional 

association score, as shown in Equation (3.9), to predict the most appropriate to the 

target word. The outputs of lexical ambiguity handling are the target word and its 

disambiguated meaning. 

6.1.3 Block of Lexical Vagueness Handling 

The disambiguated meaning of the target word would be still vague. The target word 

and its disambiguated meaning are then presented to the block of lexical vagueness 

handling in order to minimising vagueness. This block, as shown in Figure 6.1, 

contains three components including lexical vagueness modelling, self-adaptive 

mechanism and fuzzy minimisation. The lexical vagueness modelling first extracts the 

fuzzy set of the target word according to the disambiguated meaning of the target 

word. The lexical vagueness modelling employs the SOM based approach described 

in Section 4.3 to generate the initial fuzzy sets of meanings of words based on a 

corpus. The initial fuzzy sets of meanings of words are then updated by the 

self-adaptive mechanism, in order to enable the fuzzy sets of meanings to be adaptive 

to individual users. In this research, the self-adaptive mechanism is implemented by 

truncated gradient algorithm as mentioned in Section 4.4. The signalling game based 

fuzzy minimisation introduced in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 is then used to generate 

the signalling system of utterances and meanings. The signalling system then predicts 

the most appropriate set of precise meanings according to the context of the target 
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word. The outputs of lexical vagueness handling are the target word and a set of 

precise meanings of the target word. 

6.2 System Implementation 

6.2.1 Platform 

The integrated system is implemented on a computer with 1.4 GHz Pentium III CPU 

and 4G RAM. The operating system installed on the computer is the Linux based 

operating system Fedora 10. 

6.2.2 Programming Languages and Software 

The programming language, Python, was used to implement the integrated system. 

The version of Python runtime is 2.6. Four additional plug-ins for Python 2.6 

includingNLTK 2.0.1, NumPy 1.6, PyFuzzy 0.1.0 and NetworkX 1.0 were also used 

to implement the integrated system. NLTK 2.0.1 was used to process raw corpora, 

generate dataset from the corpora and users' utterances, and output the PoS tags and 

words' meanings annotated texts that are produced by the integrated system. NumPy 

1.6 was used to implement the algorithms introduced in this research. PyFuzzy 0.1.0 

was employed to implement the fuzzy sets of words' meanings. NetworkX 1.0 was 

deployed to visualise the SOM map of words' meanings. Therefore, Python 2.6 (or 

higher versions including Python 2.7 and Python 3.1), NLTK 2.0.1, NumPy 1.6, 

PyFuzzy 0.1.0 and NetworkX 1.0 are prerequisite to build the integrated system. 
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6.2.3 Problems 

There are two major problems arising on the integrated system. Firstly, the integrated 

system cannot be well built on Windows based systems on which PyFuzzy 0.1.0 and 

GraphViz within NetworkX 1.0 are not working. The test failures of PyFuzzy and 

Graph Viz on Windows lead to that the SOM lexical vagueness modelling module and 

the fuzzy minimisation are not able to be established. Secondly, the integrated system 

failed to be established with lower versions of Python such as Python 2.4 and Python 

2.5 since NumPy 1.6 and NetworkX 1.0 for Python 2.6 are not compatible with the 

lower versions of Python. 

6.3 Experimental Settings 

The aim of experiments carried out in this research is to evaluate the integrated lexical 

uncertainty handling system in the sense of removing lexical ambiguity and lexical 

vagueness from given commands so that service robots can have precise 

understandings of the meanings of the commands. 

To achieve this, experiments were carefully set up, including selecting corpora, 

scenarios and evaluation criteria. 

6.3 .1 Corpora 

There are two corpora used in the experiments. One is the SEMCOR-1.7 (Miller et al., 

1993) and the other is Manchester corpus (Lieven et al., 2004). SEMCOS-1.7 is a PoS 

and meaning annotated corpus. There are around 3,000,000 utterances and around 

250,000 content words with PoS tags and meanings in the corpora. Therefore, 

SEMCOR-1.7 is suitable for and was adopted in training the semantic context 
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memory and the RL based PoS tagger within the lexical ambiguity handling block, as 

well as the SOM based lexical vagueness modelling sub-module in the lexical 

vagueness handling block, as shown in Figure 6.1. On the other hand, SEMCOR-1.7 

is not partitioned in terms of users, while the self-adaptive mechanism and the 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation sub-module within the block of lexical 

vagueness handling need to be trained by a particular user's corpus. Therefore, 

SEMCOR-1.7 cannot be used to train the self-adaptive mechanism and the signalling 

game based fuzzy minimisation sub-module. 

In order to train the self-adaptive mechanism and the signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation sub-module, Manchester corpus is used. Manchester corpus is a corpus 

oriented to children language development and approximately contains 750,000 

utterances collected from 12 children. Each child's utterances are partitioned into 34 

weeks. Manchester corpus contains almost the nouns and a part of adjectives that are 

usually used in human's daily communication. However, the defect of Manchester 

corpus for this research is that some utterances are incomplete. For example, 

utterances such as "desk?", "toy car?" and "a cake" only contain one content word. 

The semantic contexts of the words contained in those incomplete utterances cannot 

be extracted from the corpus so that the statistics of co-occurrence of words and their 

semantic contexts would not available. To compensate against this defect, a set of 

texts of dialogues are collected from 10 individuals and each individual contributes 

three texts of dialogues. Each text of dialogues contains approximately 900 utterances 

(see details in Appendix A). These 10 individuals' texts of dialogues are combined 

with Manchester corpus to be a new corpus, called modified Manchester corpus. 

Because, the modified Manchester corpus is partitioned according to different users 

already, individual users' corpora in the first 12 weeks within the corpus were used as 

the training data for the self-adaptive mechanism and the signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation within the block of lexical vagueness handling. The other 22 were used 

to test the self-adaptive mechanism and the signalling game based fuzzy 
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minimisation. Because the modified Manchester corpora are not annotated PoS tags 

and words' meanings, they were also used to test the RL-based PoS tagger and the 

disambiguation sub-module within the block of lexical ambiguity handling. 

6.3.2 Experimental Designs 

In HRI, the robots are expected to understand their users' commands in order to 

provide reliable services to their users. To understand the commands, that is, 

utterances, the precise meanings and the preference on the precise meanings contained 

in the users' utterances need to be correctly predicted by the robots. This research 

endows the capability of understanding the users' utterances to the robots through the 

integrated lexical uncertainty handling system. The experiments in this research were 

designed to evaluate the integrated system's capability of handling uncertainty in 

terms of both lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness in HRI. 

The integrated system was trained first. To establish the RL based PoS tagger and the 

semantic context memory within the block of lexical ambiguity handling, utterances 

included in SEMCOR-1.7 were employed. Each word in these utterances is annotated 

with PoS tag and words' meaning so that the RL based PoS tagger and the semantic 

context memory can acquire the knowledge about the most appropriate PoS tag of a 

word and the most appropriate meaning of a word in different context respectively. 

To train the SOM based lexical vagueness modelling sub-module, SEMCOR-1.7 were 

used. The precise meanings of nouns and verbs in SEMCOR-1.7 were annotated 

according to WordNet. The SOM based lexical vagueness modelling sub-module 

therefore can acquire the knowledge about the set of precise meanings of a word. 

To train the self-adaptive mechanism and the signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation sub-module. Utterances from the modified Manchester corpus were 
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utilised. These utterances are included into smaller corpora of individual users 

respectively, and each user's corpus also divided into 34 weeks. Therefore, the 

self-adaptive mechanism can obtain an individual user's knowledge about the set of 

precise meanings of a word from the user's corpus within the modified Manchester 

corpus. A user's weekly utterances can be viewed as a particular scenario that the user 

stands in. Therefore, the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation sub-module can 

acquire the user's knowledge about the set of precise meanings of a word used in a 

particular scenario from a user's weekly utterances within the modified Manchester 

corpus. 

Table 6.1 Purpose designed utterances 

First set Second set 
Target Utterance Target Utterance 
word word 
Bin Throw it into the bin. Bin Throw it into the bin. 

Give me the bread bin. Hot Can you serve me a glass 
of hot water? 

Hot Can you serve me a glass of Furniture Can you rearrange my 
hot water? bedroom's furniture? 
Can you serve me a hot Freezing Can you adjust the 
dish? temperature of the fridge to 

more freezing? 

Fruit Can you buy some fruits 

me? 
FruitCan you buy some fruits for 

for me? 

The trees fruited early this 
year? 

Good The knife is good. 
There is much good to be 
found in people. 

The established system was then tested by using the modified Manchester corpus and 

two additional sets of purpose designed utterances (see details in Appendix B). The 

first set of the utterances was designed in such a way that the same words appear in 

different utterances with different meanings. For example, the word "hot" in the 
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utterance "Pass me a hot drink" refers a drink with relative high temperature and in 

the utterance "Pass me a hot food" refers the taste of spicy. Hence, ambiguity is 

obvious. In the second set, the target words were designed explicitly vague. For 

example, "bin" in the utterance "throw it into the bin" can mean "recycling bin" or 

"reuse bin" or "waste bin". Lexical ambiguity was removed. These two additional sets 

of utterances are given in Table 6.1. 

These two sets of utterances containing lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness also 

can be typical commands given by the users of service robots. 

The expected results coming from the four series of experiments are: 

□ The RL based PoS tagger is able to select and assign the most appropriate PoS tag 

to a target word according to the context of the target word. 

□ The block of lexical ambiguity handling is able to predict the most appropriate 

meaning to a target word according to the context of the target word. 

□ The SOM based lexical vagueness modelling sub-module is able to generate the 

fuzzy set of the precise meanings accommodated by a word, and the self-adaptive 

mechanism is able to update the fuzzy sets generated by the SOM sub-module for 

individual users. 

□ The signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is able to predict the set of 

meanings of a target word in an utterance that is sent by a user in a particular 

scenario and the user preference on these predicted meanings. 

6.3 .3 Evaluation Criteria 

In order to select and assign the most appropriate meaning to a target word, the 

correct PoS tag needs to be predicted to the target word. Therefore, the accuracy of 

PoS taggers was used as the evaluation criterion for PoS taggers. The accuracy of a 

PoS tagger (Manning and Schvtze, 1999), as shown in Equation (6.1), is defined as 
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the number of words that are correctly assigned PoS tags new-Pas divided by the total 

number of words nw. 

The correct meaning needs to be selected and assigned to a target word in order to 

handle lexical vagueness. Therefore, the accuracy of lexical ambiguity handling 

AceLAH (Manning and Schvtze, 1999), as given Equation ( 6.2), was used as the 

evaluation criterion for lexical ambiguity handling 

ncwmACCLAH=-- (6.2) 
nw 

where ncwm is the number of words that are correctly assigned with meanings, nw is 

the total number of words. 

In this research, a fuzzy set of meanings represents the user's preference order on the 

meanings. The self-adaptive mechanism aims to predict fuzzy sets of meanings that 

approximate the user's preference orders on meanings in a relatively short period. A 

predicted fuzzy set of meanings are expected to be coherent with the exact fuzzy set 

of the meanings on the user's preference order on the meanings. Therefore, the 

preference order coherence on fuzzy sets rp(Fk,Fk) defined as Equation (6.3) was 

used to evaluate the performance of the self-adaptive mechanism 

(6.3) 

where n(m,,m1 ) represents the total number of the consistent order relationships in 

meanings compared the predicted fuzzy set Fk to the exact fuzzy set Fk, J is the 

number of meanings in the exact fuzzy set Fk, and the total consistency score over all 
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the fuzzy sets is computed with L n(m;,mi> . The <p(Fk,Fk) is then defined as the 
k J(J-l) 

average consistency score over all the fuzzy sets and therefore is computed with 

To evaluate the performance of the signalling based approach to those typical 

defuzzification methods, two criteria were employed. In order to provide the reliable 

services to their users, the set of meanings selected by the robots need to cover the set 

of meanings contained in the utterances sent by the users. Therefore, the first 

criterion, called average coverage, is used to measure the proportion that the meanings 

conveyed by the user covered by the fuzzy sets selected by the robot. The average 

coverage AvgCov is defined in Equation (6.4) 

(6.4) 

where !C(M?)nC(Mj~)irepresents the cardinality of the joint crisp set of the exact 

set of meanings encoded in an utterance sent by a user M~ and the set of meanings 

predicted by a robot according to the utterance M;, IC(MJ)I is the cardinality of the 

crisp set of the exact set of meanings encoded in an utterance sent by a user, and nu 

is the number of utterances used in the tests. 

The set of meanings selected by the robot needs to cover the set of meanings encoded 

in the user's utterance. On the other hand, the robot needs to minimise the number of 

selected meanings in order to reduce the cost. The second criterion used to evaluate 

the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is called inverse additional cost, as 

shown in Equation (6.5) 
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(6.5) 

where IC(M)) Irepresents the cardinality of the crisp set of the meanings selected by 

the robot according to the user's utterance, and the right hand of the equation 

represents the proportion of the additional meanings selected by the robot. 

In HRI, the robots are required to understand their users' utterances in an acceptable 

time. Therefore, the speed of each module is also important for the PoS tagger and the 

feature based lexical ambiguity handling system in the integrated system. Klein and 

Bird (2002) defined a measure of speed, as shown in Equation (6.6). 

2)w 
Speed=-w (6.6) 

nw 

where 2)w is the time of a module running for all words in the test data set and nw 
w 

is the total number of words in the test data set. Because running a module on a word 

is a pass of execution of the module, the unit of the speed is seconds per pass. 

6.4 Experimental Results 

6.4.1 RL based PoS Tagger 

This set of experiments aims to examine whether the RL based PoS tagger that has 

been developed in this research is able to assign an appropriate PoS tag to a target 

word that is included in a specific utterance. To carry out the experiments, a semantic 

context memory needs to be established. The semantic context memory is 

accommodated in a two-dimensional array with three columns and many rows. For 

each row, the first two columns contain the meanings of a pair of words and the third 
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stores a selectional association score which indicates the semantic relatedness 

between the two meanings. The higher the selectional association score, the more the 

two meanings are semantically related. 

Table 6.2 gives a part of the semantic context memory established in the experiments. 

Taking the first row of the table as an example, the meanings of a pair of words 

"change" and "take_place", namely, "change.NN.0.1" meaning "an event that occurs 

when something passes from one state or phase to another" and "take _place.VB.0 l" 

representing "come to pass", respectively, are placed in the first and the second cells 

of the row. The selectional association score of "change" and "take_place" is 2.34, 

which means that the two words often co-occur in SEMCOR 1.7 corpora, is in the last 

cell of the row. The word "change" as noun with the meaning of "a relational 

difference between status ("change.NN.02")" is more semantically related to the word 

"structure" as noun with the meaning of "a thing constructed ('"'structure.NN.01")", 

as can be seen from the third row of the table. 

Table 6.2 Part of semantic context memory 

change.NN.01 take_place.VB.01 2.34 
change.NN.02 local.JJ .01 0.23 

change.NN.02 structure.NN.0 1 3.56 

change.VB.01 hundred.JJ.01 0.1 l 
change.VB.01 size.NN.01 4.62 

consider.VB.O1 treason.NN.01 0.13 

consider.VB.02 alone.RB.02 0.78 

consider. VB.04 widespread.JJ.0 1 0.23 

The RL based PoS tagger was developed by using the reinforcement learning toolkit 

(Sutton, 2000). SEMCOR-1.7 was fed to the RL based PoS tagger during the 

development stage. The environment of the RL based PoS tagger consists of the input 

utterances in SEMCOR-1. 7 and the semantic context memory. The reinforcement 

signal is the Q-factor defined as Equation (3.2) that has been introduced in Section 
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3.3.2. The outputs of the RL based PoS tagger include the probability ofoccurrence of 

a PoS tag given a word, the probability of a meaning of the same word and the 

transitional probability of two PoS tags. 

The obtained RL based PoS tagger was then tested on the modified Manchester 

corpus and the first set of the purpose designed utterances that have been introduced 

in Section 6.2.2. Figure 6.2 illustrates the experimental results of running the RL 

based PoS tagger on the modified Manchester corpus. Taking the first utterance "what 

about this baby look?" in the diagram as an example, the PoS tagged version of the 

utterance is [('what', 'WDT'), ('about', 'IN'), ('this', 'DT'), ('baby', 'NN'), ('look', 

'VB'), ('?', '. ')]. The PoS tag of "what" is "WDT" meaning "wh-determiner", the PoS 

tag of "about" is "IN" meaning "preposition", the PoS tag of "this" is "DT" meaning 

"determiner", the PoS tag of "baby" is "NN" meaning "noun, singular or mass", the 

PoS tag of "look" is "VB" meaning "verb, base form", and the PoS tag of"?" is "." 

meaning "terminal symbol". Compared to the manually annotated PoS tags of words 

on the modified Manchester corpus, the words in first seven utterances shown in 

Figure 6.2 are all correctly annotated with PoS tags. On the other hand, the PoS tag 

"IN" of "about" in the last utterance in Figure 6.2 is not correct. The correct PoS tag 

of "about" in "turn face about" is "RB", according to the manually annotated PoS tag 

of "about" in the phrase "turn about" in the modified Manchester corpus. Because 

there are some incorrect predictions of PoS tags for words, the accuracy of the RL 

based PoS tagger, as shown in Figure 6.31, is 90.2%, when the PoS tagger is tested on 

the modified Manchester corpus. 

Figures 6.3 to 6.4 show some experimental results of annotating PoS tags on target 

words of the first set of purpose designed utterances by using the RL based PoS 

tagger. Taking the utterance "throw it into the bin" in Figure 6.3 as a positive 

example, the PoS tagged utterance is [('throw', 'VB'), ('it', 'PPO'), ('into', 'IN'), 

('the', 'AT'), ('bin', 'NN')). The PoS tag of "throw" is "VB" meaning "verb, base 
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form", the PoS tag of "it" is "PPO" meaning "pronoun", the PoS tag of "into" is "IN" 

meaning "preposition", the PoS tag of "the" is "AT" meaning "article", and the PoS 

tag of "bin" is "NN" meaning "noun, singular or mass". All the words are assigned 

with the appropriate PoS tags in the utterance. For the purpose designed utterances, 

the PoS tags of words in the utterances were manually predefined. Whether the PoS 

tags of words annotated by the RL based PoS tagger are appropriate was checked with 

the predefined PoS tags in the purpose designed utterances. 

Figure 6.2 PoS tagging on the modified Manchester corpus by using the RL based 

PoS tagger 

1:hro,1 it inco the bin 
[('throw', 'Vl3,'), ('it', "!?l?'O'), ('int:o', 'IN'), ('t:he', 'AT'), ('bin', 'NN')J 
>::;,.> ======.;=:=:=:==·=:;;;:::===-===-====·=;:=:::.====.=== RE START =========·=======-=--·==-====== 

>>> 
qive me i;he bread b::.n 

[('give', 'VB'), ('me', 'FPO'), ('t:he', 'Al''), ('bread', 'NN'), ('bin', 'NN')} 
>>> =·======-=========----==·==·====-===::==·~== RESI.ART =====.=--=·=-;;r==-r--::ir====~·-:===----·-::::-.-

>>> 
can you please give me a glass of hot water 
[('can', 'HD'), (':,•ou', 'PPSS'), ('please•, 'VB'l, ('give', 'VB'}, ('me', 'l?PO') 
, ('a', 'AT'),, ('glass•, 'NNS'), ('of', •r~l'), ('hoc', •JJ'), ('water', 'NN')l 
> > > ===·===-===:====,==m;;::::c.==-======= RE SIART ======-~----=~==---==-===--=-= 

>>> 
can I have a hoe dish 
[('can,', 'MD'), !'I', 'PPSS'J, ('have', 'EV'), ('a', 'Al' 1 :1, ('hot', 'JJ'), ('dis 
h', 'NN')'J 

Figure 6.3 PoS tags of "bin" and "hot" in the first set of purpose designed utterances 

assigned by the RL based PoS tagger 
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However, it is not always the case that the RL based PoS tagger assigns appropriate 

PoS tags to all target words. In the utterance "there is much good to be found in 

people", the last utterance in Figure 6.4, the word "good" is annotated with the PoS 

tag "JJ" meaning "adjective", while the correct PoS tag is "NN" meaning "noun, 

singular or mass". 

6.4.2 Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

This set of experiments aims to examine whether the feature based lexical ambiguity 

handling developed in this research, which is also a module of the integrated system, 

is able to select and assign the most appropriate meanings to target words included in 

given utterances. The experiments have two phases. The first phase involved 

establishing contextual feature vectors for target words within given utterances. In the 

second phase, the obtained contextual feature vectors were adopted in the feature 

based ambiguity handling module to select and assign appropriate meanings to the 

target words. 

>>> ===:;;;::==•-===-=--=,=================:=--= RESTART =-====·============·====== 
>>> 
can you buy imme fruits J:,~,:: me 

[('ea:-.•, '!·lD'),, ('ya:1 1 , 'l?PSS'}, ('bu~•·, 'VB'), (',rnme', 'DTI'}, ('fruit:s', 'NbTS 
•) , (•for,,, 'n:P) , (•me', '' PPO') J 
>>> =·=·==:-:==-=:==·===:===-=·==--=====·=~=-= RESTART ==:================~====-==::::=:== 

>>> 
the tree!! fruited early this year 
[('t::-,e•, 'AT'), ('treea', 'NNS'), ('fr,;.1ited', 'VBD'), ('ea.:::ly', 'JC''), ('this', 
'DT'), ('year', ''!Ul')] 
>>> ====--========-================ RESTART ===·=========·=====:=::::::::==-=--

>>> 
t:he knife good 
[('t:he', 'AI'), ('k::.ife', 'NN'), ('is', 'i3EZ'), ('good', '.,;J')] 
>>> 

>>> 
there much good to, be found ~:. people 
[('t:ie:::e', 'EX'), ('ia', 'BEZ.'), ('muc?°J', 'QL'), ('good', 'JJ'), ('to', 'TO'), ( 
'be', 'BE'), ('fm.:.nd', 'VBN'), ('in', 'IN'), ('pec;i:le', 'NNS'}J 
>>> 

Figure 6.4 PoS tags of"fruits" and "good" in the first set of purpose designed 

utterances assigned by the RL based PoS tagger 
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Establishing the contextual feature vectors of target words involves three steps. The 

first step is to build up all initial contextual feature vectors, the second is to select the 

most appropriate initial contextual feature vector and the third to emphases the most 

meaningful semantic features of the vector. Given a target word, an initial contextual 

feature vector includes a target word and its PoS tag, and the words that are adjacent 

to the target word and their PoS tags representing the semantic features and the 

syntactic features of the target word, respectively. The size of the vector is 10, which 

was determined by trial and error in the experiments. 

The process of establishing initial context feature vectors is shown in Figure 6.5. In 

the diagram, CV represents a contextual feature vectors, PTU represents a PoS tagged 

utterance, CVList is a list to save the contextual feature vectors, and PCVList is the 

list to save the initial contextual feature vectors that contain the target word. 

Taking the PoS tagged utterance [('can', 'MD'), ('you', 'PPSS'), ('please', 'VB'), 

('give', 'VB'), ('me', 'PPO'), ('a', 'AT'), ('glass', 'NNS'), ('of', 'IN'), ('hot', 'JJ'), 

('water', 'NN')] in Figure 6.3 as an example, and considering the target word is "hot", 

performing the process given in the left column of Figure 6.5 yielded the following 

candidates for initial contextual feature vectors were obtained: 

[can, MD, you, PPSS, please, VB, give, VB, me, PPO] 

[you, PPSS, please, VB, give, VB, me, PPO, a, AT] 

[please, VB, give, VB, me, PPO, a, AT, glass, NNS] 

[give, VB, me, PPO, a, AT, glass, NNS, of, IN] 

[me, PPO, a, AT, glass, NNS, of, IN, hot, JJ] 

[a, AT, glass, NNS, of, IN, hot, JJ, water, NN]. 

Carrying out the process in the right column retained the last two vectors as only these 

contain the target word "hot". These two vectors were kept as the initial contextual 

feature vectors for the target word "hot". 
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Start 

Initialise CV, size(CV) =n 
Initialise i=O, k = 0 

Yes 

while (i <= 
len(PTU)) 

for (i <= i +n): 

CV[k]:= 
PTU[i] 

k:=k+l 

No 

Save CV in CV list 

No Initialise j = 
size(CVList) 

Save CVList[j] in 

PCVList 

j:=j -1 

j := j - 1 

Output PCVList 

i := i + 1 

End 

Figure 6.5 Process of establishing initial contextual feature vector 
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The selection of the most appropriate initial contextual feature vector followed two 

principles: 

D To include as many content words (the words that have stable meanings in use of 

language) as possible 

□ To include the content words that are the closest to the target word. 

The meaning of a target word depends on its neighbouring content words rather than 

function words (the words do not have stable meanings in use of language and are 

used to express grammatical relationships with other words within an utterance). The 

closer to a target word a content word locates, the more possibly to indicate the 

meaning of the target the content word can. 

The process of selecting the most appropriate initial contextual feature vector 

following the first principle is shown in Figure 6.6. In the diagram, countList is a list 

to save the number of content words within each PoS tagged utterance in the PCVList 

that is used to save the initial contextual feature vectors that contain the target word. 

index List is a list to the save the index of the initial contextual feature vectors that 

have the most content words. CW Max is a list to save the initial contextual feature 

vectors that have the most content words. 

Taking the PoS tagged utterance [('gets', 'VBZ'), ('another', 'DT'), ('baby', 'NN'), 

('out', 'RP'), ('of', 'IN'), ('the', 'AT'), ('box', 'N'N')] in Figure 6.2 as an example, 

and considering "baby" as the target word, there are three possible initial contextual 

feature vectors of "baby" were obtained by using the process of establishing initial 

contextual feature vectors as shown in Figure 6.5: 

[ gets, VBZ, another, DT, baby, NN, out, RP, of, IN] 

[another, DT, baby, NN, out, RP, of, IN, the, AT] 

[baby, NN, out, RP, of, IN, the, AT, box, NN] 
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Start 

Initialise i: =O, j :=O, 
count:= O; 
countList, 
index_ List, 
CW_Max, 

count:= aunt+ 1 

j:= j +l 

i:= i +1 

CountList 

No 

No 

Save count 
in 

CountList 

CW Max 

End 

i<= 
len(PCVList) 

countList[i] == 
max( countList) 

? 

Save index_max[k] 
:= i in index List 

i=i+l 

index List 

Save 
PCVList[i] in 

CW Max 

i:= i +1 

Figure 6.6 Process of selecting the most appropriate initial contextual feature vector 

by following the first principle 
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Carrying out the process given in the left column of Figure 6.6 obtained the number of 

content words in above initial contextual feature vectors are 3, 2 and 3, respectively. 

Performing the process given in the right column, the first initial contextual feature 

vector and the third initial contextual feature vector were kept since these initial 

contextual feature vectors contain the most content words. 

Two initial contextual feature vectors were retained in the process as shown in Figure 

6.6: 

[gets, VBZ, another, DT, baby, NN, out, RP, of, IN] 

[baby, NN, out, RP, of, IN, the, AT, box, NN] 

These vectors were then selected by the process of selecting the most appropriate 

initial contextual feature vectors using the principle "to include the content words that 

are the closest to the target word" as shown in Figure 6.7. In the diagram, Dist is a list 

to save the distance between a content word and the target word, Dist_ List is a list to 

save the sum of distances between content words and the target word within an initial 

contextual feature vector. The distance between a content word and the target word 

within an initial contextual feature vector is the absolute value of using the index of 

the content word within an initial contextual feature vector minus the index of the 

target word within the same initial contextual feature vector. 

Performing the process given in the left column of Figure 6.7 yielded the sum of 

distances between content words and the target word "baby" within the first initial 

contextual feature vector is 6, and the sum of distances between content words and the 

target word "baby" within the second initial contextual feature vector is 10. Carrying 

out the right column of Figure 6.7, the first vector was selected as the most 

appropriate initial contextual feature vector since the content words are closest to the 

target word ''baby" within the first initial contextual feature vector. 
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Start 

Initialise rn:= 0, 

n:=O, 

Dist, 
Dist List 
InputTW 

idx:= 

Dist_ List.index(min(Dist_ List)) 

Tnitial CV 

No 
m<=len(C 

Dist List End
W_Max)? 

n<=len(CV) No 
? >-------------

Yes 

Save Dist[n]:=ln-Index(TW)I 
in Dist 

n:=n+l 

Save 
sum(Dist) inrn:=m+l 

Dist List 

Figure 6.7 Process of selecting the most appropriate initial contextual feature vectors 

using the second principle 

In the last step, two neighbouring content words which are the most semantically 

related to the target word are selected. The selection is based on PMI which is defined 
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by Equation (3.8). The top two content words ranked on PMI are selected. Therefore, 

this step involves the computation of PMI of all elements of the initial contextual 

feature vector. The selected content words and the target word itself, paired with their 

PoS tags, form the final contextual feature vector. 

Considering the most appropriate initial contextual feature vector retained [gets, VBZ, 

another, DT, baby, NN, out, RP, of, IN], the PMI scores of "baby" and the other 

words within this vector are shown in Table 6.3. The words corresponding to the top 

two PMI scores are "get" and "out", which means that the two words are more closely 

semantically related to the target word "baby". Therefore, the two words and their 

PoS tags, together with the target word "baby" and its PoS tag were used to form the 

final contextual feature vector of "baby", that is, (get, VB, baby, NN, out, RP]. 

Table 6.3 PMI scores of "baby" and the words within the most appropriate initial 

contextual feature vector of "baby" 

baby Get 1.152 

baby Another 0.001 

baby Out 0.233 

baby Of 0.003 

In the second phase, the possible meanings of the target word and their context were 

retrieved from the semantic context memory by using the final contextual feature 

vector in the following two steps: 

Step 1: the first four elements of the feature vector, that is, the first two words and 

their PoS tags, were used to find the rows the words and their PoS tags of which 

match these elements 

Step 2: the last four elements, that is, the second word and the third word and their 

PoS tags, were used to find the rows the words and their PoS tags of which match 

these elements. 
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Once the possible meanings and the context of the possible meanings are retrieved, 

Equation (3.9) was then used to select and assign the most appropriate meanings to 

the target word. 

For the example of the PoS tagged utterance [('gets', 'VBZ'), ('another', 'DT'), 

('baby', 'NN'), ('out', 'RP'), ('of, 'IN'), ('the', 'AT'), ('box', 'NN')], the final 

contextual feature vector of "baby" is ('get', 'VB', 'baby', 'NN', 'out', 'RP'). The 

possible meanings of the target word "baby", their possible context and the selectional 

association scores were retrieved from the semantic context memory, as illustrated in 

Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4 Part of the meanings of "get", "baby" and "out" stored in semantic context 

memory 

get.VB.06 baby.NN.01 4.17 

get.VB.06 baby.NN.03 0.34 

get.VB.06 baby.NN.05 2.55 

baby.NN.01 out.RP.01 1.43 

baby.NN.03 out.RP.01 1.23 

baby.NN.05 out.RP.OJ 2.23 

There are three possible meanmgs of "baby", namely "baby.NN.01" meaning 

"infant", "baby.NN.03" meaning "a very young mammal", and "baby.NN.05" 

meaning "child". The possible context of the three possible meanings of "baby" is 

"get.VB.06" meaning "go or come after and bring or take back" and "out.RP.01" 

meaning ''away from". Equation (3.9) was then applied to select and assign the most 

appropriate meaning to "baby". The values of meanings of "baby" obtained by 

Equation (3 .9) are illustrated in Table 6.5. Because "baby.NN .0 l" maximise Equation 

(3.9), "baby.NN.01" meaning "infant" was therefore selected and assigned as the 

most appropriate meaning to the target word "baby". 
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Table 6.5 Values of meanings of"baby" 

baby.NN.01 5.6 

baby.NN.03 1.77 

baby.NN.05 4.78 

Figure 6.8 illustrates some experimental results of running the feature based lexical 

ambiguity handling module on the modified Manchester corpus. Taking the utterance 

"what about this baby, look?" in the diagram, "baby" was annotated with the meaning 

"baby.NN.O l" representing "infant", and "look" was annotated with the meaning 

"look.VB.al" representing "perceive with attention; direct one's gaze towards". 

Compared to the manually annotated meanings on the modified Manchester corpus, 

the meanings annotated by the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module are 

correct. However, the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module is not always 

annotated the correct. "face" in the last utterance "tum face about" are annotated 

"face.VB.O l" meaning "deal with head on". The annotated meaning of "face" is not 

correct, and the incorrect annotation of the meaning of "face" is derived from the 

incorrect annotation of the PoS tag of "face". Because there are some incorrect 

predictions on the meanings of target words, the accuracy of the feature based lexical 

ambiguity handling module is 85.3% when the feature based lexical ambiguity 

handling module was tested on the modified Manchester corpus. 
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Figure 6.8 Meanings of words in the modified Manchester corpus predicted by the 

feature based lexical ambiguity handling 

>>> 
please :Lnpm:; an utte:ra.nce 
throw it into the bin 
please input the ta:rget ward coni:a.ined in the utterance 
bin 
sen.5e: a coTI,taine:c .f.C:r' waste 
>>>======--===========·===~=RESTART:::::::======':"'•=:====-==-=-·= 

>>> 
please in;:;uc an U'tte:r'ance 
give me the bread bin 
please input the targ·et word cm::-cained. in the ~i:;te:ra.nce 
bi:-i 
sense; e. large ca::rcainer 

Figure 6.9 Meanings of "bin" in different utterances 

Figures 6.9 to 6.12 show some experimental results of predicting meanings for target 

words of the first set of purpose designed utterances by using the feature based lexical 

ambiguity handling module. The meanings annotated on target words are translated to 

the glosses of meanings from the WordNet representations of meanings such as 

"table.NN .01" used in annotating meanings on the modified Manchester corpus. 
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Because the meanings of target words in purpose designed utterances are predefined, 

the meanings of target words annotated by the feature based lexical ambiguity 

handling module was checked with the predefined meanings in the purpose designed 

utterances. The experimental results show that all the target words in this set of 

experiments are assigned appropriate meanings. 

>>-> -==,--=--=----=--="-==-==-~--"' RESTART --,-=-=---,-.-,=------=---=-
>>> 
please input: an u,t,:;erance: 
can :,a•ou P'.lY some fruit:i me? 
please input: the target wo:::d cor,tai.ned i:, the utterance 
fr';.lit: 
:iense: product: of pl.a.nt 
:':,•>> -·=----=--:-·--·--=·----:-·---=-==--:-·----·=:-:e·-: RESTART =:::--------==--==--·---------==-
>>> 
pl.ease input an utterance 
the trees fruited early t:his year 
please inp:.it the target: ..o:::d concained in '1:he ut1:e:::ance 
fruit 
sense: bear fruit 

Figure 6.10 Meanings of "fruit" in different utterances 

>>> 
p1ea3e J..r.:put.. a:~ ut'Ce~a:-""'ce 
can yo;i pleai,e give me a glass of hot water? 
pl.ease input i::he target wcrd contained in the utterance 
hot 
sense: l:l,inri.::-ig a relative high. temperature 
>>>- ==:====·====~=~===-=---===--== RESTART ========================~===:== 
>>> 
plea,;i,e input. an Utterance 
can! have a hot di3~? 
:r;:lea3e i:r:put t:he ta.:rget: word co::.,tained in the 'J,:;terance 
hot 
sen3e: a bur.trig feeling in t.i'l.e mouth 

Figure 6.11 Meanings of "hot" in different utterances 
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>>> ==---="'==~-==--==-==~====-""=== RESTART ==-==========---~-----=--
>>> 
please i.!'lput a:r, uttera.nce 
the !cni:fe :. good 
pleage input tl",e target word contained in the utterance 
good 
gense: .ha1ring desir•able quali c:y 

>>> 
plea.se ir,put a.n utterance 
there : ,,, much good ta be :found : .. ::. people 
plea!!e input the target word contained in. the Utterance 
good 
sense: hav.ing deairable c;r.icalit:y 

Figure 6.12 Meanings of "good" in different utterances 

6.4.3 Adaptive Lexical Vagueness Modelling 

This set of experiments also has two phases. In the first one, the SOM was used to 

generate the fuzzy sets of meanings of target words. The obtained fuzzy sets were 

adapted according to individual users in the second phase. 

For generating the fuzzy sets of meanings of words using the SOM, first, training data 

were prepared in such a way that words picked up from SEMCOR-1.7 were annotated 

with the precise meanings. The precise meanings of words were automatically 

annotated by using the hyponyms of the words in WordNet if they are nouns, and 

were manually annotated if they are adjectives. Second, the SOM was trained with the 

precise meanings to generate precise meaning clusters. Then, the SOM was trained 

with the word and the clusters to construct the mappings between them. The 

membership degrees of all precise meanings in each cluster were computed and 

assigned to the precise meanings so that fuzzy sets were constructed. 

The SOM has 10 neurons on the input layer and 300 neurons on the weighted layer. 

The initial radius is set to 5. The initial learning rate was set to 0.1. It updated 

following Equation ( 4.3). 
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Figures 6.13 to 6.17 show that the precise meanings clusters of "vegetable" and 

"fruit" after 100, 500, 1000, 1500 and 1600 runs, respectively. It can be seen that the 

clusters became stable after 1500 runs. 

cucumber, potato · 

. celery. cabbage~ spinach 

tomato 

. apple.. pear, peach, banana 

Figure 6.13 Precise meaning clusters after 100 runs 

· banana 

apple,pear,peach 
celery. cabbage .. spinach• -tomato 

tucumber, potato, 

Figure 6.14 Precise meaning clusters after 500 runs 
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•apple. pear. peach 
celery. cabbage. spinach· banana 

•tomato 

cucumber•. pcnato. 

Figure 6.15 Precise meaning clusters after 1000 runs 

• apple, pear. peach 
c,elery. cabbage-, spfoa<c:h 

,banana 

cucumber, potato 

Figure 6.16 Precise meaning clusters after 1500 runs 
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apple, pear. peach 

ce !cry. cabbage. spinach 

-tomato- -banana-

cucumber, potato 

Figure 6.17 Precise meaning clusters after 1600 runs 

Once the meanings were clustered, mappings between the words on input layer to the 

meanings on the output layer via training introduced in Section 4.4 took place. The 

training requests the mean and the variance of the joint probability distribution of a 

meaning on semantic features and the mean and the variance of the joint probability 

distribution of a word on semantic features to be estimated first. The estimation was 

done by simply employing the standard EM module in Python (Wu, 2008). The 

estimated means and variances of the words on semantic features were then used as 

inputs to the SOM. The estimated means and variances of the meanings on semantic 

features were encoded into the weight vectors and updated according to the process 

shown in Figure 4.6. Once the weights on weight layer converged, the membership 

degree of each meaning in a cluster was assigned using Equation 4.7. Hence, fuzzy 

sets were formed. 

The followings are some fuzzy sets developed in the experiments. 

b . { 0.4 0.7 0.9 }m = -----+----+----
recyling - bin reuse- bin waste -bin 
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{ 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.2 }fr .wt=--+--+--+---+----
apple pear peach banana cucumber 

. { 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.3 }furmture = --+--+--+--+---+--
. bed desk table lamp television knife 

. {1.0 0.98 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.1}freezmg= -+--+-+-+-+-
-I 0 2 5 10 20 

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.3 0.02}hot= {-+-+-+-+--
30 25 20 10 0 

d { 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.1}
goo = -+-+-+-+-+-

95 90 80 70 60 50 

The fuzzy sets generated so far reflect the common knowledge about the meanings of 

words without considering individuals' preferences. On the other hand, different 

individuals would have different knowledge about a word's meanings. Therefore, 

service robots are expected to adapt themselves to individual users. The truncated 

gradient algorithm is developed for equipping the robots with such self-adaptive 

mechanism. In order to evaluate the truncated gradient algorithm, the fuzzy sets 

generated by the SOM as the initial fuzzy sets were endowed to the robot first. The 

truncated gradient algorithm was then used to modify the fuzzy sets based on an 

individual user's corpus. 

Total 12 individual users' corpora are available in Manchester Corpus. Each user's 

corpus is partitioned into 34 weeks. The utterances collected in this research were 

added in to form the modified Manchester Corpus, as mentioned in Section 6.2, to 

make explicit changes in fuzzy sets. This is reasonable, because all the users in 

Manchester corpus are from England so that they may share the similar real world 

knowledge. The similar real world knowledge can lead to little change in the initial 

fuzzy sets. The additional utterances were designed in such a way that the users have 

different real world knowledge than those in Manchester Corpus. Therefore they can 
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be used to check if the truncated gradient algorithm is able to deal with large changes 

in fuzzy sets. 

The following illustrates how the self-adaptive mechanism works in the sense of 

updating fuzzy sets for the words "fruit", "furniture", "hot" and "freezing" using 

utterances in the corpus of an individual user "aran". Utterances in the first 16 weeks 

were used as training data to the truncated online gradient algorithm. 

The fuzzy sets were adapted according to utterances of the individual user "aran" after 

training. The adapted fuzzy sets for "fruit", "furniture", "hot", and "freezing" are 

listed below: 

. { 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.1 0 }fruzt= --+--+--+---+---+----
apple pear peach banana tomato cucumber 

. { 1.0 1.0 0.5 0 0 0 }Jurmture = --+--+--+--+----+--
bed table desk lamp television knife 

{ l.0 1.0 0.6 0.5 0 0 } freezing= -+-+-+-+-+-
-1 0 2 5 10 20 

It can be seen that they are different from those extracted from the entire modified 

Manchester Corpus. 

The adapted fuzzy sets were compared with those that were generated with a user's 

entire 34 weeks utterances using SOM. These fuzzy sets show the users' subjective 

preferences. Taking "aran" as an example again, the fuzzy sets obtained with the 

entire 34 weeks utterances are: 

{ 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.03 0 }fruit = --+--+--+---+---+----
apple pear peach banana tomato cucumber 
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fa . { 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0}rmture = --+--+--+--+----+--
bed desk table lamp television knife 

{ 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.0 0.0}hat= -+-+-+-+-
30 25 20 1.0 0 

. {1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.1 0 } freezmg= -+-+-+-+-+-
-1 0 2 5 10 20 

Fuzzy sets for "hot" from both groups are coherent. The self-adaptive mechanism 

therefore correctly captured the user's preference on the meanings of "hot". The 

negative example is the fuzzy sets for "furniture" from the two groups. The 

membership degrees of "table" and "desk" are quite different. The coherence between 

the two groups is, in average, 70.5%. 

6.4.4 Signalling System Establishing for Fuzzy Minimisation 

This set of experiments aims to evaluate whether the signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation approach is able to predict the most preferred sets of meanings given 

target words by different users in different scenarios. The experiments have two 

phases. In the first phase, the signalling system that stores the pair of utterances and 

the most preferred sets of meanings of target words within the utterances was 

established by using the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach. In the 

second phase, the obtained signalling system was used to predict the most preferred 

sets of meanings of target words for different users in different scenarios. 

The first phase involved three steps. In the first step, the modified Manchester corpus 

was used to create four users' corpora and a robot's corpus. The SOM based lexical 

vagueness modelling approach was then used to generate the fuzzy sets of meanings 

of words on each corpus obtained from the first step. In the third step, the signalling 

game based algorithm, as shown in Figure 5.8, was applied to generate the signalling 
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system of the fuzzy sets of meanings of words generated from the robot's corpus and 

the utterances in the users' corpora. 

The modified Manchester corpus contains approximately 759000 utterances from 12 

users, and each user's utterances are partitioned to 34 weeks. In average, the corpus 

within a week contains nearly 2000 utterances for an individual user. However, the 

2000 utterances within the corpus of a week do not always include the words that are 

often used in homecare (see Appendix B). In fact, an individual user's one week 

corpus, each of such words only occurs a few times (the numbers of occurrences are 

less than I 0) in each week so that the convincing statistics of target words and their 

precise meanings for an individual user in a specific scenario cannot be able to be 

generated. Therefore, the modified Manchester corpus needs to be re-partitioned to 

relatively larger corpora in order to generate the convincing statistics of target words 

and their precise meanings for both users and the robot. 

In order to re-partition the entire modified Manchester corpus, the number of users 

needs to be decided first. As it has been mentioned in Section 6.3.3, users who come 

from the same area may have the similar linguistic knowledge and the similar real 

world knowledge because they have the similar culture (Smith and Mackie, 1999 ). In 

the experiments, the users are expected to have different linguistic knowledge and 

different real knowledge so that they are set to come from different areas. As a virtual 

setting, the areas that the users come from were set to be "East", "West", "North" and 

"South" respectively, in the experiment. Therefore, the number of users was set to 4 

in the experiment. In order to partition an individual user's corpus to different 

scenarios, the number of scenarios also needs to be decided. Because the meanings of 

some target words such as "fruit", "vegetable", "hot", "freezing", "warm" and "cool" 

are changed seasonally, the scenarios were set to be "Spring", "Summer", "Autumn" 

and "Winter" respectively. Therefore, the number of scenarios was set to four in the 

experiment. 
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Once the number of users and the number of scenarios have been decided, the corpus 

creation and partition approach introduced in Section 5.3 was used to re-partition the 

entire modified Manchester corpus to four corpora of individual users and a robot's 

corpus. The target words in the modified Manchester corpus were first annotated with 

precise meanings using the process introduced in Section 6.3.3. The utterances in the 

modified Manchester corpus were then clustered using the standard k-means 

algorithm, as explained in Section 5.3. The parameter k is set to be equal to the 

number of the target words shown in Appendix B, that is, 26. Each cluster of 

utterances was further randomly partitioned to five classes. The numbers of utterances 

(about 5830 utterances in each class) in the classes are almost equal. To construct a 

corpus for an individual user or the robot, for each cluster a class of utterances is 

randomly selected. Once the users' corpora and the robot's corpus were created, each 

of the corpora is randomly partitioned to four smaller corpora to represent four 

different scenarios. There are 4 7 400 utterances to be included in each scenario in each 

user's (or the robot's) corpus. The numbers of occurrences of almost target words are 

therefore greater than 50 in each scenario in each user's (or the robot's) corpus. 

The SOM based lexical vagueness modelling algorithm was applied to generate the 

fuzzy sets of meanings of words for different users in different scenarios. The 

obtained fuzzy sets of meanings of words represent the user's knowledge about 

words' meanings in specific scenarios. The SOM based lexical vagueness modelling 

algorithm was also applied to generate the fuzzy sets of meanings of words from 

different class of texts in the robot's corpus. The obtained fuzzy sets of meanings of 

words represent the robot's knowledge about words' meanings in specific scenarios. 

In the third step, the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach described in 

Section 5.4 was applied to establish the signalling system based on the users' and the 

robot's corpora. The signalling system is in the form of a table that records the users, 
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the scenarios, the target words, the index of the utterances containing the target words 

within utterances, and the fuzzy sets of meanings of target words generated from the 

robot's corpora. 

Table 6.6 gives an example of the signalling systems. Taking the first row of Table 

6.6 as an example, "ul" in the first column represents the user 1 who was set to be 

from the "East"; "sl" in the second column represents scenario 1, that is, "Spring" , 

"fruit" in the third column is the target word; "utter.1.1.4" in the fourth column 

represents the index of the utterance including the target word "fruit", that is, "can 

you bring some fruits to me?", where the leftmost "l" in "utter.1.1.4" represents user 

1, the "l" in the middle of"utter.1.1.4" represents scenario 1, and the rightmost "4" in 

"utter.1.1.4" represents the offset of the address that the utterance stored in; the 

utterances in the signalling are represented as the form of vectors such as ['can', 

'you', 'bring', 'a', 'glass', 'of, 'water', 'to', 'me']; and the fifth column "f.1.1.4" 

represents the fuzzy set of meanings of the target word "fruit", namely [[ apple 1.0] 

[pear 1.0] [peach 0.9] [banana 0.8]] meaning{~+___!_:Q_+~+ O.S }·
apple pear peach banana 

Table 6.6 Example of the signalling system 

ul sl fruit utter.1.1.4 f.1.1.4 

ul s4 furniture utter.1.4.2 f.1.4.2 

u3 s2 hot utter.3.2.10 f.3.2.10 

u2 sl freezing utter.2.1.27 f.2.1.27 

In the second phase, the obtained signalling system was then used to predict the most 

preferred sets of meanings of target words within users' utterances. The second phase 

involved two steps. A vector was first established to represent the user, the scenario 

and the input utterance. The vector is represented as the form of [ user, scenario, 

utterance]. The utterance is also represent by a vector with the form of ['w 1', 'w2' , ... , 
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'wn'], where 'w1', 'w2', ... , 'w0 ' represents the words contained in the utterance. 

Taking Figure 6.18 as an example, the user is ul meaning "the user from East", the 

scenario is sl meaning "Spring" and the user's utterance is "can you bring a glass of 

hot water to me?". The vector of the utterance "can you bring a glass of hot water to 

me" sent by the user ul in the scenario sl is ['ul', 'sl', ['can', 'you', 'bring', 'a', 

'glass' 'of 'water' 'to' 'me']]' , ' ' . 

6.4.5 Fuzzy Minimisation 

The obtained vector was then used retrieve the fuzzy set of precise meanings of a 

target word within an utterance within an utterance sent by a user in a specific 

scenario. The fuzzy set of the precise meanings of a target word was predicted by 

using following process: 

Step 1: establishing a vector to represent the user, the scenario and the utterance sent 

by the user in the specific scenario. 

Step 2: using the first element and the second element of the vector to find the rows 

the users and the scenarios ofwhich match these elements. 

Step 3: using the cosine similarity to compare the similarity of the input utterance and 

the utterance recorded in the signalling system. 

Step 4: the utterance in the signalling system that maximises the cosine similarity will 

be selected as the most similar utterance to the input utterance. 

Step 5: retrieving the fuzzy set of meanings that corresponding the selected utterance 

from the signalling system. 

Step 6: assigning the selected fuzzy set of meanings to the target word contained in 

the input utterance. 

Taking the utterance "can you give me some fruits?" in Figure 6.18 as an example, 

the vector of the utterance was established as ['ul ', 's1 ', ['can', 'you', 'bring', 'a', 

'glass', 'of, 'water', 'to', 'me']]. The first element 'ul' and the second element 's1' 
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of the vector were first used to find the rows the users and the scenarios of which 

match these elements. The cosine similarity was then used to compare the similarity 

of the input utterance and the utterance that corresponds to the utterance index 

recorded in the signalling system. Because the cosine similarity of utterance 

"utter.1.1.4" meaning "can you bring some fruits to me?" in the signalling system and 

input utterance is 1, "utter.1.1 .4" was then selected as the most similar utterance to the 

input utterance. The fuzzy set of precise meanings "f.1.1.4" corresponding to 

"u.1.1.4" was retrieved from the signalling system. The fuzzy set of precise meanings 

[[apple 1.0] [pear 1.0] [peach 0.9] [banana 0.8]] meanmg 

1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 } th ~ d{--+--+--+--- was ere1ore assigne to "fruit" within the 
apple pear peach banana 

utterance "can you bring some fruits to me?" sent by the user u 1 in the scenario s1. 

Figures 6.18 to 6.22 give examples of the most preferred set of meanings predicted by 

using the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach. The users, the 

scenarios, the utterances sent users, the precise meanings encoded in the utterances 

and the predicted the most preferred set of meanings were shown in the diagrams. 

Taking Figure 6.18 again as an example, the meanings encoded in the utterance "can 

you bring some fruits to me?" sent by the user ul in the scenario s 1 are "apple", 

"pear", "peach" and "banana", and their membership degree are 1.0, 0.9, 0.8 and 0.5 

respectively. The most preferred set of meanings predicted by the signalling game 

based fuzzy minimisation approach are "apple", "pear", "peach" and "banana", and 

their membership degree are 1.0, 1.0, 0.9 and 0.8. The meanings selected by the 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach covers all the meanings encoded 

in the utterance sent by the user, and there is no additional meanings to be predicted. 

Furthermore, the membership degrees of precise meanings are also coherent in both 

fuzzy sets. The robot is therefore able to provide the reliable service to the user in this 

case. 
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On the other hand, the most preferred set of meanings predicted by the signalling 

game based fuzzy minimisation approach can not always cover the meanings sent by 

the user. 

>>> 
please 5elecc a U5er 
ul 
you select:u: 
please 5elecc a sce!"!ario 
sl 
~,c·J. ~elect: sl 
please encer a utcerance 
can you bring some fruits to me? 
-che user is going to convey:. [ [apple 1. O] [pe.ar O. 9} [pea:::~ (). 8] [banana O.5] J 
sense; [!apple 1.0Jtpear 1.0J[peach O.S]Ibanana 0.8JI 

Figure 6.18 The most preferred set of meanings predicted for the word "fruit" in the 

utterance "can you bring some fruits to me?" sent by the user u 1 in the scenario s 1 

For example, as shown in Figure 6.19, the user u4 encoded a set of meanings "pear", 

"peach" and "strawberry" with their membership degrees into the utterance "can you 

give me some fruit?" in scenario s3. The meanings of "fruit" predicted by the 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach include "apple", "pear" and 

"peach". The predicted meanings do not cover the meanings that are expected to 

delivery to the robot from a user, because "strawberry" was missed in the predicted 

set of meanings. 

>>> •••-=·-=·===-=,==-===·==-=~=a=====-=:==== RESTART =-=============:==,==-====:==::;=:== 

>» 
please select a user 
u4 
it•ou .selecc:u4 
please select a scenario 
s3 
yo.J select s3 
p:.ease enter a uttera-"lce 
can you give n-.e some fruits? 
the user is going co convey: I [pea:r 1.0J {peach 0.8] '[st:rawberry 0.5] J 
~en,5e: [!appJ.e 1.0J{pea.r LO]!peach 0,71] 

Figure 6.19 The most preferred set of meanings predicted for the word "fruit" in the 

utterance "can you give me some fruits?" sent by the user u4 in the scenario s3 
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The average coverage of the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach is 

81% when the fuzzy minimisation approach was tested on all the users' corpora. The 

most preferred set of meanings predicted also includes an additional meaning "apple". 

The additional meanings would lead to the additional cost of the robot since the robot 

needs to take additional actions such as "put the apple back to the fridge" in such 

cases. The inverse additional cost of the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation 

approach is 84% when the fuzzy minimisation approach was tested on all the users' 

corpora. 

>>> ====,==:=·======·======,====-==-=========- RE STAilT =======:.:.===-,_;::;=:====:;;_-=====---== 
>>> 
please select a user 
ul 
you .sele:ct:u:1 
please select a scenario 
.!1'4 
you :seleci:.:!!1'4 

please enter a Utterance 
can you :rearrange my bedroom furn:i.i:;u:re? 
t:he user is going tc convey:[[c:iair 1.0]{desk l,O)It:able Cl.SJ[t:elevis::.on 0.5!] 
sen:se: [[chair 1.0][desk O.Bl[table 0,8)] 

Figure 6.20 The most preferred set of meanings predicted for the word "furniture" in 

the utterance "can you rearrange my bedroom furniture?" by the user u 1 in the 

scenario s4 

>>> 
p~ease select a user 
u3 
you .::1elect:u3 
please select a scenario 
s2 
you select s.2 
please enter, a 'L:Cterance 
ea.:-, I i-,ave a glass of hot wate:::? 
th.e user is going to convey:[[50 :.,0]!25 l.0}[20 0,8l!15 0.5J} 
sense: [ [35 l.O] [20 O.S] [l.O O,S,]J 

Figure 6.21 The most preferred set of meanings predicted for the word "hot" in the 

utterance "can I have a glass of hot water" sent by the user u3 in the scenario s2. 
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>>> ===-=====-===-==--=...-===--==== RESTART ===-===-==-=-==-===-=-=-
>>> 
please select a user 
u2 
you select:u2 
please select a scenario 
sl 
you aelect al 
please enter a utterance 
can you make the :fridge to be more freezing? 
the uaer is going to convey: I[-2 l,OJ[-1 1.0![0 0.8][1 0,51J 
sense: { [-2 l.OJ [-1 O.SJ (O 0.8]] 

Figure 6.22 The most preferred set of meanings predicted for the word "freezing" in 

the utterance "can you make the fridge to be more freezing?" sent by the user u2 in 

the scenario s1 

6.5 Analysis of Experimental Results 

6.5.l RL based PoS Tagger 

The accuracy and the speed of RL based PoS tagger are also evaluated. The 

performance of the RL based PoS tagger is also compared to the CE tagger and the 

BT tagger by using those two measurements: the accuracy and the speed oftagging. 

0.906 
0.905 

~ 0.904 
~ 0.903 
8 0.902 
< 0.901 

0.9 
0.899 

RL CE 

Taggers 

Accuracy of PoS taggers 

BT 

Figure 6.23 Accuracies of PoS taggers: RL based PoS tagger, CB tagger and BT 

tagger. 
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The accuracies of the RL tagger, the CE tagger and the BT tagger are illustrated in 

Figure 6.23 The accuracy of the RL tagger is 0.904, the accuracy of the BT tagger is 

0.905 and the accuracy of the CE tagger is 0.901. The BT tagger outperforms than the 

RL tagger and the CE tagger, because the BT tagger has a backward reasoning 

mechanism so that the BT tagger can collect more contextual information to aid the 

PoS tagging. 

0.003 

f 0.0025 

§ 0.002 

~ 0.0015 

1 0.001 
~ 0.0005 

0 

RL CE 

Taggers 

Speed of Tagger (Second Per Pass) 

BT 

Figure 6.24 Speed of PoS taggers 

On the other hand, as illustrated in Figure 6.24, the speed of BT tagger is much slower 

than the RL tagger and the CE tagger. The RL tagger outperforms the CE tagger and 

the BT tagger. Therefore, the RL tagger is considered as the most appropriate PoS 

tagger in this study, because the training data set is large enough so that the accuracy 

of the RL tagger is close to the best PoS tagger, namely the BT tagger, and the speed 

of the RL tagger is much faster than the BT tagger. 
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6.5.2 Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

Accuracy and speed is used to measure the performance of the feature based lexical 

ambiguity handling system. The feature based lexical ambiguity handling system is 

evaluated on Manchester corpus. MI based lexical ambiguity handling system 

developed by Resnik (1993) and the NB based lexical ambiguity handling system 

developed by Le et al. (2005) are also evaluated on Manchester corpus as referential 

systems. 

The accuracies of those lexical ambiguity handling systems are shown in Figure 6.25. 

The experimental results show that the feature based lexical ambiguity handling 

module (85.3%) developed in this study outperforms than the other two lexical 

ambiguity handling systems (MI with 84.2%, Le' system with 83.3%). The speed of 

those lexical ambiguity handling systems is illustrated in Figure 6.26. The speed of 

the MI based lexical ambiguity handling system outperforms than the feature based 

lexical ambiguity handling module and Le' system. The MI based lexical ambiguity 

handling system pre-defined the relationship between content words according the 

selectional preference of content words, while the probability of occurrence of a 

sequence of meanings and the effect of topical features on a word's meanings is not 

considered. Therefore, the computational time cost on the collection of semantic 

features is avoided. Le' system needs to collect the topical semantic features. The 

topical semantic features require that Le' system traverses the entire text that contains 

the target word. Therefore, the computational time cost is higher than the other lexical 

ambiguity handling systems. The feature based lexical ambiguity handling module 

needs to consider the probability of occurrence of a sequence of meanings, while the 

topical semantic features are ignored. Therefore, the computational time cost of the 

feature based lexical ambiguity handling module is higher than the MI based lexical 

ambiguity handling system and is less than Le' system. 
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Accuracy of Lexical Ambiguity Handling System 

Feature Based Lexical Ml Le's System 
Ambiguity Handling 

Lexical Ambiguity Handling System 

>, 

0.855 

0.85 -1---

0.845 -1--~ 

e o.84 -1--...., 

::s 
(.) 

~ 
0.835 

0.83 

0.825 

0.82 

Figure 6.25 Evaluation of performance of three lexical ambiguity handling systems, 

where MI is the MI based lexical ambiguity handling system developed by 

Resnik(l 993), and Le' system is the NB based lexical ambiguity handling system 

developed by Le et al. (2005). 

Because the length of window for constructing contextual feature vectors effect on the 

accuracy of the lexical ambiguity handling system, the accuracy with different lengths 

of contextual feature vectors are also examined in this set of experiments. The 

experimental result is shown in Figure 6.27. The result reported that the feature based 

lexical ambiguity handling module achieves the best accuracy when the window's 

length is I 0. The performance of the lexical ambiguity handling system will be 

decreased with increasing the length of the window if the length of the window is 

greater than 10. The number of contextual features in contextual feature vectors also 

effect on the accuracy of the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module, 

relatively less contextual features and relatively more contextual features will also 

decrease the performance, as shown in Figure 6.28. The experimental result reported 

that the best number of contextual features is two. Therefore, the top 2 ranking 

contextual features of a word on PMI score are selected to constitute the contextual 

feature vector of a target word. 
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Speed of lexical Ambiguity Handling System 
(Second Per Pass) 

0.014 7 

_ 0.012 +------------------
't:I5 0.01 
~ 0.008 ;------------------

CJ) 
:; 0.006 

~ 0.004 
c. 

CJ) 0.002 -i--~ 

0 +----

Feature Based Lexical Ml Le's System 
Ambiguity Handling 

Lexical Ambiguity Hanlding System 

Figure 6.26 Speed of the three lexical ambiguity handling system 

0. 855 
0.85 

>-- 0. 845 
u 
~ 0.84 
::l
8 0.835 
< 0.83 

0.825 
0.82 

N=6 N=8 N=l0 
Length of Window 

Accuracy and Length of Window 

N=l2 N=l4 

Figure 6.27 Accuracy of the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module with 

different length of the window for contextual feature vectors 
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Accuracy Versus The Number of Contextual Features 

0.854 

>, 
(.) 

~ 0.846 
:::i8 0.844 
<t: 0.842 

0.84 

0.838 
0.836 

0.852 -+-------
0.85 +------

0.848 +------

2 3 4 5 

Number of Contextual Features 

Figure 6.28 Accuracy of the feature based with different number of contextual 

features 

6.5.3 Adaptive Lexical Vagueness Modelling 

Figure 6.17 to 6.22 show that the SOM based lexical vagueness modelling is able to 

generate the fuzzy sets of meanings of target words. The fuzzy sets that have been 

given at the end of Section 6.3.3 show that the truncated gradient algorithm is able to 

approximate the fuzzy sets of meanings for individual users. 

Those fuzzy sets shown in Section 6.3 .3 describe the same order of a user's 

preference on meanings. However, the membership degrees of the same meaning in 

the predicted fuzzy sets and the exact fuzzy sets (if we suppose that the exact fuzzy 

sets of meanings are derived from the 34 weeks utterances) are numerically different. 

The numerical difference of membership degrees in the above case is derived from 

the difference of the size of training data sets and probably is not the real difference 

between those two fuzzy sets. In this sense a novel measurement, called preference 

order coherence on fuzzy sets, is therefore used to evaluate the performance of 

truncated gradient algorithm. Preference order coherence on fuzzy sets evaluates the 

performance of truncated gradient algorithm through comparing the preference order 
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between the predicted fuzzy sets and the exact fuzzy sets, because a robot usually 

needs to consider the preference order of meanings rather than the meanings' 

membership degrees when the robot provides a service to a user. 

The preference order coherence on fuzzy sets is then used to evaluate the truncated 

gradient algorithm by comparing the fuzzy sets predicted by the algorithm to the exact 

fuzzy sets generated by the SOM. Figure 6.29 illustrates the preference order 

coherence on fuzzy sets scores of the truncated gradient algorithm running on the 

utterances from 1 week to 16 weeks. The experimental results report that around 70% 

consistency has been achieved during the first 16 weeks training. There is also around 

30% out of all pairs of meanings which order relationships are not consistent between 

the predicted fuzzy set and the exact fuzzy set. The experimental results also show 

that the preference order coherence on fuzzy sets increases with the size of training 

data set, that is, the consistency between the predicted fuzzy sets and the exact fuzzy 

sets increase with the size of training data set. However, the more consistency means 

that more time cost is needed for the self-adaptive mechanism. Therefore, a trade-off 

between the consistency and time cost needs to be studied in further works. 

6.5.4 Fuzzy Minimisation 

There are six approaches that are evaluated in the experiments, namely max 

membership principle, centroid methods, the signalling based fuzzy minimisation and 

three J,.,-cut methods where /4 is equal to 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0 respectively. The 

experimental results of average coverage and inverse additional cost tests on those 

methods are shown in Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 respectively. 
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Figure 6.29 Preference order coherence on fuzzy sets of the truncated gradient 

algorithm for fuzzy sets updating 
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Figure 6.30 Coverage of fuzzy minimisation and defuzzification approaches 

According to Figure 6.30, 0.5 - cut has the best perfomrnnce on average coverage, 

and the signalling based fuzzy minimisation is a little bit worse than 0.5 - cut but 
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outperforms than other methods. The perfomrnnce of the signalling based fuzzy 

minimisation that is worse than 0.5-cut possibly derived from the signalling based 

fuzzy minimisation provides the more strict constraints on selecting the most 

appropriate set of meanings to response the user than 0.5 - cut ; because 0.5 - cut 

selects all the meanings which membership degrees are greater than or equal to 0.5 as 

the most appropriate meanings to response the user, while the signalling based fuzzy 

minimisation considers the probability of meanings occurring with the user's 

utterance and the membership degrees of meanings with respect to the target word 

contained in the user's utterance. 

According to Figure 6.31, the max membership principle has the best performance on 

inverse additional cost. The inverse additional cost of the max membership is 0.87. 

The inverse additional cost of the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is 0.84, 

which is worse than the max membership principle but outperforms than other 

methods. The reason of signalling game based fuzzy minimisation that is worse than 

max membership principle on inverse additional cost is, the max membership 

principle always randomly selects the meaning with max membership so that there are 

rarely additional meanings are selected by the max membership principle. 

According to Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31, the best approach is the signalling game 

based fuzzy minimisation if the trade-off between coverage and inverse additional 

cost is seeking. The worst approach is the centroid method, because the centroid 

method is not able to deal with the cases that the meanings are discrete. The 

performances of those A - cut approaches are closed to the signalling game based 

fuzzy minimisation. However, A - cut approaches that defuzzified a fuzzy set to a 

crisp set are not able to reflect the user's preference on meanings so that A- cut 

approaches may not be appropriate for the scenario of human and service robot 

interactions. 
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Figure 6.31 Inverse additional cost of fuzzy Minimisation and defuzzification 

approaches. 

6.6 Summary 

This chapter first introduced the integration of the techniques developed in this 

research in order to build a lexical uncertainty handling system. The experiments were 

then carried out for the modules within the lexical uncertainty handling system. The 

experimental results show that the system is able to handle the lexical uncertainty 

within the communication between robots and their users. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

The aim of this research is to develop lexical vagueness handling techniques to enable 

service robots to understand their users' utterances. 

Previous studies in NLP consider lexical ambiguity as the main problem in natural 

language understanding rather than lexical vagueness. However, lexical vagueness is 

obviously an obstacle in HRI because the robots need to precisely understand their 

users' utterances in the fonn of natural language in order to provide reliable services 

to their users. Traditionally, defuzzification methods are employed to predict precise 

meanings from fuzzy sets of the meanings of words. The obtained meanings of words 

can be "over" precise for the service robots in HRI. The "over" precise meanings of 

words can cause that the robots failed to provide the reliable services to their users. 

Therefore, defuzzification methods are not robust to the service robots to understand 

their users' utterances. 

An integrated system for lexical vagueness handling is proposed in this research in 

order to enable the robots to precisely understand their users' utterances. The 

integrated system consists of two blocks: the block of lexical ambiguity handling and 

the block of lexical vagueness handling. The block of lexical ambiguity handling is 

used to remove syntactic ambiguity and lexical ambiguity at first. The block of lexical 

vagueness handling then is used to model and remove lexical vagueness. The block of 

lexical ambiguity handling has four components: the semantic context memory, the 

RL based PoS tagger, the contextual feature collector, and the similarity based 

meaning selection mechanism. The block of lexical vagueness handling contains three 

components including lexical vagueness modelling, self-adaptive mechanism and 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation. 

The integrated system needs to be fed by the PoS tag and meaning annotated corpora 

at first. The fruited integrated system then can be used to handle lexical ambiguity and 
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lexical vagueness. Once a user's utterance is raised, the RL based PoS tagger together 

with the semantic context memory are first used to remove the syntactic ambiguity 

from the words in the utterance. The words in the utterance are annotated with PoS 

tags at this stage. The contextual feature collector then establishes the contextual 

feature vector for the target word within the PoS tagged utterance. The similarity 

based meaning selection mechanism together with the semantic context memory is 

then used to predict the most appropriate imprecise meaning to the target word. The 

SOM based lexical vagueness modelling module is then used to construct the fuzzy 

set of the meanings of the target word according to the imprecise meaning and its 

context. The fuzzy set of the meanings of the target word can be personalised by the 

self-adaptive mechanism. The signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is then used 

to predict the user's preferred set of meanings to the target word. The robots is 

therefore can provide the reliable services to their users based on the predicted user's 

preferred sets of meanings of words contained in the users' utterances. 

7.1 Conclusion 

The conclusions are summarised as follow: 

a) As shown in Section 3.3, a RL based PoS tagger was developed for removing 

the syntactic ambiguity from the words in users' utterances in this research. The RL 

based PoS tagger was training by the PoS tags annotated corpus together with the 

meanings in the semantic context memory which has been introduced in Section 3.2. 

As shown in Section 6.4.1 and 6.5 .1, the semantic context memory can lead to the 

improvement of the accuracy of the PoS tagger, because the PoS tags that cause the 

incorrect predictions of meanings are removed by the semantic context memory. The 

evaluation of the RL based PoS tagger show that the accuracy of the tagger is 

acceptable and outperforms the best sequential PoS tagger that is, CE. The speed of 

the RL based PoS tagger is also acceptable for HRI. 

b) A feature based lexical ambiguity handling module was developed in this 

research, as given in Section 3.4. The experimental results reported in Section 6.4.2 

and 6.5.2, show that the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module is able to 

predict the most appropriate meanings to target words in users' utterances. The 
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accuracy and the speed of the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module are 

acceptable for HRI. 

c) The SOM based lexical vagueness modelling module that is introduced in 

Chapter 4 is able to construct the fuzzy sets of meanings of words in terms of 

utterances. The self-adaptive mechanism utilises a truncated gradient algorithm to 

adapt the fuzzy sets of meanings to individual users. As shown in Section 6.4.3 and 

6.5.3, the experimental results show that the self-adaptive mechanism can adequately 

approximate the fuzzy sets of meanings of words for individual users. 

d) The signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach, as presented in 

Chapter 5, was employed to predict the meanings of words and the users' preference 

on the meanings according to the users' utterances and the scenarios the users stand in. 

As shown in Section 6.4.4, 6.4.5 and 6.5.4, the experimental results show that the 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation is able to predict the users' preferred set of 

meanings in different scenarios. The reliable services can be therefore provided by the 

service robots according to their users' utterances. 

7.2 Contributions 

7.2.1 Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

The accuracy of lexical ambiguity handling relies on the accuracy of PoS tagging. In 

previous researches, PoS taggers predict a PoS tags to a word based on the context of 

the word including the words adjacent the word and their PoS tags. The PoS tags that 

lead to incorrect meanings of words would be predicted as the most appropriate PoS 

tags to words by using these PoS taggers. This research established a semantic context 

memory to characterise the relationships among meanings of words. The RL based 

PoS tagger developed in this research utilised the meanings of words and their 

relationships stored in the semantic context memory to guide the process of PoS 

tagging, according to the findings in psychology of syntactic process and semantic 

process. The incorrect prediction of PoS tags on some words (especially content 

words) is therefore avoided. 
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In previous researches, the meanings of words are predicted through comparing the 

similarity of the context of words within utterances and the context of words within 

sense inventory. A context of a word, however, may also indicate multiple meanings. 

The prediction of meanings of words, therefore, would be incorrect. This research 

also used the relationships among meanings stored in semantic context memory to 

guide lexical ambiguity handling. The accuracy of the lexical ambiguity handling is 

therefore improved in this research. 

7.2.2 Lexical Vagueness Handling 

Most of previous works focused on lexical ambiguity handling. The robots are 

impossible to precisely understand their users' utterances. Therefore, the reliable 

services are difficult to be provided by the robots to their users. This research 

developed a lexical vagueness handling approach to enable the robots to precisely 

understand their users' utterances. The reliable services can be therefore provided by 

the robots. 

Previous researches on lexical vagueness modelling/fuzzy set generation ignore to 

explain why the lexical vagueness arising on words. This research employed the SOM 

based lexical vagueness modelling approach to attempt to give an answer to the 

question. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is also employed in this research to 

automatically generate the membership degrees of meanings of words from the 

statistics of meanings and words, while most of previous works generate the 

membership degrees of meanings by using intuitive methods. 

Defuzzification methods used in previous works predict a single meaning or a crisp 

set of meanings to a word. The service robots are not able to be aware of the users' 

alternative meanings or their preferences on meanings by using defuzzification 

methods. The reliable services therefore cannot be achieved. This research developed 

the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach to predict the most 

appropriate set of meanings of words within users' utterances. The users' preferences 

on the meanings can be also predicted by the fuzzy minimisation approach. The 

reliable services can be then provided by the robots in terms of the users' utterances. 
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Furthermore, defuzzification methods only considered the robots as the decision 

maker in the fuzzy minimisation. However, the users also affect the robots' decision 

on selecting the most preferred sets of meanings to response the users' utterances. The 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach take into account of the users and 

the robots in fuzzy minimisation. The preferred sets of meanings selected by the 

robots are therefore adaptive to individual users. 

7.3 Further Work 

Further work may focus on improving the performance of the proposed lexical 

uncertainty handling system and developing humanoid mechanism of language 

processing. 

7.3.1 PoS tagging 

The RL based PoS tagger does not always predict the correct PoS tags to words. The 

incorrect predictions of PoS tags of words will lead to the errors arising lexical 

ambiguity handling. Therefore, the RL based PoS tagger needs to be improved in 

further research. Most of incorrect predictions of PoS tags come from collocation, 

because the PoS tags of some words would be changed in collocation. For example, 

"about" in "turn about" is a part of the noun phrase "turn_about", while the PoS 

tagger always incorrectly predicts the PoS tag of "about" as preposition. A automatic 

mechanism to identify the PoS tags of such words needs to be developed. 

The RL based PoS tagger was fed by the PoS tagged and meanings annotated corpus. 

However, human beings acquire the context of words and the meanings of words prior 

to the PoS tags, according to the process of the development of human beings' 

language. Therefore, further research will be needed to find a systemic way to feed 

the RL based PoS tagger without PoS tagged annotated corpus. To achieve the aim, 

the statistical approaches inspired by neural mechanism of syntax would be a 

direction. 
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Furthermore, defuzzification methods only considered the robots as the decision 

maker in the fuzzy minimisation. However, the users also affect the robots' decision 

on selecting the most preferred sets of meanings to response the users' utterances. The 

signalling game based fuzzy minimisation approach take into account of the users and 

the robots in fuzzy minimisation. The preferred sets of meanings selected by the 

robots are therefore adaptive to individual users. 
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Further work may focus on improving the performance of the proposed lexical 

uncertainty handling system and developing humanoid mechanism of language 

processing. 
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the RL based PoS tagger without PoS tagged annotated corpus. To achieve the aim, 

the statistical approaches inspired by neural mechanism of syntax would be a 

direction. 
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7.3.2 Lexical Ambiguity Handling 

The performance of the feature based lexical ambiguity handling module relies on the 

RL based PoS tagger, the training corpus and the semantic similarity metric for 

searching meaning in semantic context memory. The improvement of the 

performance of the RL based PoS tagger is a way to improve the accuracy of the 

feature based lexical ambiguity handling module, as discussed in Section 7.3.1. 

Another way is to acquire an appropriate training corpus. Empirical studies on the 

training corpus will be needed in further work. The other way to improve the 

performance of the lexical ambiguity handling is to find out the best semantic 

similarity metric to predict the meaning of a word based on a sense inventory. Further 

research will be needed to determine the best semantic similarity metric. 

7.3.3 Lexical Vagueness Handling 

The service robots usually provide services to their individual users. The self-adaptive 

mechanism developed in this research is able to adapt the fuzzy sets of meanings to 

individual users in 16 weeks. However, the period of training the self-adaptive 

mechanism is relatively long. Further research will be needed to find a way to adapt 

the fuzzy sets of meanings to individual users in a relatively short period. 

In order to handle lexical vagueness, the signalling game based fuzzy minimisation 

approach was developed in this research. The signalling game based fuzzy 

minimisation approach generates the signalling system between the users' utterances 

and the preferred sets of meanings in a one-shot game, while the signalling system 

between the users' utterances and the preferred sets of meanings actually is generated 

by a repeated game, as shown in Figure 5.5. Therefore, introducing the repeated 

signalling game in fuzzy minimisation will be needed in further research. 
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APPENDIX A 
ADDITIONAL UTTERANCES 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor· 

'MOT: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

Thomas, are you so-ing to help Mummy to thesefruits? _21699 _25182_ 

n:proplThomas v:auxlbe&PRES prolyou vlgo-PROG in~to vlhelp n:proplMummy vlhang detlthis nlwashmg ptllout' 

Nin+Nin. _28328_29895_ 

n:proplNin+Nin . 

yes. _29640_30302_ 

colyes. 

wash[/] wash . [+ 1]_30186_3 I 823_ 

nlwash. 

washing that-'is right. _31614_34017 _ 

nlwashing pro:demlthat n-cllvlbe&3S adjlright, 

you know the washing we did earlier on it need-es hang-ing up. _39868_ 43491_ 

can you point out which fruit is sweet?_44419 _ 46138_ 

v:auxlbe&PRES pro\you vlgo-PROG inflto vlhelp n:proplMummy? 

no. _47891_49272_ 

colno 

no._49075_50190_ 

aah do-es she have to do it on her own 1 _ 49923 _52442 _ 

co\aah *vldo-3S prolshe vlhave in~to vldo pro\it prep\on det:posslher adjlown? 

and then when it-1has been hung up we~1ve got some more to put in,. have~'ntwe? _55275_59141_ 

conj:coo\and advlthen wh:advlwhen prolit n-cllv:auxlhave&PRES v:aux\be&PERF vlhang&PERF prep\up pro\we n-cl\v:aux\have v'get&PERF 

qnlsome qn\more inflto vlput ptl\in v:aux\have v-cl\neglnot prolwe 1 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

is this Thomas-'s sleep+suit? _64516_66873_ 

v\be&3S pro:dem\this n:prop\Thomas- n-cllPOSS nlsleep+suit? 

no. _66525_67930_ 

co\no. 

what colour is it? _69300_7!088_ 

wh:detlwhat nlcolour vlbe&3S prolit? 

blue. 70821_7!865_ 

adjlblue . 

blue. _71633_72759_ 

adjlblue. 

a@sc this? _72423_73653_ 

colac pro:dem\this? 

blue.[+ SR] _73375_74338_ 

adjlblue. 

it-'is a quite a brisht blue. _74071_76753_ 

pro\it n-cllvlbe&JS det\a adv;intlquite detl• adJlbright adj\blue. 

no. _76498_77961_ 

colno. 

a@sc this? _77810_78866_ 

co\ac pro:demlthis? 

that-'is a vest. _78599_ 80387 _ 

pro:demlthat n-cl\v\be&3S detla n\vest. 

that-'is white. _7998!_81827_ 

pro:demlthat n-cllvlbe&3S adj\white. 

<me black>[?) . _81653_83580_ 

prolme adjlblack, 

white, _83278_8481 I 

ad,i\white. 
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*CHI: Nin+Nin. _84834_85751 

%xmor: n:proplNin+Nin. 

*MOT: yeah. _85728_86599_ 

¾xmor: colyeah . 

'CHI: what•'is this[= actually says wa'dis ?] ? _86297 _87539 _ 

%xmor: wh:prolwhat n•cllvlbe&3S pro:demlthis? 

'MOT: that·'is another vest. _87249_89002_ 

%xmor: pro:demlthat n•cllvlbe&3S detlanother nlvest. 

*MOT: all those are Thomas-'s vest-s. _88955_91533 

¾lCffior: qnlall detlthose vlbe&PRES n:proplThomas- n-cllPOSS nlvest-PL. 

'CHI: what-'is this[= actually says wa'dis ?] ? [+ SR] _94586_95770_ 

¾xmor: wh:prolwhat n-cl]v]be&3S pro:demlthis? 

'CHI: a@sc this? _95469_96560_ 

¾xmor: colac pro:demlthis? 

*CHI: a@sc this?[+ SR] _96374_97129_ 

%xmor: colac pro:demjthis ? 

'MOT: that-'is your face+cloth. _96850_98 l 74_ 

¾xmor: pro:demlthat n-cllvlbe&3S det:posslyour nlface+cloth . 

'MOT: who-'is on that? _98580_100205_ 

¾xmor: wh:prolwho n-cl]vlbe&3S preplon pro:demjthat? 

'CHI: a@sc wash, _100101_101401_ 

%xmor: co[ac nlwash . 

*MOT: yes you wash with it, _101529_102980_ 

¾lCffior: cojyes pro]you vjwash prepjwith pro]it. 

'MOT: would you like to put it in the basket, Thomas? 

'MOT: would you like to take the fruit and put it in the basket? 

*MOT: it-'is a vegetable, it-'is not real fruit 

*MOT- would you like to have some hot water? 

'MOT: but I think the orange, the pineapples and the lemons and the grapes grow in a hotter country 

*MOT: he could have(.) oranges and grapes and bananas and lemons because he-1is bring-ing them from hot country. 

*MOT: good boy. 

*MOT: you-1re a good boy, are-'nt you? 

'CHI: who-'isthatonthecorner? _102829_104489_ 

%xmor: wh:prolwho n-cllvJbe&3S pro:demjthat prepjon det]the n]corner? 

*CHI: Pooh+Bear. _105581_!06626_ 

¾lCffior: n:prop]Pooh+Bear, 

*MOT: Pooh+Bear. _106486_108007 _ 

%xmor: n:proplPooh+Bear. 

'CHI: bib. 109459 _111305_ 

¾xmor: n]bib . 

'MOT: the weather is wet. 111130_1 \2373_ 

%xmor: the room is dry . 

•MOT: would you like a cold beer, Thomas? _113696_116146_ 

%xmor: snow, ifs freezing. 

*MOT: would you like a cup of milk with little coffee? _I 16541_\ 19164_ 

%xmor: outside is bright 

'CHI: the fruit is sweet. 

%xmor: I have a tea party 

*CHI can you help me to make my room brighter? 

%xmor: the ground floor is dry . 

.,CHI: who made the ground floor to be wet? 

¾xmor: the beer sounds good. 

"MOT: the furniture on your right. 

o/oxmor: my room is warmer than outside 

*CHI: make the light to be dimmer, 

¾xmor: it is cold. 

*MOT: nice colour, soft, 127872_130995_ 

¾lCffior: what the steak would you like? medium or perfect? 

*CHI: how much coffee do you want? _130867_132133 _ 
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o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xm.or: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

adj[wet. 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾x.mor: 

•MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xrnor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

•CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

little. 

all done. _131935_133236_ 

qn[all v[do&PERF . 

well we-'ve not quite cleared[=? hung it] up yet., have we? _133259_135732_ 

co[well pro[we n-cl[v:aux[have neg[not adv[quite v[clear-PAST ptl[up adv[yet v:aux[have pro[we? 

now this is some of your trousers. _138263_141235_ 

co[now pro:dem[this v[be&3S qn[some prep[of det:poss[your n[trouser-PL. 

0 [=I making noises]. _139985_141309_ 

what-'is the matter,, is it dirty ? _141030_143039_ 

wh:pro[what n-cl[v[be&3S det[the n[matter v[be&3S pro[it adj[dirty? 

the bottom of the washing+basket. _142888_144385_ 

det[the n[bottom prep[of det[the n[washing+basket . 

is it dirty? _144351_145558_ 

v[be&3S pro[it adj[dirty? 

oh. _145256_147218_ 

co[oh. 

see you . _148414_149807 _ 

v[see pro[you. 

bye+bye. _149598_150376_ 

co[bye+bye . 

oh you-'ve got it on your head._150365_151990_ 

co[oh pro[you n-cl[v:aux[have v[get&PERF prolit prep[on det:poss[your nlhead . 

oh the bottom-'is a little bit dirty, Thomas. _152083_154428_ 

co[oh det[the n[bottom n-cl[v[be&3S det[a adj[little n[bit adj[dirty n:prop[Thomas. 

because we had it sit-ing on the grass earlier on and the grass is wet. _154335_158561_ 

conj:subor[because pro[we v[have&PAST pro[it visit-PROO prep[on det[the n[grass adj[early-CP prep[on conj:coo[and det[the n[grass v[be&3S 

oh[/] oh. _158892_164511_ 

co[oh. 

but your grade is average? _164256_167936_ 

the light is dim? 

and your sleep+suit is blue but that-'is a bright blue. _168366_172197_ 

conj:coo[and det:poss[your n[sleep+suit v[be&3S adj[blue prep[but pro:dem[that n-cl[v[be&3S det[a adj[bright adj[blue. 

and your t+shirt-'is a bright blue as well . _J 72035_174774_ 

conj:coo[and det:poss[your n[t+shirt n-cl[v[be&3S det[a adj[bright adj[blue prep[as adv[well. 

nearly all your clothes are blue, Thomas. _174577_177096_ 

adv[near-LY qn[all det:poss[your n[clothes v[be&PRES adj[blue n:prop[Thomas. 

what colour-'is the bib? _!80788_182820_ 

wh:det[what n[colour n-cl[v[be&3S det[the n[bib? 

bib.[+ I] _182704_184097_ 

n[bib. 

what colour-'is the coffee? _184608_!86791 

would you like a cup of hot water? 

Po. _187081_188776_ 

n:prop[Po. 

Po colour-ed? _188602_189554_ 

n:prop[Po v[colour-PAST? 

is it red? _189496_!90773_ 

v[be&3S proJit adj[red ? 

look it has red round the outside. _I 93931_197913_ 

vJlook pro[it v[have&3s adj[red prep[round det[the n[outside. 

there[?]. _198517_19934I_ 

pro:dem[thore . 

and the strap-s are red. _199202_201361_ 

conj:coo[and det[the n[strap-PL v[be&PRES adj[red. 

strap-s. [+ I] _201222_202569_ 

n[strap-PL . 

strap-s . _202337_203103_ 

Use less sauce to cook the pasta. 
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*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

'CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 

¾x.mor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

%err: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

%err: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor· 

"CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

the fruits are red. _203056_204728_ 

detithe nltie-PL vlbe&PRES adjlred. 

and it has two flower-sand a sun on it. _204519_208025 

conj:cooland prolit vlhave&3s numitwo nlflower-PL conj:cooland detla nlsun preplon prolit. 

see you. _210452_211868_ 

vlsee prolyou . 

oh bye+bye._211717_212658_ 

coloh coJbye+bye. 

are you get-ing in the washing+basket now? _212646_214782_ 

v:auxlbe&PRES prolyou vJget-PROG preplin detlthe nJwashing+basket advJnow? 

no+no. _214655_217360_ 

colno+no, 

who-'is at the door, Thomas? _221911_223745_ 

wh:prolwho n-cllvJbe&3S preplat detJthe nldoor n:proplThomas? 

oh _224407 _225533 

coloh. 

who-'is at the door try-ing to get in? _225324_227379_ 

wh prolwho n-cllvlbe&3S preplat detlthe nJdoor vitry-PROG innto vlget ptllin '! 

push[?]. _229167 _230421_ 

vlpush. 

this door. _230131_231582_ 

detithis nldoor . 

patio door. _233045_234101_ 

nlpatio nldoor . 

who-'is at the patio door? _234090_236! 80_ 

wh:prolwho n-cllvJbe&3S prepiat detithe nlpatio nJdoor? 

somebody-'is try-ing to get in the room to remove the furniture. _239291 _24 I 555_ 

pro:indensomebody n-cllv:auxlbe&3S vltry-PROG in~to vlget ptllin. 

who is it? _242530_243807_ 

wh:prolwho vlbe&3S prolit? 

what-'is this[= actually sayswa'dis ?] ? _243633_245015_ 

wh:prolwhat n-cllvlbe&JS pro:demlthis? 

who 0is [']this{= actually says who'dis ?) ? _244748_245839_ 

wh:prolwho pro:demlthis? 

Ois =is. 

who is it? _245607_246640_ 

wh:prolwho vlbe&3S prolit? 

who 0is [•] this[= actually says who'dis ?] ? _246396_247743_ 

wh:prolwho pro:deinlthis? 

Ois=is. 

a Bow . _248649 _ 25003 0 _ 

detla n:proplBow. 

it-'is a Bow. _249856_250622_ 

proiit n-cllvlbe&3S detla n:propJBow. 

is it Purdie? _250553_251923_ 

vlbe&3S prolit n:prop!Purdie? 

is she try-ing to come in? _251900_254465_ 

v:auxlbe&3S prolshe vjtry-PROG in~to vlcome ptllin? 

0 [=I screams]. _257914_260177_ 

now do-'nt squeal. _259992_261466_ 

col now v:auxldo v-cllneglnot vlsqueal . 

would you like a cup of tea? _26359\_265727_ 

I'd like a cup of green tea, 

I asked for a hot drink 

colhel lo colac n:proplBow. 

hello[/] hello Bow.[+ SR] _269570_276571_ 

colhello n:proplBow . 

are you say-ing hello to her through the glass? _282109 _284872_ 
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o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT· 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

v:auxlbe&PRES prOD'OU vlsay-PROG colhello prcplto prolher preplthrough detlthe nJglass? 

hello[/] hello Bow.[+ SR] _284593_287229_ 

colhello n:proplBow. 

Throw it into the green bin, and what's the brown bin'. _286834_289945_ 

where-'is our waste bin? _288297_289713 

wh:advJwhere n-cllvlbe&3S colac n:propJBow ? 

Bow. _292952_294926_ 

n:propJBow. 

0 [=I screams]. _29467!_296702_ 

do-'nt scream , Thomas . _ 296563 _29770 I_ 

v:auxldo v-cIJnegJnot vjscream n:prop[Thomas. 

it frighten-es her. _297689_298432_ 

proJit vlfrighten-3S proJher. 

just let her go. _298421_299384_ 

advjust vJ!et prolher vlgo 

aah. _300023_301126_ 

coJaah. 

come on. _300627_301091 

v[come ptllon . 

let-'us go and feed her. _30!079_302368 

vllet prol•'us vJgo conj:cooJand vJfeed proJher. 

ifyou-'rejust very quiet she-'11 stay longer. _303819_307093_ 

conj suborJifprojyou n-cllvJbe&PRES advLiust adv:int[very adjlquiet proJshe n-cljv:auxlwill vlstay adjllong-CP. 

XXX • _307639 _3 J 1807 _ 

now let-'usjust sit and watch the TV. _31]970_315139_ 

coJnow vllet prol-'us advuust vJsit conj:coo/and vlwatch prolher. 

what-'is she do-ing? _319175_320766_ 

wh:pro/what n-c1Jv:auxJbe&3S proJshe •vJdo-PROG? 

mmm nice. _320533_321938_ 

colmmm adjlnice. 

mmm nice. _321660 _323564_ 

co/mmm adjjnice. 

you sit on Mummy-'s knee and we-'11 Just watch her. _323877 _326362_ 

prolyou v[sit prep/on n:propJMummy- n-cl[POSS nJknee conj :cooJand prolwe n-clJv:auxJwill advLiust vJwatch prolher . 

@Comment: recording is not very clear. Mother sounds quite faint in parts and there is a lot of background noise at ci1is point. 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

•CHI: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

*MOT: 

%xmor; 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

Bow-'s food. _330286_331714_ 

n:propJBow- n•clJPOSS nJfood . 

Bow-'s food, was that? _332492_334791_ 

n:propJBow- n-cllPOSS nJfood v[be&PAST&JJS pro:dem[that? 

what did you say <Bow-', food> ["] ? _338181 _340433_ 

wh:projwhat v:auxjdo&PAST prolyou v[say n:proplBow- n-c!IPOSS nlfood? 

I like the sweet fruit. [+ SRJ_340166_:_341896_ 

n:propJBow- n-cllPOSS nlfood . 

Bow-'s food. _341664_343428_ 

n:prop!Bow- n-clJPOSS njfood . 

miaow@o. _343951_345437_ 

colmiaow. 

she-'has got a tray on the floor. _345402_347968_ 

pro/she n-c!Jv:auxJhave&PRES vJget&PERF detla nJtray prepJon detlthe n[floor, 

miaow@o. _347852_349245_ 

colmiaow, 

freezing water. _348722_349721_ 

one plate with fruit on it and one has crunchy apple . _349524_352995_ 

num[one nlplate prepJwith nJmeat prepJon proJit conj:cooland pro:inde~one vJhave&Js adjJcrunchy nJbiscuit-PL. 

vegetable . [+I] _3 51880_353030 _ 

nlmeat. 

Bow. _352670_354121 
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*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

•CHI: 

o/ox.mor: 

*CHI: 

%x.mor: 

'MOT: 

¾x.mor: 

'CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor; 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

¾err: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

PAST. 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

•CHI: 

¾xrnor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

•CHI: 

½xmor: 

'MOT: 

n:proplBow . 

Bow. [+SR]_35390!_355433_ 

n:proplBow . 

then she has a bowl ofwater,, does-'nt she? _35513 I _357685 

advlthen prolshe vlhave&3s det!a nlbowl preplof nlwater v:auxldo&3s v-cl lneglnot pro Ishe? 

just stand and watch her. _357569 _358997_ 

advUust vlstand conj:cooland vlwatch prolher. 

do-'nt go towards hernow. _358974_360321_ 

v:auxldo v-cllneglnot vlgo prepltowards pra!her advlnow. 

not when she-'is eat-ing, Thomas. _360507_362l 44_ 

neglnot wh:advlwhen prolshe n-cllv:auxlbe&JS vleat•PROG n:proplThomas . 

it will frighten her. _36l935_363200_ 

prolit v:auxlwill vlfrighten prolher. 

let-'usjust watch from here. _36299!_365000_ 

vllet prol•'us advUust vlwatch preplfrorn pro:demlhere. 

watch.[+ I] _36456!_365931_ 

vlwatch. 

let-'usjust watch her. _365803_367324_ 

vllet prol-'us advtiust vlwatch prolher . 

Bow. _368346_369890_ 

n:proplBow . 

Bow.[+ SR]_374627_375939_ 

n:proplBow . 

no you should-'nt have touched herthere. _37560!_378016_ 

colno prolyou v:auxlshould v-cllneglnot v:auxlhave vltouch-PAST prolher pro:demlthere. 

no+no. _377993_37985! 

colno+no. 

no. _379491_380745_ 

colno. 

no. [+SR]_380698_382417_ 

colno. 

no. _38l894_383067_ 

cojno. 

Bow-'s food, _383043_384692_ 

n:prop!Bow- n-cllPOSS nlfood. 

where 0has ['] a@sc Bow gone? _386329_387653_ 

wh:advlwhere colac n:prop!Bow vlgo&PERF? 

0has =has 

she-'has gone because you touch-ed her and she-'is frightened. _387490_390451 

prolshe n-cllv:auxlhave&PRES vlgo&PERF conj:suborlbecause prolyou v!touch-PAST pro!her conj:cooland proishe n-cllv:auxlbe&3S vlfrighten-

you were very gentle. _390671_391937_ 

prolyou vlbe&PAST adv:intjvery adjlgentle. 

you were-'nt rough with her. _391797 _393086_ 

prolyou v:auxlbe&PAST v-cllneglnot ad,ilrough preplwith prolher . 

but it still frighten-es her a little bit. _393005_394386_ 

conj:coolbut proJit advlstill vlfrighten-3S prolher detla adjllittle nlbit. 

aah. _394085_395315_ 

colaah. 

but you gave her a kiss,, did-'nt you? _394862_397010_ 

conj:coolbut prolyou vlgive&PAST projher detla nlkiss v:auxjdo&PAST v-cllneglnot prob,ou? 

did you give Purdie a kiss' _400087_401643_ 

v:auxldo&PAST prolyou vlgive n:prop!Purdie detla njkiss? 

0 [=I screams]. _40l398_403418_ 

a@sc Bow . _403 l 86 _ 404567 _ 

colac n:prop!Bow . 

a@sc Bow. [+SR]_404428_405752_ 

colac n:propJBow . 

let-'s have some drink. _ 405566_ 407389 _ 
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*CHI: Bow.[+ SR]_407493_409002_ 

%xmor: n:proplBow. 

*MOT: what's the yellow fruits?, Purdie, . _ 408480_ 409757 _ 

'CHI: miaow+miaow+miaow@o . _ 409637 _ 415663 

o/oxmor: colmiaow+rniaow+miaow . 

*MOT: now you must just watch, Thomas._416534_ 418925_ 

%xmor: advlnow proJyou v:auxlmust advuust vJwatch n:proprrhomas . 

*MOT: do you want to go up on your chair and sit on it and watch Purdie eat-ing? _ 418647 _422223_ 

%xmor: v:auxJdo prolyou vlwant infjto vlgo ptllup preplon det:posslyour nlchair conj:cooJand visit prepJon prolit conj:cooland vJwatch n:proplPurdie vleat• 

PROG? 

"MOT: go and get your . _ 423384_ 424324_ 

¾xmor: vlgo conj :cool and vJget det:posslyour nlchair . 

'MOT: and you sit <with Mummy> (//] next to Mummy on this furniture._424300_ 426842_ 

¾xmor: conj:cooland prolyou visit advlnext prep Ito n:proplMummy preplon detJthis nJfumiture. 

*CHI: Nin+Nin . _ 437605_ 438778 _ 

¾xmor: n:proplNin+Nin . 

'CHI: Nin+Nin. [+SR] _439126_440298_ 

¾xmor: n:propJNin+Nin. 

'MOT: yes. _440113_441192_ 

¾xmor: colyes. 

'CHI: it's freezing in the room 

o/oxmor: colac pro:demlthis? 

*MOT: that-'is the table not the chair._441715_443781 

¾xmor: pro:demlthat n-cllvlbe&3S detlthe nJtable neglnot detlthe nlchair . 

'MOT: XXX bring a chair. [+Pl.]_443561_445836_ 

o/oxmor: vlbring detla nlchair . 

*MOT: bring a cup of hot water. _445477_446963_ 

¾xmor: vlbring detla nlchair . 

'MOT: oh she-'has gone now, Thomas . _ 448855 _ 45 I073 

¾xmor: coloh prolshe n-cllv:auxlhave&PRES vlgo&PERF advlnow n:proplThomas . 

'CHI: where Ohas [*!the[= actually says d] Bow gone'_452651_ 454660_ 

¾xmor: wh:advlwhere detlthe n:proplBow vlgo&PERF? 

¾err: 0has= has. 

'MOT: she-'has run upstairs._454474_ 456285_ 

¾xmor: prolshe n-dlv:auxlhave&PRES vlrun&PERF advlupstairs. 

*MOT: I think when you got the table it frighton-ed her. _ 456947 _ 4598 I 5_ 

o/oxmor: proll vlthink wh:advlwhen proJyou vJget&PAST detithe nltab\e prolit vlfrighten-PAST proJher. 

'CHI: 0 [=I screams] . _ 460059 _ 462392_ 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 1-'m just go-ing to take this up the step-s. _ 486866_ 490001_ 

¾xmor: proll n-cllv:auxlbe&l S advliust vJgo-PROG in~to vltake pro:demlthis preplup detlthe nlstep-PL. 

'CHI: step-s. [+l] _489652_491220_ 

%xmor: nJstep·PL. 

'CHI: step-s. [+ l] _491661_492590_ 

¾xmor: nlstep-PL. 

'MOT: so Purdie can drink a cool beer._492369 _ 494366_ 

'MOT: where-'is Mummy go-ing? _500392_502191_ 

o/oxmor: wh:advlwhere n-cllv:auxlbe&3S n:proplMummy vlgo-PROG? 

•CHI: Nin+Nin poo [?]. _502133_504165_ 

o/oxmor: n:proplNin+Nin co/poo. 

'CHI: Nin+Nin poo [?]. _504281_506417_ 

¾xmor: n:proplNin+Nin colpoo . 

'MOT: no Mummy-'is take-ingPurdie-'s food upstairs. _506615_509761 

¾xmor: colno n:proplMummy n-cl)vauxlbe&3S vJtake-PROG n:propJPurdie- n-cllPOSS nJfood advlupstairs. 

'CHI: step-s. _532424_533619_ 

¾xmor: nlstep-PL. 

'CHI: Mummy. _533608_534722_ 

o/oxmor; n:proplMummy . 

'CHI: step-s. [+ SR]_534618_535849 _ 

¾xmor: nJstep-PL. 
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'MOT: 

%xmar: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

njrubbish. 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

yes 1-'ve been up the stairs. _535686_537683_ 

cojyes projl n-cllv:auxjhave vjbe&PERF preplup detlthe njstair-PL. 

oh xxx, see you . [+ PI] _540764_546522_ 

coloh vjsee projyou . 

who was that? _546290_547428_ 

wh:projwho vjbe&PAST&l3S pro:demlthat? 

see you. _547254_548925_ 

vjsee prolyou . 

see you.[+ SR] _549262_551097_ 

vjsee projyou . 

see you . [+SR] _549263_551032_ 

vlsee projyou . 

<who is this>[?]? _552495_553796_ 

wh:prolwho vlbe&3S pro:demlthis? 

it-'is a car drive-ing past. _553621_555874_ 

prolit n-cllvlbe&3S detla nlcar vldrive-PROG advlpast. 

a@scthis? _561087_562457_ 

colac pro:demlthis ? 

a car. _563966 _565487 _ 

detla nlcar . 

and this?[+ SR] _568053_569562_ 

conj:cooland pro:demlthis? 

beep+beep@o. _569736_571164_ 

cojbeep+beep . 

someone pass-ing again . _569737 _571733_ 

pro:inde~someone vjpass-PROG advjagain. 

look. _571733_572255_ 

vllook. 

look out of the window and you might see some vegetable in the field. _573370_576551_. 

it-'is quite a noisy car that,, is-'nt it? _576493_579175_ 

prolit n-cllvlbe&3S adv:intlquite detla adjlnoisy nlcar pro:demlthat v:auxjbe&3S v-cljneglnot prolit? 

a@sc Nin+Nin knee. _579384_581300_ 

cojac n:proplNin+Nin nlknee. 

a@sc that[= actually says dat]. _581033_582879_ 

cojac pro:demlthat . 

this. _582751_583749_ 

pro:demlthis. 

Nin+Nin knee. [+SR] _584144_585595_ 

n:propjNin+Nin nlknee. 

The cup is on your right. _585363_589612_ 

no, it is on my left 

I do-'nt think the car is pass-ing now,, is it? _589787_592747_ 

proll v:auxldo v-cllneglnot vjthink detjthe nlcar v:auxjbe&3S vlpass-PROG advlnow v:auxlbe&3S prolit. 

no. _592643_594001 

cojno. 

what can we see out of the window? _594024_596927_ 

wh:prolwhat v:auxjcan prolwe vlsee preplout preplofdetlthe nlwindow? 

XXX. _596660_598448_ 

The cup is on your left. _598668_603823_ 

proll v:auxjcan vlsee detla nllot preplof adjlblack nlbin+bag-s preploutside prepjof njpeople- n-cllPOSS njhouse-PL . 

because Monday is the day the dustbin+man come-es and he take-es away all the rubbish . _603939 _608978_ 

conj:suborjbecause n:proplMonday vlbe&3S detlthe nlday detlthe njdustbin+man vlcome-3S conj:cooland prolhe vltake-3S ptljaway qnjall detlthc 

all the thing-s that we put in the bin during the week(.) we put in a big black bag on Monday-s. _609380_616462_ 

qnjall detlthe njthing-PL wh:rellthat prolwe vlput preplin detlthe nlbin advlduring detlthe nlweek prolwe vlput preplin detla adjlbig adjlblack nlbag 

prepjon n:propjMonday-PL. 

'MOT: and we put it outside. _616381_618192_ 

¾xmor: conj:cooland prolwe vlput prolit advloutside. 

'MOT: and then the dustbin+man come-es and take-es it away. _618169_621083_ 
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¾xmor: conj:coojand advjthen detjthe njdustbin+man vjcome-3S conj:coojand vjtake-3S projit ptljaway. 

*MOT: you like watch-ing the dustbin+man,, do-'ntyou? _620816_623486_ 

¾xmor: projyou vjlike vjwatch-PROG detjthe njdustbin+man v:auxjdo v-cljnegjnot projyou? 

*MOT: he come-es in a big truck. _623451_62554!_ 

¾xmor: projhe vjcome-3S prepjin detja adjjbig njtruck. 

*CHI: where? _627921_629477_ 

¾xmor: wh:advjwhere? 

*CHI· where0is (*] 0 [*]truck[?]? _629!98_630499_ 

o/oxmor: wh:advjwhere njtruck? 

%err: 0is = 0. 

*MOT: he-'is not here now. _6303!3_631300_ 

o/oxmor: projhe n-cljvjbe&3S negjnot pro:demjhere advjnow. 

*MOT: he-'is come-ing later on today. _631288_633262_ 

¾xmor: projhe n-cljv:auxjbe&3S vjcome-PROG advjlater ptljon advjtoday . 

*MOT: but he stop-es outside and <they lift>[//] the men lift all black bag-s into <that other> [=? the back of the] truck. _633622_639891_ 

¾xmor: conj:coojbut projhe vjstop-3S advjoutside conj:coojand detjthe njman&PL vjlift qnjall adjjblack njbag-PL prepjinto detjthat qnjother njtruck. 

*MOT: and usually wave bye+bye., do-'nt you? _639694_642260_ 

o/oxmor: conj:coojand advjusual-LY vjwave cojbye+bye v:aux/do v-cljnegjnot projyou ' 

*CHI: bye+bye [>]. [+l] _642097_644280_ 

o/oxmor: cojbye+bye . 

*MOT· <and they wave back at you> [ <] . _642097_644210_ 

¾xmor: conj:coojand projthey vjwave advjback prepjat projyou . 

*MOT: so we can move these furnitures in this afternoon,, can~1nt we? _644640_647333_ 

%xmor; cojso projwe v:auxjcan vjdo pro:demjthat detjthis njafternoon v:auxjcan v-cljnegjnot projwe? 

*MOT: so I can have a glass of hot water. _647948_651965_ 

%xmor: cojso projl v:auxjcan vjsee detja njglass prepjof adjjhot njwater-PL. 

*MOT: and there are a lot of fruits. _652883_655123_ 

%xmor: conj:coojand pro:existjthere vlbe&PRES detja njlot prepjof nltree-PL. 

*MOT: and two of them have blossom on. _654949_657759_ 

%xmor: conj :cooland numjtwo prepjof projthem vjhave njblossom pt! Jon . 

*MOT: a pink fruit and a white vegetable, _657678_660383_ 

%xmor: detja adjjpink njfruit conj:coojand detja adjjwhite njtree. 

*MOT: the pink fruit is over there. _660220_662983_ 

¾xmor: detjthe adj jpink nltree vjbe&3S preplover pro:demlthere. 

*MOT: and it-'is a little bit breezy today so a lot of the blossom has fallen down. _664365_668301 

¾xmor: conj:coojand projit n-cljvjbe&3S detja adjjlittle njbit adjjbreezy advjtoday conj:suborjso detja njlot prepjof detjthe njblossom v:auxjhave&3s 

vlfall&PERF ptljdown . 

*MOT: and it !cokes like snow when it falles . _ 668278_ 67068 I 

¾xmor: conj:coojand projit vjlook-3S prepjlike nlsnow wh:advjwhen projit vjfall-3S. 

*CHI: vroom@o. _670646_672004_ 

¾xmor: colvroom, 

'\-!OT: yes that-'is an aeroplane. _67 I981_673432_ 

¾xmor: cojyes pro:demjthat n-cllvlbe&3S detja njaeroplane. 

'CHI a@scthis? _673281_674500_ 

¾xmor: cojac pro:demJthis ? 

*MOT: it-'is an aeroplane but it-'is too cloudy to see it. _675302_678239 _ 

%xmor: projit n-cljvjbe&3S detja njaeroplane conj:coojbut projit n-c1Jvjbe&3S advjtoo adjjcloudy in~to vjsee prolit. 

*MOT: we can only hear it., can-'nt we? _678169_679748_ 

%xmor: projwe v:auxJcan qnlonly vjhear projit v:aux/can v-cljnegjnot projwe? 

*MOT: but it-'is in the sky fly-ing. _681095_684055_ 

%xmor: conj:coojbut projit n-c1Jvlbe&3S prepjin det!the njsky vjfly-PROG. 

*CHI: no. _683951_685391_ 

o/oxmor: cojno, 

*MOT: no we can-'nt see it. _685205_6869!2_ 

%xmor· cojno projwe v:auxjcan v-cljnegjnot vjsee projit. 

*CHI: a car. _690023_692206_ 

¾xmor: detja njcar . 

*MOT· that-'is a white car. _693692_695770_ 

¾xmor' pro:demjthat n-cljvjbe&3S detja adjjwhite njcar. 

*CHI: black. _697558_698823_ 
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¾xmor: 

'MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

¾xmor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'CHI: 

¾xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xrnor; 

o/oxmor: 

"MOT: 

%xmor: 

'CHI: 

%xmor: 

'CHI: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

'MOT: 

¾xmor: 

*CHI: 

%xmor: 

*CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor: 

*MOT: 

%xmor· 

'CHI: 

o/oxmor: 

adjlblack. 

a white car. _698580_700309_ 

detla adjlwhite nlcar. 

black.[+ SR] _700135_701320_ 

adjlblack. 

white. _701041_701784_ 

adjlwhite. 

vroom@o. _701633_702968_ 

colvroom. 

what else can Thomas see? _705104_707392_ 

wh:detlwhat advle\se v:auxjcan n:proplThomas vlsee? 

can we see some flower-s. _708599 _710840_ 

v:auxlcan prolwe vlsee qnlsome nlflower-PL. 

oh. _710747 _712442_ 

coloh. 

pretty flower-s? _712198_713823_ 

adjlpretty nlflower-PL? 

mmm nice. _713603_71S484_ 

colmmm adjfnice. 

are they nice. _715228_717039 _ 

vfbe&PRES profthey adjfnice. 

no. _716981_718131 

cofno. 

yellow. _717980 _ 719628 _ 

adjfyellow 

yes those are yellow pansy-•. _719501_722055_ 

colyes detlthose v:auxfbe&PRES vlyellow nfpansy-PL. 

yellow flower-s. _722601_724l45_ 

adjfyellow nfflower-PL. 

a@sc this? _724063_725201_ 

colac pro:demlthis ? 

Bow? _725015_726049_ 

n:propfBow? 

can you see a pussy+cat? _726757 _728289 _ 

v:auxfcan profyou vlsee detla nfpussy+cat? 

I can-'nt see one. _728255 _729567 _ 

prof! v:auxlcan v-cl lneglnot vlsee pro:inde~one . 

no. _731169 _732307 _ 

colno. 
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APPENDIXB 
PURPOSE DESIGNED UTTERANCES 

Second Set for Lexical Vagueness First Set for Lexical Ambiguity Handling 
Handling 

Target Target
Utterance Utterance

word word 
Throw it into the bin. 

Bin Bin Throw it into the bin. 
Give me the bread bin. 
Can you serve me a glass of 
hot water? Can you serve me a glass

Hot Hot 
of hot water? 

dish? 
Can you buy some fruits for 
me? 

Can you serve me a hot 

Can you buy some fruits
Fruit Fruit

The trees fruited early this for me? 
year? 
The knife is good. 

Good He needs a good grade. 
found in people. 
The cool of early morning 

GoodThere is much good to be 

Can J have some cool
CoolCool 

drinks? 
The soup warmed slowly on 
This is a cool autumn day 

Can you adjust the heater 
Warm the stove. to make the room to be 

The room is warn1. 
Warm 

warmer? 
Yeasts are found in all kinds 

Can I have some
of vegetable matter. VegetableVegetable vegetables?
Can I have some vegetables? 
Time had dimmed the silver. 

Can you pull down the
Can you pull down the window to make the light DimDim 
window to make the light dimmer? 
dimmer? 
A bright moment in history. 

Make my room seem
BrightBright Make my room seem brighter.

brighter. 
Put it on the little of left of 

Put it on the little of left of
the cup. LeftLeft the cup. 
She left. 
Put it on the little of right of 

Put it on the little of right
Rightthe box. Right of the box.

She's right. 
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First Set for Lexical Ambiguity Handling Second Set for Lexical Vagueness 
Handling 

Target 
word 

Utterance 
Target 
word 

Utterance 

Little 
This is a little coffee shop. 

Little I'd like a little coffee. 
I'd like a little coffee. 

Dry 
The cloth dries in the sun. 

Dry 
Could you make the floor 
to be a little dry? 

Could you make the floor to 
be a little dry? 

Wet 

Drops of wet gleamed on the 
window 

Wet 
Can you make the towel a 
little wet? Can you make the towel a 

little wet? 

More 
The man eat more than he 
should More Can I have more bananas? 
Can I have more bananas? 

Less 
He works less these days. 

Less 
Use less sauce to cook the 
pasta.

Use less sauce to cook the 
pasta. 

Medium 
He consulted several 
mediums Medium I'd like a medium steak. 
I'd like a medium steak. 

Average 

The number of hours I work 
per work averages out to 40 

Average 
I need some apples of 
average size. I need some apples of 

average size. 

Strong 
The man is strong. 

Strong I'd like a cup of strong tea. 
I'd like a cup of strong tea. 

Light 

The light was filtered 
through a soft glass window. 

Light 
The morning coffee should 
be light.The morning coffee should 

be light. 

Soft 
He is soft. 

Soft I like soft colours. 
I like soft colours. 

Tea 
We met at the department's 
tea for newcomers. Tea I'd like a cup of tea. 
I'd like a cup of tea. 

Drink 

The patient must drink 
several liters each day 

Drink I asked for a hot drink. 
I asked for a hot drink. 

Cold 
The cold helped clear his 
head Cold Can I have a cold beer? 
Can I have a cold beer? 
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First Set for Lexical Ambiguity Handling Second Set for Lexical Vagueness 
Handling 

Target 
word 

Utterance Target 
word 

Utterance 

Little This is a little coffee shop. Little I'd like a little coffee. 
I'd like a little coffee. 

Furniture Can you rearrange my 
bedroom's furniture? 

Freezing Can you adjust the 
temperature of the fridge to 
be freezing? 
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